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Introduction
It is well-known that the theory of finite dimensional 
Lie algebras is similar in many ways to the theory of finite 
groups. Noting the way that finite groups are generalised to 
certain periodic FC-groups (see Baer, [2], for example), we 
can likewise generalise finite dimensional Lie algebras; 
alternatively we can study ideally finite Lie algebras by 
using idea3 from the theory of periodic FG-groups, drawing 
analogies as far* as possible (see Stewart, [15], for example).
We can also extend the theory of finite groups to profinite 
groups (see for example Hartley, [6]) using the ideas and 
methods used for finite groups and periodic FC-groups. In this 
thesis we study profinite Lie algebras from two viewpoints: 
by using the ideas and methods of ideally finite Lie algebras, 
and by analogy with profinite groups.
Some of the ideas can be traced to the corresponding 
situation for algebraic groups, that is pro-affine algebraic 
groups (see Hochschild, [7], and Hochschild and Mostow, [8]), 
for example the definition of coset topology in Hochschild 
and Mostow, p1130, suggests the definition of the affine 
topology.
In the first four chapters we use a topological approach 
similar to that used in Hartley, [6], and Barker, [13] to
study cofinite and profinite classes of algebras* and from 
chapter 5 onwards we concentrate our attention on profinite 
Lie algebras. Also, when no extra effort is involved we prove 
results more generally for cofinite lie algebras, or for cofinite 
algebras.
Chapters 1 and 2 deal with the definitions of cofinite and 
profinite algebras, along with some basic results. The definition 
of a cofinite algebra is chosen so that certain properties of 
cofinite groups also hold for cofinite algebras (see for example 
Hartley, [6], and Parker, (j 3^  ), in particular that a compact 
cofinite algebra may be regarded as am inverse limit of finite 
dimensional algebras when given a suitable topology.
In chapter 3 we look at the profinite completion of a 
cofinite algebra, showing that it is unique up to a topological 
isomorphism (i.e. a map that is both a homeomorphism and an 
algebra isomorphism), and that continuous algebra homomorphisms 
of a cofinite algebra can be extended to continuous algebra 
homomorphisms of the profinite completion.
In chapter 4 we give some examples of profinite algebras, 
and indicate how further profinite algebras may be obtained; 
also we give an alternative construction of the profinite 
completion of a vector space, using the dual space and the 
double dual. This form of the profinite completion is different 
to that given in chapter 3«
The first four chapters apply to any class of algebras.
3In chapter 5 we look at the cofinitely soluble radical and the 
cofinitely nilpotent radical of a cofinite Lie algebra; these 
correspond to the soluble and nilpotent radicals in finite 
dimensional Lie algebras, and are the maximal cofinitely 
soluble and cofinitely nilpotent ideals.
Chapter 6 deals with pro-semisimple Lie algebras. These 
may be expressed either as inverse limits of finite dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebras, or more usefully as a Cartesian sum 
of finite dimensional simple Lie algebras. As a consequence 
of the latter result we consider sums of finite dimensional 
simple Lie algebras.
We generalise the definitions of Levi, Borel and Cartan 
subalgebras irichapters 7,8 and 9 respectively from finite 
dimensions to profinite and cofinite Lie algebras, proving 
existence in the profinite case and giving equivalent definitions: 
a Levi subalgebra A of a profinite Lie algebra L is a closed 
subalgebra whose factors (A + K)/K by closed ideals X of 
finite codimension are Levi subalgebras of L/K, or alternatively 
a Levi subalgebra of a profinite Lie algebra is a closed 
maximal semisimple subalgebra; B is a Borel subalgebra of the 
profinite Lie algebra L .if it is closed and (B + .K)/K is a 
Borel subalgebra of L/K for each closed ideal K of L of 
finite codimension; C is a Cartan subalgebra if it is closed 
and each (C + K)/K is a Cartan 3ubalgebra of L/K. AI3 0, in
3In chapter 5 we look at the cofinitely soluble radical and the 
cofinitely nilpotent radical of a cofinite lie algebra; these 
correspond to the soluble and nilpotent radicals in finite 
dimensional Lie algebras, and are the maximal cofinitely 
soluble and cofinitely nilpotent ideals.
Chapter 6 deals with pro-semisimple lie algebras. These 
may be expressed either as inverse limits of finite dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebras, or more usefully as a Cartesian sum 
of finite dimensional simple Lie algebras. As a consequence 
of the latter result we consider sums of finite dimensional 
simple Lie algebras.
We generalise the definitions of Levi, Borel and Cartan 
subalgebras in'chapters 7>8 and 9 respectively from finite 
dimensions to profinite and cofinite Lie algebras, proving 
existence in the profinite case and giving equivalent definitions: 
a Levi subalgebra A of a profinite Lie algebra L is a closed 
subalgebra whose factors (A + K)/K by closed ideals X of 
finite codimension are Levi subalgebras of L/K, or alternatively 
a Levi subalgebra of a profinite Lie algebra is a closed 
maximal semisiraple subalgebra; B is a. Borel subalgebra of the 
profinite Lie algebra L if it is closed and (B + .K)/K is a 
Borel subalgebra of L/K for each closed ideal K of L of 
finite codiraension; C is a Cartan subalgebra if it is closed 
and each (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K. AI3 0, in
an infinite dimensional profinite Lie algebra L the Borel 
subalgebras have the same dimension as L; the same result 
does not hold for the Cartan subalgebras of L , although it 
is true when L is pro-semisimple.
In chapter 10 we show that each of these three classes of 
subalgebras is conjugate under a certain group ^ (L) of 
automorphisms of the profinite Lie algebra L. This group may­
be regarded as an inverse limit of such groups of automorphisms 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras.
In chapter 11 we look at the Fitting decomposition of a 
profinite L-moaule: a profinite L-module is isomorphic, as an 
L-module, to the Cartesian sum of its weight spaces, when L 
satisfies certain conditions relating to nilpotency. We also 
particularise to a cofinite Lie algebra L considered as a 
C-module for a Cartan subalgebra C of L, and show that in this 
case if L is also pro-semisimple then its weight spaces are 
one-dimensional.
In chapter 12 we look at cofinitely cleft Lie algebras.
We define a cofinite version of the Chevalley-Jordan 
decomposition of a linear map on a cofinite algebra fixing the 
closed ideals of finite codimension, and show that this is 
unique. We define tori in a cofinite Lie algebra and use them 
to find an equivalent form of Cartan subalgebras of a 
profinitely cleft Lie algebra i.e. they are precisely the
Q-
an infinite dimensional profinite Lie algebra L the Borel 
subalgebras have the same dimension as L; the same result 
does not hold for the Cartan subalgebras of L* although it 
is true when L is pro-semisimple.
In chapter 10 we show that each of these three classes of 
subalgebras is conjugate under a certain group "S(L) of 
automorphisms of the profinite Lie algebra L. This group may 
be regarded as an inverse limit of such groups of automorphisms 
of finite dimensional Lie algebras.
In chapter 11 we look at the Fitting decomposition of a 
profinite L-module: a profinite L-module is isomorphic, as an 
L-module, to the Cartesian sum of its weight spaces, when L 
satisfies certain conditions relating to nilpotency. We also 
particularise to a cofinite Lie algebra L considered as a 
C-module for a Cartan subalgebra C of L, and show that in this 
case if L is also pro-semisimple then its weight spaces are 
one-dimensional.
In chapter 12 we look at cofinitely cleft Lie algebras.
We define a cofinite version of the Chevalley-Jordan 
decomposition of a linear map on a cofinite algebra fixing the 
closed ideals of finite codimension, and show that this is 
unique. We define tori in a cofinite Lie algebra and use them 
to find an equivalent form of Cartan subalgebras of a 
profinitely cleft Lie algebra i.e. they are precisely the
S '
centralisers of maximal tori. We then look at profinitely cleft 
Lie algebras, and show that a Lie algebra is profinitely cleft 
if and only if L/K is cleft for every closed ideal K of finite 
codimension in L. Alternatively, L is profinitely cleft 
exactly when the cofinitely soluble radical is profinitely 
cleft.
In chapter 13 we show that any profinite Lie algebra may 
be embedded in a profinitely cleft Lie algebra.
Many of the results of this thesis are easy generalisations 
of analogous results in finite dimensions, and are often 
proved by passing to finite dimensional factors.
I would like to express ray deep gratitude to both of my 
supervisors, Ian Stewart and, during his absences, Brian 
Hartley, for their help and guidance, as well as their 
unlimited patience. Without them this thesis would not have
reached its final form.
Chapter 1 Cofinite Algebras
Section 1 Some Preliminary Definitions
In a residually finite algebra there may be many different 
finite residual systems. By defining a suitable topology on the 
algebra we may focus our attention on a particular finite 
residual system, and use the topological structure invoked to 
study the algebra.
In this chapter we define this topology as the cofinite 
topology and derive some basic results. The definition 
corresponds to the definition of a cofinite group given in 
Hartley [¿] , p194, and is defined so that compact cofinite 
algebras will correspond to inverse limits of finite dimensional 
algebras, as in the case of profinite groups (see for example 
Hartley, p196).
Throughout this thesis, by an algebra we will mean any 
algebra (not necessarily a Lie algebra or an associative algebra) 
unless otherwise indicated, and the ground field, denoted by ?, 
will be algebraically closed of characteristic zero.
Recall (see for example Kelley, pp65>66):
Definition
A partially ordered set I is directed if for i, j £ I there 
exists an element k of I such that i < k and j ^ k.
A subset J of I is cofinal in I if for each i £ I there 
exists j £ J such that i < j.
nDefinition
(See for example Stewart f'S’J, p37). An algebra A i3 
residually finite if it has a system of ideals |Ki : i £ I) 
such that:
(i) A/K^ is finite dimensional for each i 6 I,
(ii) n K. = 0 . 
i£I 1
We sayothat |K^: i £ I) is a finite residual system for A 
if it satisfies (i) and (ii) above, together with
(iii) For each i,j £ I there exists k £ I such that
Kk * Ki n v
We can partially order I by taking i « 3 whenever K. s K. ,3 ^
thus making I into a directed set. Henceforth we shall assume 
that I is thus directed whenever we consider a finite residual 
system, and we 3hall say that |K.: i £ 1} is directed.
We shall also call a finite residual system of ideals 
{Kh : i £ Jj cofinal in a finite residual system {K^ : i £ I) if
J is cofinal in I.
The following definition corresponds to the coset topology 
defined for groups in Hochschild and Mostow [^3, p1130. 
Definition • .
Let V be a vector space, with a topology defined on it. Then 
the topology on V is affine if {x + U: x £ V, U is a vector 
subspace of V} is a subbase of closed sets.
We can also talk of the affine topology on an algebra A; 
this is simply the affine topology on A when A is regarded as 
a vector space.
Section 2 Cofinite Algebras 
Definition 1.1
An algebra A (not necessarily associative) is a cofinite 
algebra if it has a topology such that
C1 The intersection of all closed ideals of A of finite 
codimension is trivial.
C2 If H is a closed vector subspace of A of finite
codimension then H contains a closed ideal of finite 
codimension.
C3 If H, K are vector subspaces of A of finite codiraension 
such that H is closed and such that H is contained in 
JC, then K is closed.
C4 The set jx + K: x £ A, K is a closed vector subspace
of A of finite codimension} is a subbase of closed sets.
Condition C1 ensures that A is residually finite, while C2 
and C4 imply that the topology is determined by a particular 
finite residual system of A (i.e. the set of closed ideals of 
finite codimension).
Condition C3 allows us to induce the affine topology on 
the finite dimensional quotients of A. when factoring by closed 
ideals of finite codimension (see 1 . 1 3 for the definition of 
thi3 induced topolcgy).
Notation
Let A be a cofinite algebra. Then 'X(A) (or X when there is 
no ambiguity) will denote the set of closed ideals of A of 
finite codimension, and'S(A) (or ")j) will denote the set of 
closed vector subspaces of A of finite codimension.
R eraark
If A is a finite dimensional cofinite algebra, then the 
topology on A is the affine topology, and conversely if A is 
a finite dimensional algebra with the affine topology, then A 
is a cofinite algebra.
Proposition 1.2
Let A be a cofinite algebra, x a fixed element of A, a 
fixed element of the ground field 7. Then the following maps 
on A are continuous:
e 1 : y 1- x + y
ro : y — A y
*3 : y *- xy V
Proof: Let z + K be a closed subbasic subset of A, so that 
K G^J(a ), the set of closed vector subspaces of A erf finite
codimension. Then it suffices to show that 8 ~ ( z  + K) isi
closed for i = 1,2,3, by Simmons, theorem 3, p102, [j^ .
But 9 1 (z + IC) — (z - x) + K , which is a closed subset of
A, since K G^)(A), and e 2~^(z + K) = A-^z + K, also a closed 
subset of A. So 8^  and 82 are continuous.
Now K € ^ (A), so K contains some H G V;(A) , by C2. But II is
an ideal of A, so xH C H C K. Thus H £ 9j-1(K), whence (K)
is closed, by C3. Hence 9^”  ^(z + K) = u +e-j-1(K), where u is
any element of 8 ^ ~\z). Q
) O
Proposition 1 .3
Let A be a residually finite algebra with a finite residual 
system £. Then there is a unique way to make A into a cofinite 
algebra 3uch that is cofinal in^J, the set of closed vector 
subspaces of A of finite codimension.
Proof: To make A' into a cofinite algebra, take a3 a closed 
subbase the set {x + U: x £ A, K <1 U for some K £ fej. That this 
is the unique way of making A into a cofinite algebra such that 
£ is cofinal in 3^ is clear. □
We can see from this that two finite residual systems of a
residually finite algebra will yield the same cofinite topology
if they are both cofinal in their union.
- *The next lemma shows that if a vector subspace of a vector
space V is contained in a finite union of affine subspaces of
V, then it is contained in one of these affine subspaces.
Lemma 1.4
Let V be a vector space, U a vector 3ubspace and suppose 
rathat TJ C U (x. + V.) , where x. £ V and each Y. is a vector 
i=1 1 1 1
sub3pace of V.
Then there exists t £ {l,2,....,n| such that U « Y^ and
xt € V
nrFurther if U —  U (x. + V.,), then U = V+ for some t.
1=1 1 1 * nProof: We can see that U = U  (U O (x. + V.))------------ i= 1  1
m
U-i= 1 (yi + V
nfor some m ^ n, where = U n and each y^ is such that
contained in U.
kWe shall prove by induction on the number of distinctA
subspaces W^ involved in this expression that U = ;!^ for some t
In the case where k'= 1, U =  U (y. + W). If U ^ W, then
- i  1
which is impossible, as the ground field F has characteristic 
zero. 3o we must have U = W.
Now suppose that the result holds for the case k = r - 1. 
We shall show tha,t the result holds for the case k —  r. We can 
re-order the W^'s so that
where each W^ is distinct from when i >  j.
If W^  =  U the result follows, so assume that W. ^ U; then
y± + U = U and y^ + = x^ + V^. Note that each W^ is
m
i=1
U/W = |y1 + W,..... ,ym + V/}. Thus U/W is a finite vector space
mU = (y, + W. ) u
there exists z € U such tnac z + W1 £  yi + W^  for every i in 1^
where I. denotes the set j1,2,....,j}.
J
Now z + W. = (i + ’W1 ) n u
m
U ((z -W-W.) O (y i=1 1
mu ((z + W.) n (y± + w.))
i=j+1 1 1 1
m
So for each s £ I. * y\ + = z + (v - z) + Wj a i a
I '2-
m3o y3 + 7 u (yi=j+1
jThus U = U
X U  w ,
u (yia + )c» V  (i^w.)
ra
3 = 1 i=
3y the induction hypothesis U =  W. for some t € I . 3utX in
W^. = U O V^, whence U = V^ ., as required.
The second part of the lemma follows immediately from the 
fir3t part. O
Recall that a topological space X is a T|-space if each 
singleton set is closed (see for example , [ji], p56).
Proposition 1.5
Suppose that A is a cofinite algebra. Then
(i) A is a T^space,
(ii) A is connected.
Proof: (i) The singleton set {0} is closed, by C1 of definition
1.1. Also, for any x € A, x is the inverse image of 0 under the 
map y -» y - x. So by proposition 1.2, the singleton set ¡x} is 
closed.
(ii) Suppose, for a contradiction, that A’ =  U U V is a 
disconnection of A, where U and V are disjoint. Then U and V 
are both closed.
nrTherefore U = O U (x. + K^„) for some index set J and
j£J r=1 Jr
where Xjr £ A, Kjr £U(A) for all j,r. 
nr
Then U C U ( * (i)x j r  + Kjr  ^ ^ A for a sui'ta1:3le choice of j £ J.
m
So y 3 + V U (y,,, + 'ifa )» where y i=j+1 13 1
jThus U = U U (y 
s = 1 i=3+1
m
iS + V
3y the induction hypothesis U =  \1^ for some t £ I . 3ut
= U O , whence U = V^ ., as required.
The second part of the lemma follows immediately from the 
first part. O
Recall that a topological space X is a T1-space if each 
singleton set is closed (see for example KtUt^ , [_li], p56).
Proposition 1.5
Suppose that A is a cofinite algebra. Then
(i) A is a T^-space,
(ii) A is connected.
Proof: (i) The singleton set {0} is closed, by C1 of definition *(i)
1.1. Also, for any x £ A, x i3 the inverse image of 0 under the 
map y -* y - x. So by proposition 1.2, the singleton set {x} is 
closed.
(ii) Suppose, for a contradiction, that A =  U U V is a 
disconnection of A, where U and V are disjoint. Then U and V 
are loth closed.
where x^r £ A, Kjr £U(A) for all j,r. 
nrThen U C U (x. + K. ) £  A for a suitable choice of j £ J.Jr Jr
Therefore U =  n U (x.„ + K. ) for some index set J and -.fTT t*— 1 Jrj£J r=1 J

nj(b) Conversely, since U is closed, U = 0  U (x . + K .)
j£J r=1 rJ rj
for some «T, n., with K . £'3 for all r,j. We want to show that 
J J
U is the intersection of some of these K .'s.rj
nJFix j £ J.. Then U C U (x . + K .)
r _ 1  PJ rJ
njso u = u n u = u (u n (x . + k .))r=1 rj
If U n (xrj + Krj) is empty, discard it from this union. There 
is some r for which U n (xrj + ) is non-empty, otherwise U
would be empty.
m
Renumber the r's so that U —  U (U n (x . + K .)) with eachr=1 rJ rJ
term in the union being non-empty.. Then for each r there exists
x € U n (x . + K .) such that x + U = U and x^ + K . = x . + K r r j rj r r r j r j
Hence U = U (x + (Un K .)), whence by lemma 1.4, 
r=1 r rj
U =  U O Krj for some r = r(j), so U C Xrj. Also xr will be an 
element of U n Kr^, which is contained in Krj. Therefore xp  ^£  K 
for r = r(j).
Now Krj is in D, so is closed; hence U Q Krj*
Thu3 U C O K , j \ j jej ru;j
= n (x. + k ,) j£J rJ rj
ndC  n ( u (xr1 +- Krj))
J€J r=1 
= U
Therefore U — where each i3 an element of "3
\S
and. each K . contains U. rJ
Therefore U 2  n L = O (U + X), so U = n (U + Z), since
L€^ X£'l K£^LeU
U + K is closed.
(c) Me want to show that n  (U + K) = n (U + X) for any
K€U X£-b*
subset "a' of u which is cofinal in "3.
That the left hand side is contained in the right hand side 
is clear.
Conversely, for K £"3 there exists H™. £ U ‘ such that H-r « K,XV XV
since 'V is cofinal in "3; so U + < U + K.
Thus
O (U + X) 2 n (U + H„)
X£ b K£U
2 n (U + X) K£^’
(ii) Let ©: A — A be the translation map y 1— x + y for a 
fixed x £ A. Then 0 is a homeonorphism, by proposition 1.2, and 
so e(U) = e (U) i.e. x + U = x + U
= x + n (u + k)
K£U
= n (x + (u + k)) o
K£
Corollary 1.7
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let U be a vector subspace
of A. Then U is closed if and only if U = n K for sone subset
XECJ*
"}• of 7J.
Proof: If U is an intersection of elements in then it is
clearly closed.
Conversely, if U is closed then U = U = O (U + K), and
K£'i
since each U + K is in T3, by C3, the result follows from 
proposition 1,6. 0
When A is compact we can get a stronger result than 
proposition 1.6, analogous to Parker, [>3], proposition 2.1.2, 
P9*
Proposition 1.8
Let A be a compact cofinite algebra, and let H be a closed 
vector subspace of A'. Let |K^: i £ 1} be a directed set of 
closed vector subspaces (i.e. for r,s £ I there exists t £ I 
such that TCj. < n Ks). Then
: o (h + k . ) = h + o k . *
i£I 1 i£I 1
Proof: We follow the proof given in Parker. That the right hand
side is contained in the left hand side is clear, so let x be
an element of O  (H + K .) (which is clearly non-empty). Then 
i£I 1
for each i £ I, (x + H) O is non-empty. Also j(x + H) O X. :
i £ 1} satisfies the finite intersection property, since 
¡K^ : i £ I| is directed} so a3 each (x + H) O is closed and
A is compact we see that O ((x f-H) OK.) is non-emoty. This
i£I 1
implies that (x + H) n O K. is non-empty, so there exists
i£I 1
y £ OX. such that y £ x + H* whence x £ H + OK. 
i£I 1 i€I ‘
□
let A be a compact cofinite algebra, and let U be a vector 
sub3pace of A. Then U is compact in the relative topology if and 
only if U is closed.
Proof; If U is closed, then it is compact since it is a closed 
subset of a compact space.
Conversely, suppose that U is compact; ue show that U = U, 
whence TJ is closed.
U = O (U -h-K), by proposition 1.6(i), so U C U + X for each K£^
K £ 'i. Pick any x £ II. 'le shall show that x £ TJ. Por each X £L "3
there exists h € X and u £ U such that x = u + h. Then u = x - h
so u £ U fi (x + K), showing that for each X £ i, (x + E) O TJ is
non-empty. Now for any X , K-,,.... ,K in "b there exists K in i
nsuch that K < X. n X„ O ....H E  so x + K C O (x + Kj ).
1 2  n ‘ i=1 1
Then 0 t (x + x) n u S ((x + k1 ) n u) n....n ((x + xn) n u)
Thus {(x + E) O U: K £ "3) is a set of closed subsets of U with
the finite intersection property, so by the compactness of U,
n (x + K) O TJ 0 0 
K£^
I.e. U n n (x + K) 0 0
K£^
But O (x + X) = (xj by proposition 1.6(H), since n K —  0, so
K£~3 E£h
U O jxj is non-empty, as required. D 
Corollary 1.10
I
Theorem 1 .9
Let A be a cofinite algebra, U a vector 3ubspace of A. If 
U is compact in the relative topology then U is closed in A..
Proof: This is the same as the second part of the proof of 
theorem 1.9. Q
Corollary 1.11
let A and U be cofinite algebras and let f : A — U
be a continuous and linear map^ Then f maps closed vector 
subspaces to closed vector subspaces.
Proof: Since f is linear it maps vector subspaces to vector 
subspaces. Also, 3ince f is continuous it maps compact subsets 
to compact subsets. The result then follows from no. j j
Section 3 Subspaces and Quotients of Cofinite Algebras
I °\
Proposition 1.12
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let U be a -ri'koLyWo. 
of A-. Then U is cofinite in the relative topology..
Proof: The set {x + K: X £ "3} is a closed 3ubba3e for A, so
{U n (x + K): X £ "D } is a closed subbase for U in the relative 
topology. But IIH (x + K) is either empty, hence closed, or 
U O (x + X) = y + (U n X) for some y £ U, and any affine 
subspace of the form y +• (U n X) can be obtained in this way,
i.e. y + (U n X) = (y + U) O (y + K) = U O (y +- K).
So {y + (U O X): X £ D  j is a closed subbase for U and ^ vOOi--= t. w- ».a v <*. UA«’
f.. V Vw. UAK *•—« K € u . v .» e.
LA.«--Vi oic U  , V r IA A U- S V A  It l ft) J S- teVve-V V O. A  H .
n X: X £ X  (A)} ;* **f*~a. ^  'X(u').
This verifies C4.
Cl is clear.
We now check C2. If H is in^(U), then H = U O X for some 
K €^l(A), so K contains some X ’ from X  (A), whence H contains 
U n X ’ , which is inV(U).
Now we verify C3.Suppose H and V are vector subspace3 of U 
with H contained in V and suppose further that H lies in^CU).
Then H = U n X for some X £"3(A-)» so V 2 U O K, whence by the 
modular law V —  .V + (U O X) = U n (V + X). But X £ 3(A), so 
7 + X €'3(A), whence V is in^OJ). Q
Definition 1.13
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let U be a closed ideal of 
A. Then we can give A/U the cofinite topology generated by
X  (A/U) - f (X + U)/U: X £ "3(A)}
I.e. take {(x + U) + (K + U)/U: x £ A, X £^(A)}.as a closed 
subbase of A/U.
Ve shall call this the (cofinite) topology induced from A.
Note 1.14
We have to check that this topology is in fact a cofinite
topology. C2, C3?and C4 are clear. We now check C1.
Now X(A/U) = ((K + U)/U: X £)<(A)}
So n h = n (x + u)/u H£X( A/U) K£ K( A)
O (K + U)X£K(A)
= U/U by proposition 1.6(i), as required. 0 
proposition 1.15
Let A be a compact cofinite algebra and suppose that U is 
a closed ideal of A. Give A/U the cofinite topology induced 
from A. Then
(i) A/U is compact
(ii) If H is a closed vector subspace of A then (H + U)/U 
is a closed vector subspace of A/U.
Proof: (i) Let 9 : A — A/U be the natural projection map
taking any element x of A- to x + U. Then for a subbasic closed 
set x + U + (K + U)/U, the inverse image under 0 is x + (K + U), 
which is closed in A. Hence 9 is continuous, by Simmons, theorem 
3, p102, [ihj . Thus A/U is the continuous image of the compact 
space A, so i3 compact.
whence (H + U)/U is closed in A/U. 0  
Proposition 1.16
Let A be a cofinite algebra, U a vector subspace of A.2hen U 
is dense in A if and only if U + K =■ A for each K £ 'j(A).
Proof: U is dense in A if and only if U = A. But U = O ("J + K).
------- K£ 1
So U is dense if and only if O  (U + K) = A, i.e. U + K = A for
K£"l
each K £ 0
Note 1.17
Proposition 1.16 holds for any cofinal subset replacing
, and in particular proposition 1.16 holds if we replace 1 by X-
To see that this is so we may U3e ~
proposition 1.6(i), replacing ÏÏ = n (U + K) .withK£-3
U —  O (U + X) tlA tK* cJo.ML p V O o V  •
Key
Proposition 1.18
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let H be a dense subalgebra of 
A. If K is an ideal of H, then ÎC is an ideal of A.
Proof: Since K is an ideal of H, K + K± is an ideal of K + K±, for
each K± €><(A). Now H is dense in A, so A = H + K1 for all i, and
so K + K. is an ideal of A. But ÏC = fl (K + L), so K is an ideal
i£I 1
-2. )
of A. 0
-2- '2-
Chapter 2 Profinite Algebras
Section 1 Finite Dimensional A.lgebras 
Definition 2.1
A profinite algebra is a compact cofinite algebra.
Remark
We shall show that this definition is equivalent to the 
alternative definition: that a profinite algebra is an algebra 
which is isomorphic to an inverse limit of finite dimensional 
algebras each having the affine topology, the inverse limit 
having the relative topology induced from the Tyehonoff topology 
on the product of these finite dimensional algebra«.
We therefore consider finite dimensional algebras with the 
affine topology.
Proposition 2.2 *(i)
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with the affine topology. 
Then
(i) A is a T.-space;
(ii) A is connected;
(iii) A is compact.
Proof: (i) and (ii) follow immediately from proposition 1.5.
(iii) Let ^-= fx. + B^: i € Ij be any class of subbasic closed 
sets in A having the finite intersection property. To show 
that A is compact it suffices to show that any such class has 
non-empty intersection, by Simmons, theorem F, p112.
Let C be the intersection of the elements of We have to 
show that C is non-empty. Suppose instead that C is empty. For
'Z.'i
any subset I ’ of I, n B. is finite dimensional, so we can
choose a finite subset J of I such that n B^ has minimal
dimension. Renumber I so that J = |1,2,....,nJ = I , and let
C 1 = n (x. + B.), which is non-empty, by the finite 
i€In
intersection property. But C is empty, so there exists j in I
C". Without loss of generality we may assume that j = n -t- 1. 
Now C ' is non-empty, so there exists x € A such that
where x + B^ = x^ + B^ for each i € I ^. This implies that 
c  = n (x + b .)
= x + n b . 
i€In
Therefore
the dimension of the latter. Hence C cannot be empty, f]
lemma 2.3
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with the affine
i€J
such that the set C 1' = C * O (x. + B.) is a proper subset of
J J
c " = x + n b .j CT (= ni£I,n+1
x + O B.■SCT 1 = c"cc'=x + n B,i€In
So the dimension of B^  n B2 n XiB_ .is smaller than that n+1
of b 1 n b2 n n Bn, contradicting the minimality of
n
topology. Then any closed set in A has the form U (x + X ),r=1 r r
where each Kr is a vector subspace of A
■I
■2-4-
Pi’Qpf; Prom the definition of affine topology, the set
lx + K: x € A, K is a vector subspace of A } is a closed subbase
for A, so any closed subset C of A has the form
C = n U (x,, + K. .) i€I j=1 13 13
where each is a vector subspace of A, for some index set I.
We show that we can in fact take I to be a finite set. Well-order 
I to get a (not necessarily countable) chain of closed sets
C1 2  C2 2 2 Cr 3
where C = n U (x . + K .)• Now A is finite dimensional, so r s=1 j=1 SJ '
is noetherian by Stewart, [ir], theorem 2.1, p23, so this chain 
must terminate. Hence C is a finite intersection of finite 
unions of affine subspaces of A, which is a finite union of 
finite intersections of affine subspaces. The result follows from 
the fact that a finite intersection of affine subspaces is also 
an affine subspace. □
Lemma 2 . 4
Let U,V be finite dimensional vector spaces with the affine 
topology and let 6 : U — V be a linear map. Then 0 is closed 
and continuous.
Proof: Straightforward. D
Section 2 Inverse Limits of Topological Spaces
The topological results of this- section are essential to the 
rest of the thesis.
Notation
The product space of the topological spaces |X^: i £ 1} will
be written TT~X., and the Cartesian sum of the vector spaces 
i£I 1
|V1 : i G 1} will be written Cr^j V^. Y/hen each has a
topological structure the two products will coincide, in which 
case we will choose the notation according to the context, so 
that for example we shall use I T v. when considering the
i€I
topological structure of the Cartesian sum of the Y^'s.
An element of either of these products will be denoted by 
(xi)i€I? x^± h or (xi> *
The following definitions may be found in Eilenberg and 
Steenrod, [^3 * p215.
Definitions
Let |X^: i 6 1} be a class of sets indexed by a directed 
set I, and suppose that there are maps  ^ : X.^  — X^ whenever
i ^  j, satisfying
(a) For i ^  j ^  k, =■ »
(b) is the identity map on X ^
Then IX.; tt .: i,j 6 I| is called an inverse system (or a i lj .
projective system).
The set {(x±) € X±:• x^ =» for 1 ^  is called
at
the inverse limit of the inverse system |X.; _rr. i,j € I}, and
is written lim|X.; i t i,j € I}, lim|X, ; tt , j or igr lim{X, }.r* J 1 <- 1
When each X^ is a topological space we shall give limjX^} the
relative topology induced by the Tychonoff topology on 1' X. .
i€I 1
The following result from Stewart, pb], theorem 2.1, pl86, 
will he used repeatedly, and is stated without proof:
Theorem 2.5
let |X±;-^iJ} be an inverse system of topological spaces X^ 
such that
(a) Sach X^  ^is non-empty, compact and T. ;
(b) The maps are closed and continuous.
Then
(i) X = limjX.. ; TT j is non-empty;<_ x -1-J
(ii) The image of the canonical projection p.J
= ¿ ¿ w
(iii) If bars denote closures then for A C X,
X - X, is J
A = lim|p.(A; <- 1
and if A is closed then
A = lim{p.(A)J = lim{p.tA)j.
4r- <r- 1
(iv) X is compact in the aforementioned topology. Q
'Z ~l
The following, from Kngelking, £s"3> PP^9-91, is useful for 
showing that certain inverse limits of topological spaces are 
homeomorphic:
Let X = |Xi; i> j € 11 and Y = [Y^; ^  ^  , f, G A\ { be two
inverse systems. A mapping of X into Y is a family {<?,. f^i
consisting of a monotone function from A into I and of 
continuous maps f , : X . , — Y „ for each G A, such that
Cp ) o<
fp.
i.e. such that the diagram
X<p(o/)
iU«,*)
\
X
'V
q>((J) --------> P
is commutative for each pair (S of elements of A with (5 ^  ,
Every mapping of an inverse system 3t into an inverse system 
Y induces a continuous map from the inverse limit of X into the 
inverse limit of Y.
Consider the map f : limiX, ; or } - limiX*; \ defined as
X i
follows: letA(x±) G limlX± j. For any * G A, define y^ = f*(x ) -
Then f is defined by f(x) = (y^)^€K> and is called the limit 
mapping induced by {<?» f^}.
-2.-3
Theorem 2.6
Let X = (Xi; ^  ±y.- i, j € I}, Y = {Y^ -; ^  : ,^(5 G A  { be two 
inverse systems and suppose that {cf, fa4{ is a mapping of
the inverse system X into the inverse system Y. If <j(A) is
cofinal in I and f^ : X — Y^ is a homeomorphism for every
“' £ ^ 1  then the limit mapping f : lim[X. ) -» limjYJ is a4- 1
homeomorphism. Q
Corollary 2.7
Let X = ¡X.; 'rT..: i»j € Ij be an inverse system and suppose
-L «J
that J is cofinal in I. Then the nap f : lim{:X. ;"n*. i,j G 1}
- lim|Xi;ir i;.: i,j G J} given by (xi)i€I>- (xi)iGJ,is a 
homeomorphism. Q
Corollary 2.8
Let X = {X±; ’rr± ^ : i, j G I|, Y = {Y±;  ^± j: i»j e 11 be two 
inverse systems with the sane index set I. If each f^ : X^ — Y^ 
is a homeomorphism, then the limit mapping f : limjX.} — limjY. } 
given by f((x^)^) = (f^x^JJ^is a homeomorphism. □
We have the analogue of corollary 2.8 for inverse limits of 
finite dimensional algebras. It is easy enough to extend this 
to a result analogous to theorem 2.6, though we do not do so, as 
the simpler case will suffice for our needs.
Proposition 2.9
Let A = lim{A.; ir : i, j € 1} and let B = limjB. ;<- ¿s 1
be two inverse limits having the same index set. Suppose that for 
each i € I there is an algebra isomorphism 6^ : A^ — such
that the following diagram commutes whenever j « i:
Then the map 6 : A - B defined by ^ ((xi)i) = (£>i(xi))i is an 
algebra isomorphism. ~ >».
Proof; The verification that 6 is an algebra homomorphism and 
that 0 is injective is straightforward.
To show that 6 is surjective, let y = (yi) be im element of
e ;l
tr
.ij
B. Then ^ ( y p  = y^. Por each i € I, let x± = 6 ± 1 (y ). Thg 
e j(7ri j(xp )  = ^  ^ j( ^ (Xf)) , from the commuting diagrian above.
Then
=  ^. . (y. )
Thus Tr1j(*i) = 1 (yj) = and so (xi) € A, and (yi) is
the image under 6 of (x^).
I
a
Section 3 Inverse Limits of Finite Dimensional Algebras 
Notation
Whenever we consider lim{A. ; 'r. .j for finite dimensional
*** J
algebras A^ we shall assume that each . . is an algebra 
homomo rphism.
3 o
The following result shows the t we may replace an inverse 
system by one whose maps are all surjective.
Proposition 2.10 *
Suppose A = limjA.;ir•. : i,j G l}, where each A. is a x xj x* ft
finite dimensional algebra. Then for all i,j É I such that j i
there exist subalgebras B. of A. and surjective naps ^x x xj x 3
such that A = limjB.; Ç . . J and such that ^ . is the restriction
<_ x  X J  X j
of ij to B ^
Proof: For each j G I let p. : A — A. be the projection map
J J
(x^) »-» Xj, and let Bj = Pj(A); also let ^  ^  . be the restriction 
of if. . to B. . let B = limfB. We show that B = A.
It is clear that B is a subset of A, so it suffices to show 
that A is contained in B. Give each A^ the affine topology. Then
each Ai is T1 , non-empty and compact, by 2.2, and each ^ ^  is
closed and continuous, by 2.4. So we may apply theorem 2.5 to
see that for each j G I, Bj = Pj(A) = j(Aj).
i^ j
let x = (x^) G A and fix j G I. Then for any i s- j,
3)
xj = ”n’ij^xi) € ïhus xj eiri;j(Ai) for 3 1 1 1 ^  3* and so
x. G B., whence x G limjB.; Ç . .} = B. Therefore A Ç B,as required.
J J 1  1  J
Y/e now show that is surjective. Let x = (x^) G A. Then
irid(PiU,) = irij(xi> = Xj = Pj(x)
So (p (A)) =. p.(A), whence the restriction to B. = p.(A), 
that is is surjective. D
We next show that an inverse limit r A of finite dimensional 
algebras may be embedded by a topological isomorphism into an 
inverse limit of finite dimensional quotients of A.
Proposition 2.11 *
Let A = limjA.; ^ i»j £ l}> where each A. is a finite -*• J
dimensional algebra with the affine topology.
Then there exists a finite residual system }K^: i € 1} of A
such that the embedding cp : A — P = lim jA/K.; n  . .: i,j G 1} given
by x i— (x + K±)i is a topological isomorphism when each A/Z^ is
given the affine topology and A,P have the relative topologies
induced from the Tychonoff topologies on XU A., 11 A/K.iGI 1 iGI 1
respectively.
Proof: By theorem 2.6 we may assume that each ^  ^  ^ is surjective.
For each j € I define p^ : A -* Aj by (xi) *- x^. Then each p^ is
surjective, by theorem 2.5(ii). Now let Kj be the kernel of Pj,
i.e. the set {(x.) G A: x. = Oj. Then |K.: i G Ij will be the ■* J ■*
required finite residual system (it is clear that this set is in
3 'i-
fact a finite residual system).
For each j €  I, define <p. : A/E. - A,-by (x..) + K. - x,.
J J J v \)
Then each * is an algebra isomorphism. Let P = lin )A/Ks : ~ . . |, 
where 'r : A/K. — A/K. for each i à j and tt. . (x + K . ) = x + K..
«J J J J
Define :A — P by x c* tx + K^)^.
We show firstly that <p is an algebra isomorphism. That <f is 
an algebra ^onomorphism is clear, so it suffices to show that 
is surjective. Let (x^ + K.) C P; we want to find an element y £ A
such that (x± + K^) = (y + K^). Now '^ij(x± + K±) = x± + K^
.(x. + K.) = x. + K.. Therefore x. - x. € E. whenever j
**" J J J J J
and
£ l.
Now for each i G  I suppose that x^ = wbere x^ € A and
yir € Ar for each r and for any i C  I. Let y = Then
y € A, and we show that y + Ki = x^ + K^ for every i, i.e.that 
the i-coordinate of y equals the i—coordinate of x^. But the 
i-coordinate of y is y^, which is also the i-coordinate of x^ .
So Ix^ + K^) = (y +- K.^ ), which is the image of y under t * Thus 
(j> is a surjection, and hence an isomorphism-.;-!.
Now give each a/K^ the affine topology, and give A and ? the
relative topologies induced from the Tychonoff topologies on
TT A. and TV A/K. respectively. We show that f is a homeo- 
i€I 1 i€I 1
morphism. For any j,k €  I with k »; j the following diagram 
commutes:
jk jk
A/K,
3 3
where
(iti> ♦ Kj ,------- ► Xj
U ±) * Kk ,------- , xk
Now each is a homeomorphism, so by corollary 2.8 <p is a 
homeomorphism, and hence a topological isomorphism. O
The following result relates a cofinite topology on lim{A.f
1
with the affine topology on each A^.
Proposition 2.12
let A = limjA.; TT. . j, where each A. is a finite dimensional 
algebra, and where each Tr. . is surjective.»J
(i) If A is cofinite relative to the finite residual system 
{K^: i € Ij defined in proposition 2.11, then the topology
induced on each Ai from A (in the sense of definition 1.13) by
the canonical projection p. : A — A . is the affine topology.
J J
(ii) If each A^ has the affine topology, then the relative
topology on A induced by the Tychonoff topology on 1 * A. is aiGI 1
cofinite topology. Further, A is compact in this topology.
Proof: (i) The topology induced on each A^ is a cofinite
topology, by the note 1.14, so is the affine topology, since 
each Ai is finite dimensional.
(ii) (a) Each t t . is closed,by lemma 2 .4 , and since each A J i
is conpact and , by proposition 2.2, we deduce that A is
I
compact, by theorem 2.5(iv).
The rest of the proof will entail finding a suitable closed
subbase for A, from which we extract a finite residual system,
and then check the axioms of definition 1.1 to show th^t A is
cofinite relative to this finite residual system.
(b) Let P = TT A.. We shall find a closed subbase for P, i€I 1
from which we shall obtain a closed subbase for A.
Now |C. x IT A. : C . is a closed subset of A., j € 1} is a clou 
3 3 3
subbase for P. But each is a finite union of affine subspaces
of A b y  lemma 2.3, so ¡(x + B.) x TT a : B. is a vector 
J 3 1 3
subspace of A., x £ A., j £ I) is a closed subbase for P.J J .v
Therefore |A n ((x+B.) x TT A.): B. is a vector subspace of A,,
3 3 3
x € A., j €1} is a closed subbase for A. We want to simplify the 
J
elements of this set.
Now (x + B.) x TT A. = (y.) + T T  c . , for some (y.) G A.
3 1 " i€I 1 1
3 *+
such that y^ = x, where C. = B. and C. = A^ when i^j. Also, itJ J J _L -i-
is clear that any such (y.) x TT C. can be obtained in this way
1 i€I 1
from some (x + B.) x T  a ,.
3 i ¿3
So A n  ((X + B.) x l r A±) = (y±) + (A n TT c±)
It 3 iei
Thus | (x. ) + (A O T T  C.)j is a closed subbase for A. 
1 i€I 1
To simplify this further, we claim that A n TT C. = limjB. ; T  .jiGI 1 1
for some vector subspaces B^ of A^ for each i, where each ? ^  is
the restriction of T . to B .. To see this, note that A O  T  c13 i iGI i
3 s'
equals limjC.; t t . . f,  where ir is "the restriction of IT to C ,
*- 1 “ ij ij i
and is not necessarily surjective. By proposition 2.10, A O  C.
i€I 1
= ' ij J ^or some jB^: i £ Ij with surjective for j < i.
Thus i (x^) + limlB^ ;  ^i j |: e ^ has finite
codimension in A, Tr;^ ^ ) = B^ for all i 5s j { is a closed subbase 
for A ----------( 1 )
(c) Let if _ jB = lxm{B.j: B is an ideal of finite codimension £-
in A , Tr^j(B^) = Bjj. Then t  is a finite residual system for A.
We now show that A is cofinite relative to C. C1 is clear.
To verify 02, suppose H is a closed vector subspace of finite 
codimension in A. We want to show that H contains some C £*f. let
Ti — {B = limjB. j : B is a vecrtor subspace of A of finite codimension;
and let B = limjB. j be a typical element of X. We show firstly «A A
that B contains some C € £, and secondly that H £ X, from which 
C2 will follow.
For each j € I let R. = TT C . , where C. = A . when i ji j andj lel 1 I X
C . = 0, and let H. = TT 0. where C. = A. for i £ j and C . = B.. 
J J x x x  J J
Further, let K. => A n R.. Then B = A n  T1 B. = A n f\ H.
i£I jei
= f\ (A O I T  Now B has finite codimension in A, so there exist j€I J
i., io,.. ,in in I such that
= (A n h . ) nr..
= a n (Hj n ---...OH, )A1 n
2 A  n (R. n .......OR, ) n
n
element of e, since limjB;1 }n... .OlimjB. f = limjB.n.. .B: ?which is an
3 i
Thus any element of X  contains an element of c. We now show 
that H C X .  By (1),
n.
H = n U (x , + K ,) with K_~. e X  for each r,
\£f\ r=1 A r/' r A
n>
So for each H A ,  H C  U (x , + K Then H C K . for somer a ta - r^Ar=1
r = r. , by lemma 1.4.
Hence H C O K
n.
XAlfel * A r>
= H
Therefore H = C\ K . . But H has finite codimension in A, so ■>€K rXA
mthere exist J. , ....... * J € {K : 'A € t\ } such that H = Ct< J .m r->A S=1 s
But each Jg has the form lim{Eis},for some vector subspaces K^s
of A., for each i, since each J i3 inX.1 s
Thus H = lim(Ki1 } O .... n limlK^J
= lim|Ki 1 n .... n K^}
€ "X » as required.
Note that we have also shown that if H is a closed vector 
subspace of finite codimension in A then H has the form limjK.};
-------- (2)
To verify C3, suppose that H is a closed vector subspace of 
finite codimension in A and that K is a vector subspace of A 
containing H. Now H = lim|BiJ for some vector subspaces B^ of
A^> by (2). We shall prove that one of these B^'s determines H,
i.e. that H = (B., x TT A . )l\^ \Sor each B. determines a subalgebra
3 ijij 1 1
3 1
of A containing H> from these we may choose a descending chain, 
which must terminate at H since H has finite codimension in A, 
To see this, firstly choose any in I. For i ^  define
Bj 1 ^(B. ). For any r € I there exists s € I such that
s ^ r  and s * J1, so let Br 1 = v sr(Bs1) • Ve show that these
Bri's are consi3tently defined, i.e. that Trri(Br1) = B ^
whenever i ^ r. Because of the definition of the B .'s itr I
suffices: to prove this for the case i. ^ i £ r. Let x £ B , .i ri
Then x € n . _ 1 (B. ), and so v_. (x) g B. .
17 J “I J  ^ r  J -J J -J'1
- lrH 1 ‘Bn >
" Bi,
Conversely, let y £ 11 -1
Si1 . '^erefore-rrri(Br1) C B±1. 
(Bi1). Then Trri(y) € B± 1 . This
implies that "±j ^ (*ri(y)) £ rr±^(B±1) = B^. But •* .. ^ U r±(y))
= ‘rrrj>(y), and so y £ ^ ^ - 1 (B^ ) = Br1. Thus i r r i " 1 (B±1 ) *. Br1,.
i.e. B±1 C-Trri(Br1); therefore B±1 ='Trri(Br1)» as required.
To form the descending chain, let = limjB^^}. Then 
H s H 1 , since B± *; B±1 for every i £ I. We can see that
H . = A n  (B  . X I I  A . ) 
1 J1 1
(3)
If H 1 £ H, then there exists j2 £ I such that Bj2 <  B.. t. So 
define B±2 « (B ..^ ) whenever ^  * i, and Br 2  = 'rrir(BjL2)
3 -3
for some i > r,j2 if j2 £ r. Then, as before,^ri(Br2) = 3 i 2
whenever i «; r. Let H2 = lim{Bi2). Then H1 >  H2 s H. Continuing
in this way we get a descending chain A H 1 >  H2 > .... 5 H,
and since H has finite codinension in A this chain is finite, 
so H = II for some n. Then by (3), II = A  O (B . x a .) for
n 3 ijij 1
some j € I. Bor this fixed j we now show that K = A O (P.x IT A . )
3
where P. is the image of the restriction to K of the canonical 
J
projection map p. : A — A., i.e. P. = p.(K), and since 
J J J J
P. x  T ' a . is closed in TT a ., K will be closed in A.
3 ±tj 1 iGI 1
Now K = K + H
= K + (AO (B. x T T  a ))
3 1
(4 ) ----- = A n  (K + (B. x TT'a .)) by the nodular law.
J 1
We claim that K + (B. x TT A-) = P. x n  A. for P. defined 
3 ijij 1 3 * 3
as
above. For let (x^) + (y^) be an element of the expression on 
the left hand side of the equation. Then x. € P. and y . € 3.
J J J J
C p . (H) C p.(K), s o  (x.) +  (y.) = (x. + y . ) ,  which is in theJ J J. i  J. X
expression on the right hand side, since x. + y. € P..
J J J
Conversely, if (x.) is in the right hand side, then x. € P. ,
so there exists (y^) € K such that y^ = x^. So (x^) = (y^) +
(x± - yi)J which lies in K + (Bj x I T  A±)since x j “ yj = 0 € Bj ,j
proving the claim
Thus K + (B. x Tl A.) = P. x i~T A., which is closed in 
J 1 3 ijij 1
30 K is closed in A in the relative topology, by (4), 
as required.
C4 follows from (1 ) and (2). Q 
Notation 2 . 1 3
let A = lim |A. ; "n". .} , where each A. i3 a finite dimensional i l
algebra, and give each A^ the affine topology. Then the topology
induced on A as in 2.12(ii) will be called the usual (cofinite) 
topology.
Corollary 2.14
Let A = lim{A.: i € ij, where each A» is a finite
<r 1
dimensional algebra, and give A the usual cofinite topology 
as defined above. Then H is a closed vector subspace of A if 
and only if H = limiH.} for some choice H4 of vector subspaces
of A^, for each i € I.
Proof: Suppose that H is closed. Then bjr corollary 1.7»
H = O K j for some subset J of I, where each KL is in 1(A). 
i£J 3 3
By (2) from the proof of proposition 2 .l2 (ii), K. = limjK. .j
«J J
for some vector subspace of A.^  for every i € I.
So H = H limjK. .} = limj O K. 4}.j€J <- 13 j€J 13 '
Conversely suppose that H = lim|h.}. For each i, H. is
closed in A., since A. has the affine topology. So TT H is 
1 1 i€I 1
3 °>
lfcj. ieI X
closed in A in the relative topology. But A n TT H. = II, soiei 1
Remark 2.15
In proposition 2.12, P = TT a . is not necessarily cofiniteiei 1
in the Tychonoff topology. Por example, consider P = A x A where
A x (y + Hj): K j,Hj are vector sub3paces of A, x e A, y € A)
is a closed subhase for P, as in the proof of proposition 2.l2(ii), 
So the closed vector subspaces are ¡0} x {0|, {0} x A., A x {Oj 
and P itself.
Now fix x e A and let H = |0} x |0j and X = ja(x,x): a € P}; 
K is the one-dimensional vector subspace spanned by (x,x) e P. 
Then K is a vector subspace of P containing II and II is closed 
with finite codimension in P, but K is not closed. Hence C3 
of definition 1 . 1 is not satisfied.
Section 4 Connections Between Inverse limits
¿+1
and Profinite Algebras
lemma 2.16
let A be a residually finite algebra with a finite residual 
system {K.: i € I}, let ? = limjA/K.; Tr..: i,j € I}, where
V x  + Ki> = x + Kj. let Q = |(x + K.^ ) : x € A|. Give each A/K^
the affine topology and give P the usual cofinite topology (see 
notation 2 .1 3 ).
Then Q is dense in P.
Proof: For each j £ I let p . : P — a/K. be the projection-------  J J
(x. + K.). ►» x. + K. and let be the kernel of p.. Then 
(PL: i £ 1} is a finite residual system for P and determines
the cofinite topology of P, from proposition 2.12. It suffices
to show that n (Q +• H.) = P, since by proposition 1.6(i) 
i£I 1
Q = O (Q + H.).
i£I 1
Fix j £ I and let x be an element of P. Then there exist 
elements xi in A such that x = (x^ + Ki)i
= (x. + + U ± - Xj + K±)±
Now (xj + Ki)i £ Q and (x± ~ xj + € p because for i ^ r
^ i r ^ i  - xj + V  = xr " xj + V Also pj((xi _ xj + Ki)i)
equals x± - x^ + Kj, which equals K^. So (x± - x^ + Ki)i lies 
in Hj, whence x £ Q + Hj and so P = Q + Hj for all j in I. Hence
□P = n ( Q + H . ) , as reqTiired. i£I 1
2+ "2.
Theorem 2 . 1 7
An algebra A is algebraically isomorphic to liniA.}, where
1
each A^ is a finite dimensional algebra, if and only if A can 
be given a cofinite topology relative to which A. is profinite.
Proof; One implication was proved in proposition 2.12(11).
Conversely, suppose A is profinite. Let |K^: i € 1} = X(A).
This is a finite residual system for A. Define p., H., Q and P
J J
as in lemma 2.16, and let <r : A — P be the embedding x >- (x + ).
We shall show that f is a topological isomorphism.
(a) cp is clearly an algebra homomorphism.
• (b) cf is injective, for if <f(x) = <f (y), then (x +*X^) =
(y + K^), so that x - y lies in every K^, hence in the 
intersection of the K^'s, so that x - y = 0 , whence x = y.
(c) Let cp• be the restriction of ^ to A. To show that <p' 
is continuous, consider a subbasic closed set y + R of P, 
where R contains some Hj. Fix j. Since y € P, y £ Q + Hj, by
lemma 2.16, 30 there exists z G Q such that y - z G H.. ~ R.
This implies that y + R = z + R, so we may consider y to be an 
element of Q.
Now cp“ 1 (y + R) = x + <p-1 (R), where x G A and is such that 
= y- Also, <f>- 1 (R) = K, say, a vector subspace of A, and 
K contains which contains Kj. So x + K is closed,
since A has aofinite topology relative to X(A). Therefore <^> is 
continuous, so the restriction of 7 to A is continuous.
(d) To show that i-3 closed, let x + K be a subbasic
f
** 3
closed set in A. Then K contains some K.. Now T(x + K) = fp(x)
+ * so ^  suffices to show thatcp(K), which equls <*>' (E), is
closed in Q, since qp' is bijective.
We claim that fp(K.) = Q n H.. For consider y £  CJ n  H .. Then 3 3 3
y = (x + =<p(x) for some x € A. Since y £ we see that
x + IC. = 0, so that x £ K,, and hence y £ 'f(K-)»
J J J
The converse, that ^ (K.) is contained in Q O H j, is clear.
J d
So K 2 K., which implies that cp(K) 2 'r(K-) = Q n H .. But Q has
J J d
the relative topology in P, so {Q n H^: i £ l| generates the 
topology in Q, and each Q O has finite codinension in Q.
Therefore <p(K), and hence <j>’ (K), is a closed vector subspace 
of Q.
(e) We have thus shown that <?’ is a topological isomorphism, 
so it now suffices to show that Q = P. Consider y £  P. For 
each i £ I there exist q± £ Q, h^ £ such that y = qi + h ^
so q± = y - h± £ y + H±. Thus Q O (y + K^) is non-empty for
every i £ I. But y + Hi is closed in P, so Q O (y + is
closed in Q for every i £ I.
Now for any i1 , i2>..... . in £ I
n nn (Q n (y + H, )) = Q n (y + OH.) r=1 r r=1 r
2  Q O (y + Hj)
for some j < i1,
Therefore n (Q n (y + H, )) is non-empty, so |Q O (y + H±): 
r=1 r i
i £ 1} has the finite intersection property. But Q is
homeomorphic to A and hence is compact* so n ('4 n (y + H. )) is
i£I 1
non-empty i.e. Q O n (y + H .) is non-empty. Thus Q O {yj is
i£I
non-empty, since OH. =0. It follows that y £ Q, so that P C Q 
i d  1
and hence P = Q, as required. Q  
Corollary 2.18
Let A he a residually finite algebra with a finite residual
system {K . : i £ l}. Let P = limjA/K. ; t v . . : i,j £ ij, where *■ 1 1J
. : x + K. i— x + K. for j < i. Give P the usual cofinite 
-*■  J J
topology (as defined in notation 2.13)» and give A the cofinite 
topology relative to |K^ : i £ I}.
(i) Then the map : A — P given by x i— (x + K. )^ is a
topological and algebraic embedding.
(ii) Further, is surjective (and hence is a topological 
isomorphism) if and only if A is compact.
Proof: The proof of (i) follows from the proof of theorem 2.17.
To prove (ii), suppose that <p is surjective. Then A is 
homeomorphic to P, and since P is compact, by theorem 2.17» it 
follows that A is compact.
Conversely suppose that A is compact. Then <f(A) is compact, 
since <p is a topological embedding. So ^ (A) is closed in P, by
theorem 1.9, and cp(A) = <p(A) = P, by lemma 2.16. Therefore <p 
is surjective. Q
h-s-
Remark 2.19
Y/e can now see that, up to a topological isomorphism, 
profinite algebras and inverse limits of finite dimensional 
algebras (when given the usual cofinite topology) are the same 
thing.
Proposition 2.20
Let A be a cofinite algebra with X(A) = fK^: i £ I}, and let 
cp : A — P = lim[A/K. ; tt..: i,j £ l| be the embedding defined in ^ 1 1 J
corollary 2.18. Further, let K be a vector subspace of A and 
let be the restriction of '"'.y to (K + for j « i.
Then
£TXT = lim{(K + Ki)/K1; t ±J}
If, further, A i3 compact,then
<f (K) = ?Tk T = lim((K + Ki)/Kii
Proof: Let H = lim[(E: + Kt)/K.}. Then <p(K) is a vector subspace ------
of H. 3y corollary 2.14 H is closed in P, so <p(K) is contained 
in H.
Conversely, cp(K) is closed in P, so <jp(X) = lim|:i^ /IC^ ; Ly} 
for some vector sub3paces of A, where r^. is the restriction 
of to H^/Ky Now let x € K. Then (x + K±) = rf(x) € 9 (k )
= lim{Hi/Xi }. Therefore x +~K± £ % / %  for each i in I and so 
x £ H y  whence S Ç for each i £ I. Thu3 K + Kj Ç Hj for all 
i £ I, so that
çHCTS H = lim ( (K + K^/Kj Ç lia } = ?(K)
So we see that <p(K) = H.
Finally, if A is compact, then 9 is a homeomorphism, by 
corollary 2.18, so that <f(K) = ^(KT. □
Proposition 2.21
Assuming the same notation as in proposition 2.20, suppose 
further that A is compact and that k is a closed vector 
subspace of A. Then the mapr 0 : K -» lim)E/(K O K. ); ^  . . j is a
topological isomorphism, where for i,j € I such that j ^ i,
^  : x + (K O K±) m . x + (K O Kj) and 9 : x — (x + (Kn
Proof: Since K is closed in A, K is compact, by theorem 1.9. So 
K is profinite withX(K) = |K n K^: i e ij, and we may argue as
in corollary 2.18. D
Section 5 Inverse Limits of Coset Varieties
In the sequal we shall often need to use a result on 
algebraic groups (theorem 2.22). The following may be found in 
Stewart [ifcj, pp188,189.
Definition
Let G be an affine algebraic group over F, an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic zero, and let X  denote the 
Zariski topology on G. Then theW-topology on G is defined as 
follows: a closed subbase consists of all cosets xH of ¿-closed 
subgroups H of G.
A closed set in theV^-topology has the form x^E^ U... .U xnHn,
where , ....  , xn £ G and , ....  , Hn are algebraic
subgroups of G.
Note
If we take G to be a vector space, with addition as the group 
operation, then theW-topology is merely the affine topology.
let G be an affine algebraic group ana let H be alt-closed 
subgroup of G. Let ■< : (5 - K be an algebraic group morphism such 
that °t(H) is contained in a (¿-closed subgroup L of K. Then 
induces a map : G/H -* K/L, whereby gH >-» =^(g)L. Give G/H and 
K/L the quotient topologies relative toY/, and call these 
topologies Yf-topologies on G/H and K/L.
Definition
A coset variety over F is any closed subset of a homogeneous
space G/H, where G is an affine algebraic group and H is a 
X-closed subgroup of G.
A map =* : G/H — K/L, or its restriction to a coset variety 
contained in G/H,is an affine map if it is induced as above 
from an algebraic group morphism : G ~ K such that ^(H) Ç L.
Theorem 2.22
4- ^
Let |X^; tt^^} be an inverse limit system, where the X^'s
are coset varieties over F equipped with the W-topology, and 
the"iri -'s are affine maps. Suppose that each X. is non-empty.
Then the inverse limit X = limjX^ is non-empty. □
'V
We apply the above theory to the next result:
Proposition 2.23
Let A = lim¡A. ; -rr. . j, where each A. is a finite dimensional
algebra and suppose that for each i € I there exist vector 
subspaces H^ ,- of A± such that ^ ^  ) Ç and Ç Y.y
Then
(i) limJH± + Ki; C ±.\ = limjH^  ^± j * J + 11m (K±; Ç i;j" } where
ç . , e - - * ' are the restrictions of '"T. . to H. + X. , H. andsiJ i l l
respectively.
(ii) If further H± n K± = 0 for each i, then l^mlH^ n liml^f
= o. •
Proof: (i) That the right hand side is a subset of the left hand
side is clear.
Conversely, let (h^ + K^) be an element of the left hand side5
I
where for each i, h± € H± and k± € K±. Then ^..(1^ + K±) = h^ + K 
for j *i i. V/e want to use theorem 2 . 2 2 to find some (h^) £
1 im 1 H± } and (k± ') £ lipi^l such that (h± + k±) = (h^) + (k± ').
Let VL = h^ + (H^ o IC^ ) for each i £ I. Now each + K. is 
an algebraic group, the group operation being addition, H. n 
is a closed subgroup and each rr . is an algebraic group morphism 
with TTjLj (l^x ^  £ Hj n Kj. So each h^ + .(H^  g» K^) is a coset
variety. Let be the restriction of "n^ to h^  + (H^  n E^ ). We
want to show that <r (I'm + (1^  O Ki)) £ h. + (H. n K.). Hi
4-
ow
^ij(hi + ki> = h
But -  .(h.) - h . 2
lies in h. + J (Hd
Thus cr.*i -i(h,i i < hi  *  <Hi n Ki »  -  ”i 3ihi )  -  n V
‘ + ‘HJ n Kj>
= h. + (Hi n K.) , as required.
J J J
So :X^ — Xj» and is an affine map, and so by proposition
2.21 we can deduce that limlX^; o-^ ..| is non-empty. Let (h^) be 
an element of liml^f. Then (h± *) = erij(h1 ') = h j' whenever 
j s i. Now for each i, h± ’ = h± + x± for some x± £ H± O  K± , so let 
k.' =h. + k. -h.'. Then k.' = k. - x. and so lies in K.. Also,
i  X 1  1  1  1  *  "*■
i < < V >  - I T y i h i  + k j )  - ^ ( V )  -  hJ * kiTT - h ' =■ k
(k.') £ lim|K.}. Also, (h.') £ limiH-i. 
1 <j- 1
^where for each i, h± € H± and k ± € K±. Then Tr±^(hi + K^) = h^ +
for j «* i. Ve want to use theorem 2.22 to find some (hO ) £
limjH.) and (k. ') € lim[K.j such that (h. + k . ) = (h.') + (k.').
Let X . = h. + (H. O K.) for each i £ I. Now each H., + K. is
an algebraic group, the group operation being addition, H. n
is a closed subgroup and each tt. . is an algebraic group morphism
“** J
with O K^) C Hj O Kj. So each h^ + .(H^  O K^) is a coset
variety. Let be the restriction of ir to h± + (H^ n K±). We
want to show that .(h^ + ( H ±  O  K ± ) )  C  h. + (H. O K . ) .  Now 
J J
+  ki> =  h^ +  k^, so 'iJ<V -  =  k j - ■ " • i i ' V  £  K r
But -- h . is) in H.,
J J so is in H . n  K ..«J Therefore <j-. (h.)x  J X
lies in h. +  J lH3n V -
Thus
+ <% n  Ki »  -  n j ‘ V  -  n  V
‘ + lHi n K3>
= h. + (H- OK.) , as required.
J J J
So cr. . -‘X ,  and is an affine map, and so by proposition
2.21 we can deduce that lim}K,; tr. is non-enpty. Let (h, ') beu ij i
an element of limjXf. Then ft (h. ') =- cr .(h. ') = h .' wheneveri i ij i j
j ^ i. Now for each i, h O  = h^ + x^ for some x^ £ O K^, so let 
k O  = h^ + k^ - h O  . Then k O  = k^ - x.^  and 80 lies in K^. Also,
■n' i j ( ki , > = ^ i j < hi  + ki> -■|ri j < V >  = + k j -  V  - V -  30
(k, •) £ lim{K, }. Also, (h.’) €lim{Hj.
1 £- 1 1 4r 1
S’" O
Thus (h± + k±) = (h± • + k± ') = (h±) + (k±) e + limjl^l,
which completes the proof of (i).
The proof of (ii) is straightforward. Q
Another application of theorem 2.22 shows that an inverse 
limit of finite dimensional algebras factored by an ipverse limit 
of finite dimensional algebras is topologically isomorphic to 
an inverse limit of finite dimensional algebras, when each 
inverse limit is given the usual cofinite topology.
Proposition 2.24
Let X = lim|X.; it }, where each X. is a finite dimensional <- x ij 1
algebra. Suppose that for each i £ I, is an ideal of X^ and
that ?.. is the restriction of TT. . to Y. , with Ç. .(Y.) C Y.. Let* J * -^3 *• 0
Y = limjY. ; ^  .J and let Z = lim(X./Y. ; tt. .|, where u. . : x. + Y"*■ J ^  1 1  lj lj 1
>— 'ir (x. ) + Y.. Give X, Y, Z the usual cofinite topologies and
give X/Y the cofinite topology induced from X.
Then Z is topologically isomorphic to X/Y.
Proof: Define ff : X - Z by (x^) t-* (x^ + Y^). Then it is easy to
check that cp is an algebra bomorphism, and that Y is the kernel 
of <p.
We now show that cp is a surjection. Let (x^ + Y^) £ Z. Since
it is a vector sub3pace, Y^ is an algebraic subgroup of X^, the
group operation being addition, so that Y^ is closed when X^ has:
Zariski topology, whence xi + Yi is a coset variety. Also, -rr^ j is
an algebraic group morphism and induces the map tt^  . 3ince 
-  .(Yi) C Yj, Trij is an affine map. In order to apply theorem
S ’ I
, /\ A2.22, define P = limjx. + Y .; tt }, where each " is the
X X X J 1 J
restriction of to x. + Y.. P is contained in X and each 
is well-defined, since + y±) =Ttij(xi) + e
'Trij(xi ) + 'TTij(Yi) ^ i j ^ i *  + Yj = \ j (xi + Yi> = xj + Yj’ since 
(x± + T±) € Z.
We now apply theorem 2.22 to see that P is non-empty, so 
there exists some (h.) € P, where h. € x. + Y. and P". .(h.) = h.1 X X I  X j X  J#
Therefore (x^ + Y^) = (h^ + Y^) = <£>((11^1 ), since (h^) € X. This
shows that cp is a surjection.
Let e be the map : X/Y — Z induced by q>, so that (x^) + Y
>-* (Xi + Y^). Then 0 is an algebra isomorphism. To show^ that 6 is
continuous, let U be a closed vector subspace of Z. Then U has 
the form limJU./Y. } for some vector subspaces U. of X. which
contain Y^, by corollary 2.14. But the inverse image under & of
limjU./Y^} is limtU.}/Y, which is closed. It follows easily that
9 is continuous. To show that & is closed, let V/Y be a closed 
vector subspace of X/Y. Then V is closed in X, since the canonical 
map from X to X/Y is continuous, from definition 1.13. So by 
corollary 2.14, V = limlV^ for some C X^, and where each
contains Y- , since V contains Y. Thus 6 maps V/Y to lim{V./Y. |, i ± x
which is closed in Z, by corollary 2.14 again. It is an easy
step from this to see that 0 is closed, and hence 19 is the
required topological isomorphism. Q
f  Z.
Section 6 Some Further Properties of Gofinlte Algebras 
Proposition 2.25
A finite dimensional cofinite algebra is profinite.
Proof: Let A be a finite dimensional cofinite algebra. Then A 
has the affine topology, so is compact by proposition 2 .2 . □
Corollary 2.26
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let K be a finite dimensional 
vector subspace of A. Then K is closed in A.
Proof: K is cofinite in the relative topology, so is compact, 
by proposition 2 .2 5 . -By corollary 1.10 we deduce that X is closed.Q
Corollary 2.27
Let A be a residually finite algebra, i € ij any finite
residual system-and K a finite dimensional vector subspace of A.
Then K = n (K + K,) i€I 1
Proof: Give A the cofinite topology determined by {K^: i € I}.
Then X = n (K + K.) by proposition 1.6(i). But K is closed in A, 
i€I 1
by corollary 2.26; hence the result. O
< 1
Proposition 2.28
let A be profinite algebra and suppose that H and K are closed 
vector subspaces of A. Then H + K is a closed vector subspace 
of A.
Proof:
Give A/K the cofinite topology induced from A. Then the map 
© : A -* A/K given by x h* x + K is continuous.
Now 0(H) = (H + K)/K. But H is closed, so 0(H) is closed, by 
proposition 1.15(ii), and so £I‘’1 (©(H)) is closed, since 0 is 
continuous. I.e. H + K is closed. □
Corollary 2.29
Let A be a profinite algebra, and let H, K be vector 
subspaces of A. Then H + K = H + K.
Proof: That H + K C H + K is clear.
Conversely, H + K C H + K, and since H + K is closed, from 
proposition 2.28, we can see that H + K C H + K. □
S'  4-
Chapter 3 Profinite Completions
Section 1 Existence and Uniqueness
We aim to show that any cofinite algebra A can be embedded as 
a dense subset in a profinite algebra P, and that P is unique up 
to a topological isomorphism. P will be called the profinite 
completion of A, and we will see that P is topologically 
isomorphic to limjA/K: K €X(A)i.
A cofinite algebra and its profinite completion have certain 
properties in common, and we may hope to use profinite completions 
as a tool for studying cofinite algebras.
Definition 3 . 1
Let A be a cofinite algebra. Then P is a profinite completion 
of A if P is a profinite algebra such that A embeds algebraically 
and topologically as a dense subset of P.
V/e first prove the existence of profinite completions:
Proposition "5.2
Any cofinite algebra has a profinite completion.
Proof: Let A be a cofinite algebra with X(A) = [K^: i € I}, and
let P = limlA/K.: i € Ij. Then P is profinite, by proposition
2.12, and the map cp : A — P given by x — (x + K^) is a topological
embedding, from the proof of theorem 2.17. Further, A =» P, by 
proposition 2.20, so that P is a profinite completion of A. Û
We show that the profinite completion given above is in fact 
unique up to topological isomorphism.
Theorem 3.3
r s "
Let A be a cofinite algebra with a profinite completion P. 
Then P is topologically isomorphic to lim{A/K.,; TT. .: i G 1} where
¡K.: i G 1} = >C(A) and where tr is the map x + El x + K- for
3 c i.
Proof: Without loss of generality we may consider A to be a
subset of P. We prove the result by showing that P is topologic­
ally isomorphic to limjP/H.}, where jll. : i 6 1} = ><(P), whichG  1 1 ." i
in turn is topologically isomorphic to lim|A/K^}, which gives 
the required result.
Since A has the relative topology in P, X(A) = {K^ = A O
i G I}. Now P Is profinite, so is topologically isomorphic to 
lini{?/H^; 9^: i,j G I}, by corollary 2.18, where for j t i,
is the map x + ►* x + Hj. Also, A = P, so P = A + H. for each
i G I, by proposition 1.16. So P/H^ = (A + Now for each
i the map 6K : (A + — A/K^ given by x + ►* x + K^, is
an algebra isomorphism, and is also a homeomorphism, since 
(A + 11^ )/H^ and A/K^ both have the affine topology5 for every i.
Also, the following diagrams commute:
*i
P
H. - I where p + H,
1
A
K4
3
63
-rr. -t^  . A
------------ '
^  P + H;j
xi + Ki- Xi + Kj =
Xd + KJ
where, for p £ P, p = x± + hi x. + h. with h. € H ., h. £ H. J . j “ ™ J 3
Now x . - x . £ H ., ■’ J J since H. C H., so x. - x .  € A O H . = K..• 3 * w j 0
Thus x^ + Kj = Xj + Kj, confirming that the above diagrams
commute
So the map 0 : lim|P/H. } -* limjA/K. } given by (p + H.) >—1 1 i
(x^ + K^), where p = x^ + h^, is a homeomorphism, by corollary
Corollary 3.4
let A be a cofinite algebra. Then any two profinite completion 
of A are topologically isomorphic. Q
Corollary 3.5 *(i)
let A be a residually finite algebra. Then
(i) A is nilpotent if and only if each profinite completion of 
A is nilpotent, for any cofinite topology we may give A.
(ii) If A is a lie algebra, then A is soluble if and only if 
each profinite completion of A is soluble, for any 
cofinite topology on A.
Proof: (i) If A is nilpotent, then An = 0 for some positive
integer n, which implies that (A/K)n = 0 for each K £)<(A), and 
so lim{A/Kjn £ lim{(A/K)nj = 0.
2 . 8 #  8^ p**opCKi cturi\ "2. - ^ . <9 is an algebra isomorphism. 0
The converse is clear.
(ii) is proved similarly. Q
Section 2 Extensions of Continuous Linear Maps to Profinite
Completions
Y/e show that a continuous algebra homomorphism of a cofinite 
algebra can be extended to a continuous algebra homomorphism of 
the profinite completion.
Theorem 3.6
let A be a cofinite algebra with a dense u .
let cp : U -  W be a continuous algebra homomorphism from U to a 
profinite algebra W. Then
(i) There exists a continuous algebra homomorphism 7p : A — V/ 
extending .
____  >
(ii) ff(A) = cp(U) = cp(U), ft i* .
Proof: (i) (a) V/e first exhibit such a <p. Consider x € A. Since 
U is dense in A, A = U + ^  for each £X(A) = i € lj,
by proposition 1.16. For each i £ I there exist £ U and k^ £
such that x = v. + k . . let C. = Cb(v.) + n (&(U n K .) + K).
1 1  1 i Mey(W) ^ 1
Define £ — O C.. Y/e want to show that this set has just
i£I 1 (i)
one element, $ -ix'J.Twi« . Y/e show that the C^'s
have the finite intersection property,and so by the compactness 
of M, nC± is non-empty, and we then show from this that OC^ is a
singleton set.
1) Each Ci is clearly non-empty, and is closed, for
Ci n (<p(v.) + <*> (u n k , ) + m ) M£X(W) 1 1 1
So C. is the intersection of closed sets, hence is a closed set.
S'-3
2) For each r,i,j G I such that r *i i and r « j we show that 
< C± n Cj. Now x G vi + K^, x € v. + and x G + Kp. Also,
K < K. n K.. So x - v G K_ C K. O K.. Therefore v. - v_ equals -1 x J r r - 1 j x r
(x - vr) - (x - v^), which lies in Kp + K^, or K.^ . Similarly
v. - v G K.. Thus v. - v G K. O U and v. - v G K. O U, since 
J *  J - L i l  J - * - J
all the v's are in U. So for all M G X(W)
Q? (vr) + 9(u n Kp) + m  = cp(vr + (u n Kr)) ■+ M
c <f(vr + (U O K±)) + M
= qpiv^  + (U n K^ )) + M
Therefore n (c?(v ) + <p(IJn K ) + M) C n (^ (v. ) + Q>(unK.)+MIIG'k(W) r r MG'yiW) 1 1
. .  >
= C . . So C < C . . Similarly, C  ^C..a j_ r j
3) The set jC^: i G 1} is a family of closed non-empty subsets
of W with the finite intersection property, by 2) above, so by the 
compactness of W, the intersection of the C^'s is non-empty.
4) We now show that O C. is a singleton set. For M GX(V),iGI 1
Op-1 (II) is a closed ideal of U, since <p is a continuous algebra
homomorphism. Now U/cp-1 (M) is algebraically isomorphic to U/ker
factored by (Il)/ker<p, where kercp denotes the kernel of <p,
which in turn is isomorphic to (U)/(p( (m ) , i.e. to (<f>(U)+M)yM,
which is a vector subspace of W/M. But M has finite codimension
in W, so ^  (M) has finite codimension in U. Therefore M G X(V/)
implies that cp-1 (M) GX(U). So for each M GX(W) we can find K'
in X(U) such that Cp(K') C M. K' has the form U O K for some K
inX(A), proposition 1.12.
Thus S  n n (Q?(v.) + q>(u n K.) + M) 
iGI MGX(W)
r i
So ; s- ' = n  n  (tp(v.) + cp(u n  k . ) + m )Mexw) iei 1 1  .1
But for each M we may use the axiom of choice to pick a K. GX(A) 
such that qp(U O Kj) £ M, so that for each M,
n (<p(v±; + <p(un k±) + m) £ ^ (v )^ + M
Then
i€I
S  Q O (&(v.) + M). But S is non-empty, by 3) M€X(W) J
above, so for any y in this set s = y + O M =* | y }, 
m gK iw)
So 5 is a singleton set, as claimed.
5) Vie now show that cp is well-defined i.e. that it does not 
depend on the choice of the expression x =; v^ + k^, for given x.
Let x be an element of A and suppose that x = v^ + k^ = u^ + In
*  "X
are two expressions for x £ U + K.. Then v. - u. = h. - k. G U n K.X 1 1 x 1 1
so v± + (un k ±) = u± + (u n k±)
Thus n (<P(V.) + ®(U n K.) + M) = n (<Mu. + (U n K. )) + M) iGI 1 1 iGI 1 1
MGK(W) m gX(w )
= n l<f(u. + (u n k ,)) + J-u i,M 1 1
So (jp(x) is independent of the decomposition of x in A as a 
sum of elements from U and K^, for each i € I.
(b) We show that is an algebra homomorphism. Consider x,y € A, 
and a G F. Then for each i there exist u^, v^ G U, and k^, h^ G
such that x = v. + k. and y = u. + h .. Let D., = O (c>(U O K.) +M) .1 1  1 1  1 MGX(W) 1
Now q>(x) = n (<f(v. ) +ft(U O  K.) + M), so fix) + D. = f (v.) +* D. 
i,M
for each i G I .  Similarly, cp(y) + D.^  = <f (u.^ ) + Ik.
So for each i, a^lx) + <jp(y) + D. = a^v.^) + ^(u^) +
=» qptav.^  + Uj^ ) + Di
A o
Therefore aq>(x) + <p(yj G cp(avi. + u±) + D±
i.e. acj?(x) + cr.( y) G n l<£(av. + u .) + D .) = |«\ax + y) j.1GI i l l  t
Thus aq?(x) + <r^ (y) = <p(ax + y) and ^ is a linear nap.
To check that preserves multiplication is straightforward.
(c) To see that extends <? , consider x G U. Then x = x + 0 
is a decomposition of x in U + K. for each K± in'K(A). So ^(x)
equals n (to(x) + D, ). But 0 G n (®(IMK.) + M), so as 5(x) is i€I 1 K±,il L
single-valued, y(x) = £>(x).
(d) We now show that : A — V/ is continuous. Let x + N be 
a closed subba3ic set in W, so that x G V and IT G ’^J(V/), and let 
H he the inverse image under ^ of N. If y,y’ € p-1 (x + IT), then 
<f(y - y 1) = <p (y) - <f(y*) € IT, which implies that y - y 1 G H, so 
that y + H = y ’ + H. Thus cp -1 (x + N) = y + H for some y G A. But 
by (a) of part 4), there exists Kj inX(A) such that cp(U n K^) *; IT.
We want to show that K. C H, from which it will follow that y + H,.tJ
and hence c? *"1(x + N), is closed in A, proving that ^ is 
continuous. Consider k G K.. Then k = 0 + k is a decompositionJ
of k i n U  + K.. Now ¿T(k) = n (<£(v. ) + D.)J iGI 1 1
= z + O (<f(un K.) + M) i,H 1
for some z G W, 3ince {cp(k)} is non-empty. So in particular,
z + D. = q>tv.) + D. = 0 + D., since v. = 0. Therefore z € D ..
J J J J J tJ
Particularising again, z G <p(U O Kj) + N = N. So <p(k) equals
z + n (Cf(U n K.,) + M ) C N, and so »(Kj C, N. Thus K. C p“1 (N) 
i,K 3 J J
= H, as required. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii.) Since cp is continuous, <jj(A), which equals <p(U), is closed 
in V, hy corollary 1.11, thus proving the first part.
Now <p(A) contains <p(U), which equals <j?(U). Therefore <f(A) 
contains fp(U).
Conversely, since op is continuous, <£(X) C *(X) for all subsets 
X of A, so that cp(A) C <p(U) = <f(U). Therefore <f(A) = (p(U). Q
Note that theorem 3.6 is analogous to theorem '*••1 in Hartley,
[¿3, piHb.
L I
Remark
It could be that is not unique. For if x £ A, then x = x^ + k. 
for each i € I, where x^ £ U, and intuitively ’cf(x) is a limit of 
{^(x^): i £ I|, which equals l<^ (xi): i £ I}. However, A is not 
Hausdorff, so there may be more than one limit for this set.
Cf «.t '~'“v  U  *>W t. vu;'»
V V .  .—  ■*-> r f .  He~x\rU^ L 11 , IH.
Corollary 3.7
Let A be a residually finite algebra and suppose that and
^ 2  are two cofinite topologies for A with £ ^ 3-| • let and Pg
be the profinite completions of A relative to and ^
respectively. Let © be the identity map on A.
Then © can be extended to a continuous epimorphism O : P^  -* P2.
Proof: The nap 0 maps (A,^ ) to IA,3J2)> which is contained in P2,
and is given by © (x) = x. So we can consider 8 to be the map 
: (A/l.| ) — P2 given by 8 lx) = x. Then 0 is clearly an .algebra
homomorphism, and is continuous, because • Since P2 is
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Some Examples And Constructions
Because of corollary 2.18 we can find examples of profinite 
algebras either by taking inverse limits of finite dimensional 
algebras and giving them suitable topologies, or by finding 
residualiy finite algebras which can be given cofinite topologies 
relative to which they are compact.
A further method is to build up profinite algebras from known 
profinite algebras, by taking profinite completions of cofinite 
algebras , or by taking finite direct sums and certain tensor 
products.
. Note that a vector space can be regarded as an algebra with 
trivial multiplication, and that any profinite algebra is also 
a profinite vector space if we disregard the multiplicative 
structure. Therefore we first consider profinite vector spaces.
Section 1 Profinite Vector Spaces
Notation
We shall denote by Dr^ g-j the (restricted) direct sum of 
the vector spaces (or algebras, as appropriate) Vi , and Cri£I Vi 
will denote the Cartesian sum of the V^'s.
In this section f will denote an arbitrary field (not 
necessarily algebraically closed, nor of characteristic zero).
The first result will provide a class of examples of both 
profinite algebras and of profinite vector spaces. The proof is 
effectively the same as that for the topological case (see 
Engelking, [r], Example 1, p67)» tut is given here for later
L T_
compact, 6 extends to some a : ?1 -* P2. Now &(P1 ) = e(A), since 
A is dense in P^  , and s(A) = ,i9(A) = P2, so that e is surjective. 
Also, e is continuous, by theorem 3.6. O
Corollary 3.8
Let A be a cofinite algebra, let B be a finite dimensional 
algebra with the affine topology and suppose that cp : A — B is 
a continuous algebra homomorphism. Suppose further that P is a 
profinite completion of A.
Then op extends to a continuous algebra homomorphism ^  : P — B. 
Proof: This follows from proposition 2.25 and theorem 3.b. □
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b ¿V
reference.
Suppose that A = Cr^g^A^, where each A^ is a finite dimensional
algebra. Let I be the set of finite subsets of A and partially 
order I by inclusion i.e. i < j if and only if i C j. Then I is 
a directed set. For each i £ I define = | £ A: x^ = 0 for
> £ if. We will confuse K± with Cr^g^^j k>m
It is clear that ¡K^ : i £ 1} is a finite residual system for A.
Proposition 4.1 ■
let A = Cr^g^ A-^ , where each A^ is a finite dimensional algebra.
Give A the cofinite topology determined by the finite 'residual 
system i £ Ij defined above.
Then A is profinite.
Proof: Let P = limjA/K^; tt. i,j £ I}, where for j < i, *•
**• J
a subset of i = ,.... A nl •
Now define 0 : P - A by (x± + K±) where is
the !\-coordinate of x^ whenever ’A £ i. Now 0 is well-defined, for
if l £  i and A £ j, then the 1 -coordinate of x± equals the
* -coordinate of x.., since TA-jfx^ + % )  = xj + K^,and the
A -coordinate i3 preserved.
Also, if x± + K± = xi‘ + Ki, then x± - x±< £ K±, so that the
nr. . : A/K. — A/K. is defined by x + K. ** x + K., or, intuitively, 
J -*• J J
( 0 , x  , 0
n
•.» 0 » ,0'm ) + Kj, where j = { /i, ,
6 5'
A-coordinate of x^ - x^’ is 2ero, i.e. the X-coordinate of x^ 
equals the A-coordinate of x^’. So y is uniquely determined, 
and hence 6 is well-defined.
Me now show that 6 is a topological isomorphism, which 
together with proposition 2.12 will prove that A is profinite 
relative to the finite residual system |K^ : i € I}, provided
that P is given the usual cofinite topology. To prove that B is 
an algebra homomorphism is straightforward.
To see that 6 is injective, suppose that fi((x^ + K^)) equals
e((x± ' + Ki)). Then (yA) = (y.^ '), so that y^ = y^' for each A € A .
Therefore x, + K, = (...,0,y ,0,...,y ,0,...,y_ ,0,...) +1 1  a2 An x
— (...,(), y ' , 0,.. . , y ',0,...,C, y *, 0,... ) -t- •X1 ^2 1
= V + Ki
This is true for each i € I, so (x^ + K^) = (x^1 + K^).
To show that 0 is surjective, let (y^) be a typical element 
of A. Then for each i € I, say i = .... > |, define
x .  + K .  =  1 . . . , 0 , y  , 0 , . . . , 0 , y .  , 0 , . . . , 0 , y  , 0 , . . . )  +  K.x i  A 1 ^n x
Then"rt\ .(x. + K-) = x . + K., so that (x. + K.) € P. Thus (y, )1J 1 1  J J 1 1  A
is the image of (x^ + K^) and 0 is surjective, hence is an 
algebra isomorphism.
Finally, (9 is a homeomorphism, from Kngelking, [[s'], Example 
1, p87. Q
Remark 4.2
The topology induced on A by giving each A^ the affine topology
4 t
and giving A the Tychonoff topology is not necessarily a cofinite 
topology (see remark 2.15). However, suppose that 
B = linfA^; ^ »r e /\ 1 and A = Cr^g-K A^. Give A the cofinite
topology determined by taking X(A) = { :  i G I}., using the
notation of proposition 4.1, and give B the relative topology.
Then B is a closed vector subspace of A. To see this we show 
firstly that the relative topology on B,'-'^» is the same as the
topology ^  induced on B by the affine topologies on each A^.
Now ^ }(A) = JH < A: < H for 3one i G Ij. So the set ^  , given
by IB n (x + H): x G A, H G^1(a )| is a closed subbase for "31 .
Also, i£2 = |B n ((x^+ H p  x Cr^e M ^j A a): xa. G H^is a vector 
subspace of AJ(^  G A  | is a closed subbase for 1 2> from the proof 
of proposition 2.12(H).
Let C = B n  (x + H) be an element of t ^ . If C is empty then
C G ifg* 80 suppose that C is non-empty. If y G C, then C equals
y +  (B n H). N o w  H contains some K., so B n H contains B f\
But, again from the proof of proposition 2.12(ii), B n  is 
^ 2-clo3ed in B. Thus B O G ^ 2(B)» so 3 O H G ^ 3)* whence 
y +(B O H) is "^-closed. Therefore ^  C C 2*
Conversely let C = B O ((x + H^) x Cr^g-^j^ j A^) G P 2» where 
x G A^, and is a vector subspace of A^. Now (x + H p  x Cr^^ A^
equals (y^) + Cr^ersC v  where C ^ =  for r and = H^, for 
some (yy) G A, by part (b) of the proof of proposition 2.12(ii). 
But TTc. G^(A), so if C G t ,  then C Gt . . Thus e 1 = C 2 and 80
x g n
^1 -^2*
Vk
Now A is compact, by proposition 4.1 and corollary 2.18, and 
B is compact in the ^-topology, and hence in the relative topology.
So B is closed in A, by theorem 1.9.
With the notation of proposition 4.1, consider 
A ' = Di\ £ K A *
= {(x^) € A: x^ — 0 for all but finitely many "X £ Ai , 
which is contained in A. Let = }(x_^ ) £ A': x A = 0 for all 'Xc ij. 
Then {H^ s i € 1} is a finite residual system for A'.
Proposition 4.3 *i
With the above notation, give A' the cofinite topology 
determined by [Hi: i € I}. Then A is the profinite completion of A'
Proof: Let 9 : A' - A be the identity embedding. By corollary
2.18 and proposition 4.1 A is profinite relative to the topology 
defined by i € I(. Also, 5 is a topological embedding, since
H± = A' O K± for each i £ I. So it suffices to show that A' is 
dense in A, or, using proposition 1.16, that A = A' + for each
i £ T. Take x = (.x^ ) £ A and fix i £ I, say i = l^,. ..»>n f. Let 
y = (y^), where y^ = 0 if "X ft i and y^ = x^ for U  i. Then x - y
lies in K± , since the “X 1 — ....,X ^ coordinates of x - y are all
zero. Thus x € y + Eh, which is a subset of A' + K^, and hence 
A
as required. Q
A* + Ki. This is true for every i in I, so A' is dense in A,
/
Probably a well-known result is:
Lemma 4.4
Let V = Driei V^, and let V ’ = Cr^ -j- V^, where each V\ is a
finite dimensional vector space over the field f. Suppose that 
If | = *■< and 111 = f> f where jS is an infinite cardinal number.
Then the dimension of V' equals the cardinality of V', which 
is
(So the dimension of V' is greater than the dimension of V).
Proof: We can split up each into a sum of one-dimensional
vector spaces without changing the size of the index set I, so 
we may assume that each V\ is one-dimensional.
We first deduce the number of elements in V. If J is a finite
subset of I, then | E V. | = By Zuckerman, 6.9.6,
i€J 1
p?28, |Pn (I) | = jl|n = p n for n € N ,  the natural numbers, ¡p
"1 S Se.t Suv\»Se.ts o-<- "X c ^  . S °
| |J Q I: J is finite| | = ^  + ..... + |3n+ .....
where there are X q (the smallest infinite cardinal) terms in the
sum, so the sum is f>. Now |VJ = | U £ V. j1 JCI i€J 1
I J oo
If *»<■ is infinite, then | E V. | = ojJ ^ So |V| = | U V. |
i€J 1 V
where A  is the set of finite subsets of I, and has cardinality (J.
Thus | V | < H .  | |  =ot^.
If ^ is finite, then E V. has finite cardinality for any
iej 1
finite subset J of I, so that |v| < | M  ."X-q = \ o = C *
So in either case,«^ finite or infinite, |V| ^
6 °)
Conversely it is clear that V has cardinality at least as 
great as both and (i , so that |v| "s . Therefore |V| = =<& .
Also, it is easy to see that |V* | = ^ .
We now determine the dimension of V' in the two cases jj 
and >  p .
Case A: ■>< « f . Then — 21 . Suppose that the dimension of V 1 is
y for some y less than . Me derive from this a contradiction. V*
is isomorphic to a direct sum of y  one-dimensional vector spaces 
over f, so | V • | = , as above. But and y are both less than
2 , so oiy is less than 2 .2' , which equals 2 , by Zuckerman, [j'?]],
theorem 6.9.1(8), p321. So |V | <  2 . But |V’ | = ^  = 2^ since
04 *• f » by Zuckerman, theorem 6.9.1 (6), p321. This gives the required 
contradiction, so that the dimension of V  is greater'than or 
equal to 2^. However, dim V'  ^ |V* | = * ^ = 2iJ, and hence dim V
= 2^ = J.
Case B: u >  (*> . Let jx^ .: j € Jj be distinct non-zero elements of f
indexed by a. set J having cardinality =*. Now without loss of
generality we may regard I as being well-ordered. Then we may
define elements y . in V* by taking x.n to be the n^*1 coordinate 
J J
of y. when n is finite, and taking all other coordinates to be
J
zero. Then ly.,: j £ J| is a linearly independent 3et of vectors,
J
since the Vandermonde determinant
n1 x 1
1 x.n xn
is non-zero.
1 O
Also, |y.: j G J} has cardinality^, so dim V' ^  j {y .: j G Jj I
= u • But ^  = IV* | = dim V' x °< = dim V', since the dimension of 
V  is greater than or equal to ^  , using Zuckerman, , theorem
6.9.1(6),p321.
Thus dim V' = -<f. 0
Proposition 4.5
Let V he a vector space over the field f, where f has 
cardinality^. If dim V = ac'S for
someAcardinal number  ^ , then V can be given a topology relative
to which V is profinite.
Proof; A vector space over a field f is determined uniquely (up 
to a vector space isomorphism) by its dimension, so
V is isomorphic to a Cartesian sum of finite 
dimensional vector spaces. We may then give to this Cartesian sum 
a profinite topology as in proposition 4.1, and transfer this 
topology, via the isomorphism,to the vector space V, so that the 
isomorphism becomes a topological isomorphism, and V is profinite. Q
Note
Vie do not say what the topology needed to make V into a 
profinite vector space is, since the proof of lemma 4.4 is not a 
constructive one, in that it does not provide us with an isomorphism 
between the Cartesian sum and a directAof equal dimension.
Remark 4.6
Proposition 4.5 shows that there exist direct sums of algebras 
which can be given a profinite topology; for example take 
A = DriGI V^, where A has trivial multiplication, each is a
1 O
Also, ly.: G £ J} has cardinality^, so dim V  ^ |jy.: j € J| |
= «^ . But ^  = |V’ | = dim V  x «x = dim V ,  since the dimension of 
V  is greater than or equal to x , using Zuckerman, [llj, theorem 
6,9.1(6),p3 2 1.
Thus dim V  . Q
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Let V be a vector space over the field f, where f has 
cardinality . If dim V = <*.f5 for
someAcardinal number  ^ , then V can be given a topology relative
to which V is profinite.
Proof; A vector space over a field f is determined uniquely (up 
to a vector space isomorphism) by its dimension, so
V is isomorphic to a Cartesian sum of finite 
dimensional vector spaces. We may then give to this Cartesian sun 
a profinite topology as in proposition 4.1* and transfer this 
topology, via the isomorphism,to the vector space V, so that the 
isomorphism becomes a topological isomorphism, and V is profinite. Q
Note
V/'e do not say what the topology needed to make V into a 
profinite vector space is, since thè proof of lemma 4.4 is not a 
constructive one, in that it does not provide us with an isomorphism
S
between the Cartesian sum and a directAof equal dimension.
Remark 4.6
Proposition 4.5 3hows that there exist direct sums of algebras 
which can be given a profinite topology; for example take 
A = DrieI V., where A has trivial multiplication, each is a
one-dimensional vector space over f and I has cardinality 2^1.
I f IThen A has dimension 2 1 1, so can be given a profinite topology.
We now give an example of a vector space having different 
cofinite topologies with non-isomorphic profinite completions.
Example 4.7
let V = Criej , where each is a one-dimensional vector 
space, and suppose that V has dimensions, greater thanX^. Then
we may give V two cofinite topologies, such that the two profinite 
completions obtained have different dimensions.
Firstly, we may give V the cofinite topology defined in 
proposition 4.1, and V is then profinite, so is its own profinite 
completion, with dimension«!.
Alternatively, there exist one-dimensional vector subspaces of
V, {U ■: j £ J} say, where J is an index set of cardinality^, such D
that V is isomorphic (as a vector space) to Dr^j Uj. We may
give this direct sum the cofinite topology defined in proposition 
4.3, and then use this isomorphism to induce a corresponding 
cofinite topology on V. Now by proposition 4.3 Drje;j Uj haa as
its profinite completion Cr^j U^, and so this Cartesian sum is
the profinite completion of V, and has dimension |f PS which is 
greater than =>i.
Note that any finite dimensional algebra with the affine 
topology is a profinite algebra.
The next result shows that there exist lie algebras of 
arbitrarily large dimension which cannot be given a profinite 
topology, because they cannot be given a cofinite topology (i.e. 
they are not residually finite;.
Proposition 4.8
For any cardinal number ev. there exists a Lie algebra 1 of 
dimension which cannot be embedded in a profinite Lie algebra.
- "V*
Proof: Let H be a simple Lie algebra of dinension'XQ and let K
be a vector space of dimension so that K is a lie algebra
with trivial multiplication. Let 1 = H ©  K. L has dimension 04
and clearly cannot be embedded in a residually finite lie algebra. ¡~
Corollary 4.9
For any cardinal number there exists a Lie algebra which 
cannot be given a profinite topology. 0
Proposition 4.10
If A is a profinite algebra and is simple, then A is finite 
dimensional.
Proof: Since A is profinite, A is residually finite, and the
only possible finite residual system is {A,0}, so that 0 has 
finite codimension in A, i.e. A is finite dimensional. □
3
Example 4.11
let A = P[[t^,.... , ts]j ^orrnal power series in the
commuting indeterminates t.,....,t over the field ?. Then A canI s
he given a profinite topology.
To see this, let K = (t.) + ....  + (t ), where (t ) denotesI s r
the principal ideal of A generated by t^, for r = 1,....,s. Define
Kn ^  for eac L^ positive integer n. Then it is easy to check
that l^: n G iM { is a finite residual system for A. Thus the
desired topology on A is the cofinite topology determined by 
this finite residual system.
We can form the profinite completion P = limjA/Kn ; ir^ : n,m GINj,
where Tm  : A/Kn — a /K^ is defined for m i n  and is the canonical
projection, let cp : A — P be given by x i— (x + K ). Since P is a
profinite completion of A the result follows if we show that cp 
is surjective.
let (xn + Kn) be a typical element of P. Then 'Trnn(xn + Kn) 
equals x^ + K1q, 30 that xn - x^ G whenever m i n .  That is, xn
and x^ have the same coordinates for degree less than m + 1 . So
let x be the limit of the sequence x1 , x2, .... > xr...... Then
<p(x) = (xn + Kn), as required.
Thus A is a profinite commutative associative algebra.
The next results show how we can obtain profinite algebras
from known cases.
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Example 4.11
Let A = E[[t.j,.... ,tg]] forcial P°wer series in the
commuting indeterminates t . t  over the field E. Then A canI s
he given a profinite topology.
To see this, let K = (t.) + ....  + (t ), where (t ) denotesI S x
the principal ideal of A generated by t^, for r = 1,....,s. Define
^  to be K11 for each positive integer n. Then it is easy to check
that {K^ : n £Mj is a finite residual system for A. Thus the
desired topology on A is the cofinite topology determined by 
this finite residual system.
Me can form the profinite completion P = limlA/Kn ; ir^: n,m
where T 1|t : A/Kn -* A/K^ is defined for m « n and is the canonical
projection. Let c^> : A — P be given by x i-* (x + K ). Since P is a
profinite completion of A the result follows if we show that c? 
is surjective.
Let (xn + Kn) be a typical element of P. Then 'irm (xn + Kn) 
equals + K[n, so that xn " ^  ^ ^  whenever n *; n. That is, xn 
and x^ have the same coordinates for degree less than m + 1 . So
let x be the limit of the sequence x^  , Xg, .... , xy.....  Then
<p(x) = (xn + Kn), as required.
Thus A is a profinite commutative associative algebra.
The next two results show how we can obtain profinite algebras 
from known cases.
Proposition 4.12
Let A, B be profinite algebras of the same u.iv'fA and. let C 
be the direct sum of A and B. Suppose V(A) = i € I| and
X(B) = {H^: €1L}, and give G the cofinite topology determined
by iK. ©  : (i,»') £ I xii|, i.e. such that Vc(G) = |K. © H  , H:
H contains some K± ©  and H is an ideal of C }.
Then C is profinite.
Proof: Define the topological isomorphisms &, O' as in corollary 
2.18 so that
<9 : A  -  l i m J A / K ^ ;  i , j  €  I j
6’ * B - lhalB/H^; tT^ : , p €H}
We shall denote elements of C by (x,y) where x € A and y £ B, 
and we shall also write K ©  H as (K,H) for ideals K of A and H of B 
Let A = I x JL and partially order A by 'X = (i,^ <) < (j»^)^if and 
only if i i j and << < p . For p* % \ define : C/(K^ ©  H^) —
C/iKj®  ^ )  by (x,y) + (K± ) *-* (x,y) + (K^H^) .
By corollary 2.18(ii) it suffices to show that the embedding 
cp : C — P = lim|G/(K^ ©  H^); ( is surjective, where
(x,y) >-* ((x,y) + (K.,H. ))n  .x ^ 1 x ,o<.;
Let ((x±,yj + (Ki»Hl))(i>al) € P. Then
(x±>yJ + + <Kj ' V *
Thus ( ^ » y j  + = (Xj.y^) + (Kj,Hp) and so x± + K.. =
xi + Kj and y^ + = y^ + H^. From this we see that (x.^  + K^) 6 A
and (y^ + € B. Therefore ((^»y^) + ( K ^ H ^ ) ) ^ ^
image under qp of ((x± + K1 )i »(yo<! + Hj^). 0
is the
? r
Corollary 4.13
Let A^,....,An be profinite algebras (of the same class) and 1st
A' be the direct sum of these algebras. If A is given the cofinite 
topology determined by the finite residual system {K^  0  .... @  :
for i = 1,2,...,nj, then A is profinite. 0
hi otc.
Tl^ tvc, is 4 - ^  J ’^ ov' k ‘S
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Section 3 An Alternative Construction of the Profinite 
Completion of a Cofinite Vector Space
4 i
We give a construction of the profinite completion of a cofinite 
vector space different to that given in theorem 3.3.
Construction 4.16
Let V be a cofinite vector space over the field F and let 
”3 = i G 1} be the set of closed vector subspaces of V of
finite codimen3ion. Let V' =r }f € V*: ker f 3 some U G J, where 
V* is the dual space of V and ker f is the kernel of the map f.
It is clear that V' = }f € V* : ker f €^J}.
Define V to be the dual space of V . We shall show that»by 
giving V a suitable topology, V is the profinite completion of V.
(i) In order to define a cofinite topology on V, consider any 
finite dimensional vector subspace U of V' and define
U X = { 0 € V: 0(U) = 0}
Let V be the set of finite dimensional vector subspaces of V
and let JR = jU'L: TJ is a finite dimensional vector subspace of V'J.
We claim that JR. i3 a finite residual system for V.
(a) To show that the intersection of the elements of R is 
trivial, consider an element 6 in this intersection. Then 0(U) = 0 
for all U in V , so that P(V') = 0, since V* is the sum of its 
finite dimensional vector subspaces. Thus 9 is the zero map, proving 
the claim.
(b) We now show that each U J" from R  has finite codimension in 
V. Fix U G V and consider the map y : V/IT*" — U*, where U* is the 
dual space of U, given by 0+ U i— 0^  , where 0^  denotes the
7i"
Corollary 4.13
let A 1,....,An be profinite algebras (of the same class) and let
A', be the direct stun of these algebras. If A is given the cofinite 
topology determined by the finite residual system jK., © ___©  Kn :
i = 1»2,...,nj, then A is profinite. 0
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Section 3 An Alternative Construction of the Profinite
Completion of a Cofinite Vector Space
We give a construction of the profinite completion of a cofinite 
vector space different to that given in theorem 3.3.
Construction 4.16
Let V be a cofinite vector space over the field F and let 
"1 = i e 1} be the set of closed vector subspaces of V of
finite codimen3ion. Let V  =- jf € V*: ker f e some U G'j j , where 
V* is the dual space of V and ker f is the kernel of the map f.
It is clear that V' = |f £ V* : ker f € "1}.
Define V to be the dual space of V  . V/e shall show that,by 
giving V a suitable topology, V is the profinite completion of V.
(i) In order to define a cofinite topology on V, consider any 
finite dimensional vector subspace U of V' and define
ux = jee V: 0(u) = o|
Let V be the set of finite dimensional vector subspaces of V
and let = |UX: TJ is a finite dimensional vector subspace of V'j.
We claim that JR. ia a finite residual system for V.
(a; To show that the intersection of the elements of JR is 
trivial, consider an element 9 in this intersection. Then 0(U) = 0 
for all U in P , so that P(V') = 0, since V' is the sum of its 
finite dimensional vector subspaces. Thus 9 is the zero map, proving 
the claim.
lb) We now show that each U'L from R  has finite codimension in 
V. Fix U €1P and consider the map y : V/tr1' — U*, where U* is the 
dual space of U, given by 0+ U i-* 0^  , where 0. denotes the
'g'2-
restriction of 9 to U. Since U is finite dimensional, U* has the 
same dimension as U, so it suffices to show that is an isomorphism 
Since 9 € V, it maps V' to F so that P. maps U to F. Further, if 
+ U = {?' + U , then (6 - & ')(U) = 0, which implies that the 
restriction of 6 to U equals the restriction of g>' to U; thus y 
is well-defined. That y is linear and injective is clear..To show 
that ly is surjective, consider 9 e U* and let W be a vector space 
complement to U in V', so that V' = U © W .  For f € V', f = u + w 
for some u € U and w € W. Define 6 € V by ? : f - e(U). Then g 
restricted to U is just 8 so that 6 is the image under of ~Q + XT'; 
hence y is surjective, as claimed.
We have shown that y is an isomorphism (of vector spaces), from 
which we deduce that IJ has finite codimension in V.
(c) Consider U1 , Ug €R. We want to find some such
that U «• Uj n 1^ 2 • Take U = Then U is finite dimensional.
Also, if 9 lies in U , then 3 (U^) = 9 (Ug) = 0, implying that 9 lies 
in U.| O  ^2 1 so that U ^ U^ 'L o U2 . Therefore ¡2 is a finite 
residual system for V.
(ii) We may now give V the cofinite topology determined by the
finite residual system'll, and show that V is profinite. It suffices
to show that the map ^ : V -* P = limjV/U'1': U €iP} is surjective,«-
where 9 v- ( 9 + u ). Index 5?. by some set-IL, so that 5*.= Ju ■*": oL € -ft.} 
and let (0^  + 11^ )^  € P. Then 9M + - 9^  + UjT for p a o<, so that
9« - G i*6* = 0 whenever «; f -----(*)
Now for any f £ V' define = <(f^ >, the one-dimensional vector
space generated by f, where <*f £11. Define 0 : V' - ? by 9(f) =
6^ (f) for each f € V'. f
(a) \le want to show firstly that d is well-defined and lies in
V, for which it suffices to show that f = g + h implies that
0* (f) = 9^ (g) + 9^ (h). So suppose that contains ^g,h^> . Then 
f g h
u c* * * U C U*, so that «*<-, « <X. Thus (0« - 8 )(U ) = Gf g n  x 6 1 f f
by (*), and hence 9^(f) = A (f). Similarly B^ig) = 8. (g) and
f g
®^(h) = 6^ (h). We now see that e^ (f) = ¿>^ (f) = 9^(g + h) = h f
e^(g) + 9^(h) = (g) + (h), as required.
g h
(b) We now show that Q is the required map i.e. that "X (#) =
(0« + U ) , for which it suffices to show that 6 + ILX = 8. + Xjj'
for every ^€-0.. Fix u € SL and let f 1  ....,fn be a basis for U^.
Then 6 (fr) = 9^ (fr) = 0^(fr), from the above. So (9 - e* )(Uj = 0 
fr
i.e. B - 9^ £ uj-, so that 9 + . Thi3 is true for
all u, 3 0  X  is surjective, as claimed.
We now show that V is a profinite completion of V. Consider the 
map cp : V -  V defined as follows: for v € V define the map 9 (v) : V 1 
- P by f f(v). We want to show that <9 is a topological and 
algebraic embedding and that 9 (V) is dense in V, from which it 
follows that V is the profinite completion of V.
(iii) To show that <9 is an algebraic embedding, it is easy to 
check that cp is linear, and since qp(v) € V for every v € V it is
clear that cp is well-defined. Also, if <p(v., ) = <?(v2), then f(v1) = 
ftv^) for every f £ V', so that in particular, 1 v (v 1 ) = U v 2), 
where 1y is the identity map on V; i.e. v^  = v2. Hence (f is a 
nononorphism.
(iv) To show that cp is a topological embedding, letT^ be the 
subspace topology of <f(V) in V and let ^ )2 be the topology of «^ (V) 
such that the map (p1 : V — (<p(V),^ i2) given by v «  <p(v) is a 
homeomorphism. Then tp is a topological embedding if ^  =^52, and 
to prove that Z) ^ = J2 it suffices to show that for any vector 
subspace \1 of V of finite codimension, \! is ^ —closed if and only 
if V is ^ 2-closed.
la) Consider any UX £ we show that there exists i £ I such 
that ^(V) n U"L S^lV^), and then an application of C3 of definition 
1 .1 shows that ^  C *
Fix U and let fj»....,fR be a basis for U. Then there exist
ij,....»in € I such that f .(V. ) = 0 for each j € I because of the
J j
definition of V». But there exists i £ I such that V. < V. for all
1 xi
j € Ir> so that s, fj(V± ) =. 0 for each j £ In . ^hus for any
0
v € V± and any f € U, <p(v)(f) = f(v) = f 1 + ___+ *nfn ^ v) for
some ,..., A n £ F, and this equals ^  f1 (v) + .... + ^ ninlv) =0. 
So CplV^ ) C U and hence 9>(V^ ) C <^ (V) O IT1", as required.
(b) To show that C "^ 1 , we take i € I and show that there 
exists U~L € R such that qp(V) n UJ" C <f(V'i), again using C3 of 
definition 1.1. Fix i and let U = |f £ V 1: f(V.) = OJ. Consider 
® £ TT1' O 9 (V). Then 0(f) = 0 for all f € U, and 9 = <p(v) for some
¿4-
V«-S'
€ V. So <<p(v)(fj = 0, which implies that f(v) = 0 for every f e U 
and for some fixed v € V ____(**)
But there exists f' G V* such that f'(x) = 0 if and only if 
x € V±. Then ker f = V.^ , so that f  € V', and further f' G U. So 
by (**)» f'(v) = 0, and so v G V±. Therefore d = rp(v) G ^(V^, so 
that U n C (p(Vi), as required.
(v) Finally we show that <?(V) is dense in V, for which it is 
sufficient to prove that V = <p(V) + U^for every U i GK, by 
proposition 1.16, i.e. to prove that for any 0 G V there exist 
v G V and u G U such that 8 = <p(v) + u. But this is equivalent to 
showing that for some v G V, 6 — <s(v) G IT^ , i.e. that the restriction 
of 8 — cf ("v) to U is the zero map, or that the restriction of 0 to 
U equals the restriction of <p(v) to U, for some v G V.
Fix U G IP. Then it is enough to show that every homomorphism 
: U - F has the form f —  f(v) for some v G V. Define U."1" = |v G V: 
f(v) = 0 for all f G U|. Then V/U^ has finite dimension, since U 
is finite dimensional, let W = V/U^ and let ^ : U - Vi* be the map 
f ~-*o-(f), where •*-(£) : V/U^~ - P is given by v + U1"J~ <-» f(v). It is 
easy to check that ^  is a monomorphism, and to see that is surjective. 
Suppose that °-(f)(v + ) = 0 for some fixed v G V and for all f G U.
Then f(v) = 0 for all f G U, so that v G , and thus v + U1 ^  .
Hence annihilates no non—zero vectors of Vi, so must be the
whole dual space, i.e. «^ -(U) = Vi*. So the dimension of U equals the 
dimension of Vi, and we may regard U and W as mutual dual spaces.
Then W induces a dual space on U as follows: for v G V, v + U^ " : U — F
is the map given by f - f(v), so that any element of U* has the 
form f — f(v) for some v G V, as required. 0
Remark 4.17
This could provide a way of determining the dimension of the 
profinite completion of a cofinite vector space (and hence of a 
cofinite algebra). For suppose that, with the notation of constructio 
4.16, dim V* = *  for some cardinal number <*:. Then we can regard V  
as a direct sum of one-dimensional vector subspaces, so that V, 
which equals V'^will have dimension |F| , by lemma 4.4, since V'* 
is isomorphic to a Cartesian sun of these one-dimensional vector 
spaces.
Thus if we coxild find the dimension of V' we would be able to 
find the dimension of V, the profinite completion of V.
Theorem 4.18
A countable-dimensional algebra cannot be profinite.
Rroof: Suppose that A is an infinite-dimensional profinite algebra. 
Consider only the vector space structure of A, and define a cofinite 
topology on A by taking as the closed vector subspaces of the vector 
space A the closed vector subspaces of the algebra A. It is clear 
that with this cofinite topology A is a profinite vector space. With 
the notation of construction 4.16, dim A' s "^ q , the smallest infinite 
cardinal, so that dim A > |F| ° > 2 ° >  "X Thus the profinite
completion of A has dimension greater than'^Q, so for A to be 
profinite A must have dimension greater than X q . □
Corollary 4.19
Not all cofinite algebras are profinite. ¡U
Corollary A.20
let A be a profinite algebra. Then A is finite dimensional or
7U _ dim A ^  2 . Ll
Theorem 4.21 *•
let A be a cofinite algebra, with profinite completion P. Suppos
©<.
that |f | = p and dim A = << . Then dim P 2P .
Proof: With the notation of construction 4.16, A' £ A*, so we can 
regard A as a subset of A**. Then it is sufficient to find the 
dimension of A**, considering A only as a profinite vector space, as 
in the proof of theorem 4.18, since the profinite completion of A 
will be, when considered as a vector space, the profinite completion 
of the vector space A. Since A has dimension *< there exist one—
so that
Remark 4.22
This is the best possible result in general, for let V be a 
residually finite algebra and give V the cofinite topology 
determined by taking ^ ](V) to be the set of all vector subspaces of 
finite codimension in V. Then with the notation of construction 4.16, 
V' = V* and V = V** and V is the profinite completion of V, and 
achieves the bound given in theorem 4.21.
Chapter 5 Radicals of Cofinite Lie Algebras
From now on we shall concentrate on Lie algebras. In this 
chapter we introduce the concept of cofinitely soluble and cofinitely 
nilpotent Lie algebras, and generalise the definitions of the soluble 
and nilpotent radicals from finite dimensional Lie algebras to 
cofinite Lie algebras.
In view of theorem 2.17 we also consider inverse limits of finite 
dimensional Lie algebras.
Section 1 Cofinitely Soluble and Cofinitely Nilpotent Lie Algebras
Definition 5.1
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then L is cofinitely soluble 
if L/K is soluble for all K € X(L).
L is cofinitely nilpotent if L/K is nilpotent for each K € X(L).
Note 5.2
If X is a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra L, Then X is 
cofinitely soluble (respectively cofinitely nilpotent) in the 
relative topology if and only if (X + K)/K is soluble (respectively 
nilpotent) for each K £ X(L), since (X + K)/K i3 isomorphic to 
X/(X O K).
The properties cofinitely soluble and cofinitely nilpotent are
9 o
preserved by the closure operation:
Proposition 5.3
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let H be a Lie subalgebra 
of L. Then H is cofinitely soluble (respectively cofinitely nilpotent) 
if and only if H is cofinitely soluble (respectively cofinitely 
nilpotent).
Proofs Suppose H is cofinitely soluble. Then for each K e V ,  (H + K)/K 
is soluble. So for any N € X>
H + N gQy (H + K) + N
" I T  ~ ;
H + N -----
N
and this is soluble, and hence K is cofinitely soluble. The converse 
is obvious.
The cofinitely nilpotent case is proved in the same way. 0
‘ The cofinitely soluble and cofinitely nilpotent properties are 
also preserved when passing to the profinite completion:
Corollary 5.4
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. L is cofinitely soluble 
(respectively cofinitely nilpotent) if and only if its profinite 
completion is cofinitely soluble.(respectively cofinitely nilpotent).
°t \
Further, if cp : 1 - p is the embedding of 1 into the profinite 
completion ?, then for any subalgebra H of L, H is cofinitely soluble 
(respectively cofinitely nilpotent) if and only if c^ (h T is cofinitely 
soluble (respectively cofinitely nilpotent).
Proof: This follows from proposition 5.3 and the fact that <^ (l ) = P. Q 
Proposition 5.5
Suppose 1 = limjL. ;fn.j and has the usual cofinite topology, 
where each L^ is a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Let H = lim|H^; 
where S is the restriction of Tr to F ,  for i > j, be a closed
**■ «J J 1
subalgebra of L. Then H is cofinitely soluble (respectively cofinitely 
nilpotent) if and only if is soluble (respectively nilpotent) for 
every i in I.
Proof: Suppose that each is soluble. We shall find a finite 
residual system jK^: i € Ij of closed ideals of L cofinal in X(L) 
and show that each L/K^ is soluble, from which we infer that each 
L/K is soluble for K € X(L). For each j £ I let p. : 1 — L . be the
J J
(x.) — x. and let YL- be the kernel of p.. For each i € I, (H + K.)/K.
J J J 1 1
is isomorphic to H^, so is soluble. Me can see, from part (d) of the 
proof of proposition 2.12(ii) for example, that i € I| is
cofinal inX(L). Consider K G X. There exists j G I such that «; K,
so the map : (H + Kj)/K. — (H + K)/K given by h + Kj h + K is an
epiroorphism. So the fact that (H + K jJ/Kj is soluble implies that
(H + K)/K is soluble, and hence H is cofinitely soluble, from note
S'.2.
Conversely, if H is cofinitely soluble then (II + K±)/K± is soluble 
for each i € I, which implies that every is soluble.
The nilpotent case is proved similarly, q
Section 2 Radicals of a Cofinite Lie Algebra
We shall define the cofinitely soluble and cofinitely nilpotent 
radicals of a cofinite Lie algebra and show that they have properties 
similar to properties of the soluble and nilpotent radicals in finite 
dimensions.
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. We shall denote X(X) by {K,: i G I 
Also, for each i € I, R^/K^ will denote crd/E^), the soluble radical 
of the finite dimensional Lie algebra L/K^. V
Further, N./K. will denote V (L/K.), the nilpotent radical of L/K.-L 1 1 1 •
Definition 5.6 *(i)
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then 
(iJo’iL) = O R. is the cofinitely soluble radical of L
for finite dimensional Lie algebras.
The following results show that o-(L) and v(L) have a number of
Notation
iGI
(ii) v(l) = (1 H. is the cofinitely nilpotent radical of Li£I 1 -----------------------------
Remark
These definitions r  e.&sMje. to . the corresponding definitions
expected properties.
Proposition 5.7
let 1 be a cofinite lie algebra. Then
(i) <3-(l) is the unique maximal cofinitely soluble ideal of 1.
(ii) V (1) is the unique maximal cofinitely nilpotent ideal of 1.
Proof: That <^ (1) and v(1) are ideals is clear.
(i) We show first that ^ (1) is cofinitely soluble. For K. g V(L),
3
er(l)/(<T<I) n K.) 2 (cr<l) + K )/K, = (( O R ) + K.)/K. C O (R, + K,)/K, 
j  j  j  i d  ■L j  j  i d  1  j  j
C R./K., which is soluble. Thus o-(l)/(cr(l) n K.) is soluble, whence
J J J
o-(l) is cofinitely soluble.
We next show that <r(l) is a maximal oofinitely soluble ideal of
1. For suppose that cr(1) «; R, where R is a cofinitely soluble ideal
of 1. Then (R + K^/K^ is a soluble ideal of 1/K^ for every i £ I.
So (R + K. )/K. £or(L/K.) = R./K. for every i, and hence R C O R. = o-(L) i x  x x x  i€I x
Thus=r(L) = R and o-(L) is maximal.
To show that a-(l) is the unique maximal cofinitely soluble ideal
of L, suppose that R' is also a maximal cofinitely soluble ideal of
L. Then o-(L) + R' is a cofinitely soluble ideal of L and hence
o-(l) = R', by maximality.
(ii) The proof for (1) is similar. □
Proposition 5.8
/ (i) If L is a cofinite lie algebra, then o-(L) and v(L) are closed
ideals of L.
is a profinite lie algebra, theno-(L) and v(l) are 
profinite (in the relative topology).
Proof: U) ?or each i G I, R^ is a subalgebra of L containing K.^ , so
is closed, by C3. Therefore o-(i), being the intersection of the R^'s, 
is closed. Similarly v (1) is closed.
(ii) If L is compact, then ®-(L) is a closed ideal, by the above, 
so is compact by theorem 1.9 and hence is profinite. Similarly for
Proof: (i) For each i € I, N^/K^ C R^/K^, so that C R^ and hence
yii) = n n. c n r. = o-(l).iGI 1 ~ iGI 1
(ii) [l/K^, (R + K^)/K^J C RN/K^, from the finite dimensional
V(l). □
Proposition 3.9
Let L be a cofinite lie algebra. Then
(i) l^(l) £ ^ (1).
(ii) [l,cr(L)] C 'f(L).
2(iii) ct-(L) is cofinitely nilpotent.
theory, since R + C R.^ . So [l,R] C for every i G I .  Therefore
[L,R] C n s= 'v (l) •, wwcv^t (j. x .i€I
(iii) ct(L)2 C [l ,«t(L)J C v (1), from part (ii) above. So <rllj2 is
\
a subalgebra of a cofinitely nllpotent lie algebra and hence is 
cofinitely nilpotent. Q
Note
Let 1 be a cofinite Lie algebra and suppose that H is a subalgebra
•k* -^en °“(H) is the cofinitely soluble radical of H obtained by
giving H the relative topology i.e. if Q±/Hi =o-(H/(H n K±) for
each i £ I, then o-(H) = n Q. .
i£I * 1
Recall that for a Lie algebra L, an ideal of L which is invariant 
under all derivations of L is called a characteristic ideal of L.
Proposition 5.10
Let 1 be a cofinite lie algebra and let H be an ideal of L. Then
(i) o'(H), V(H) are ideals of L.
(ii) If H is closed in L, then o-(H) and v(H) are closed in L.
Proof ;(i)Let H± = H n K± and let Q±/H± = o-(H/F{^ ) for each < € I. Then
H and H± are ideals of L, so that H/H± is an ideal of L/H^. Also,
°”lH/H^) is a characteristic ideal of H/H^, so from Amayo and Stewart,
[l], lemma 4.4, p13, Q±/H1 = o-(H/H^) is an ideal of L/H^, since Q^/H^
is a characteristic ideal of H/H±, which is an ideal of L/H±. Thus Qi
is an ideal of L for every i € I, and so o-(H) = n Q( is an ideal
i€I 1
of L.
Similarly v(H) is an ideal of L.
(ii) By proposition 5.8, «-(H) and v(H) are closed in H, so if K 
is closed in L it follows that o-(H) and v(H) are closed in L. □
Corollary 5.11
Let L be a cofinite lie algebra and let H be an ideal of L. Then
(i) o-(H) = H O  cr(L).
(ii) v (H) = H n y(L).
Proof: (i) Prom proposition 5.lo o-(h ) is an ideal of L and so is a
cofinitely soluble ideal of 1. This implies that for every i G I, 
(o-(H) + Ki)/Ki is a soluble ideal of L/K± and so (o-(H) + 1^)/^ is
contained in R^/K^. ThU3 «-(H) G for every i G I, from which it 
follows that «-(H) C n R. = o-(L). Thus o-(H) C H O «-(L).-? err J- ~
Conversely, H n cr(L) is a cofinitely soluble ideal of H, proposition 5.7, H O o-(L) = o-(H).
(ii) This is proved in the same way as part (i). 0
so by
We now show that if L = lim|L.J then =r(L) is the inverse limit 
of the soluble radicals of the L^'3, and that the analogous result 
holds for (L).
Proposition 5.12
let L = limfL, ; 
Lie algebra. Let
r. i G I}, where each L. is a finite dimensional ij i
and be the restrictions of to «-(Li) and
V (Li) respectively. Then
(i) cr(L) = lim|o-(I ); < }.
(ii) -v(L) = 1 im | -y ( L. ) ; cr. .j.1 i J
•Proo:C: (i) Le‘*' R = °~(I<) and for each j in I define p. and K. as inJ J
proposition 5.5. Let R ’ = lim|o-(L. )}. We show that R = R*. Now R is
closed in L, by proposition 5.8, so there exist subalgebras H. of L
i i
for each i such that R = lim{H^}, and in view of proposition 2.10 
we nay consider the restriction of each T, . to H. to be surjective1J 1
onto H.. Now (R + K . )/ K . ~ p.(R) = H.. Therefore each H. is soluble. J J J J j j
so that H. « or(L *). Thus R < R'.J J
Conversely, (R* + K^/J^ = p±(R‘) <<r-(L±), so is soluble.
Therefore R' « R. for every i e I and so R 1 < n R. = R.
i€I 1
(ii) This Is proved in the same way as part (i). □
Lemna 5.13
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let n- . : l/K.* «1
canonical map : x + m. x + K^ whenever j ^ i. Then
1W K1> - V Ki •
L/K. be the 
J
Pnoof• ^ij(Ri/Ki) = (R^ +■ K j)/Kj , which is an ideal of L/K^, since 
R± is an ideal of L. But Ri/K± is soluble, so (R± + K^/K.. is soluble. 
Therefore 'ITi •)(%/%) = (R± + Kj )/K.j £ o-(L/Kj) = R./K,.
Conversely, L/R± is isomorphic to L/K± factored by R^/K^, which 
is L/K^ factored by its soluble radical, and this is semisinple;
hence L/R± is semisimple. Now the map : L/R± - L/(Ri + K^) given by 
x + R± •-* x + (R± + Kj) is a projection from a finite dimensional
is semisimple. But this is isomorphic to L/K. factored by (R. + K.)/KJ 1 J
which must therefore be semisimple. So (R. + K,)/K. contains ^(L/K.),
J J J
which equals R^/K^. O 
Lemma 5.14
Suppose limlH±; ? i -i i,j G 1} = limf!^ Tr^: i,j € i}, where for
each i £ I, H. and Li are finite dimensional Lie algebras, and is
a subalgebra of L. with ^ . being the restriction of ir. to H.■* ij 1
whenever j ^ i. Suppose that all of the are surjective.
Then H± = Lj^  for every i € I.
Proof: Suppose there exists j G I such that H, ^ L. i.e. 3uch that
J J
H J Lj* We derive a contradiction to show that this is not possible. 
Consider y G \ H.. Now there exists (x±) G limfL^ such that x^ = y 
by theorem 2.5(ii). Then (x.) £ lim{H. }, which is the required 
contradiction. □
Proposition 5.15
± = o-Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then R. (L) + for every
Proof : Since L is profinite the embedding <p : i — lim{L/K.; TT-^  }
defined as in proposition 2.11 is a topological isomorphism. Let
R = °"(L). Now (H ) = <¡0 (o-(l) ) = lim{R./K.j, by proposition 5.12(1).<6- 1 1
But <p(R) = lim{(R + K.)/K.}, and tt. . ; R./KH-* R./K. is surjective, 
by lemma 5.14. Thu3 R^/K^ = (R + for all i € I, by lemma
5.14, and hence R^ = R + for every i. □
Note
Tw«. ^vy«_Sj>o-vA.„  ^ «-<t.Sy>LV f-oy £«f'.niteeJuj t^ oU.v.fc V t W l  , l-e .
fJ. -  , is N~* tyv**. i_v f .  y «LoyiicU.- *. f-iUvU. lolyfaVi. U«.
i- is V^ V *>*|_f>.\x~-i «yv*X- fc«vUc VS fc - \J~ Vy^y 1) C S. tK^> |V1 - u
8wt v(0 Vio ■+ -VLl.} , ^  V(.L^  4 L
Proposition 5.16
let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let cp : L — lim{l/K. J = P<$- 1
be the natural embedding defined in proposition 2.11. Then
(i) cpML) ) = <p(L) rVo-(P).
(ii) Cç. ( v ( l ) ) =cp(L) rrv(P).
Proof: (i) The map if is a topological and algebraic embedding, by 
corollary 2.18(i), and since o-(L) is cofinitely soluble, ^(^(L)) 
is cofinitely soluble. Thus by proposition 5.7(i)» (p (<v(L) ) contains 
<P (L) n <*-(?).
Conversely, by proposition 5.12, o-(P) equals limjR^/K^|, which 
contains limi(°-(Ll + Kj)/K. }, and this in turn contains ^ (o-(L)). 
i(ii) is proved similarly. Q
In this section we define pro-soluble and pro-nilpotent Lie 
algebras analogously to the definitions of cofinitely soluble and 
cofinitely nilpotent Lie algebras (see definition 5.1) and give 
equivalent definitions for them.
Definition 5.17
A Lie algebra L is pro-soluble if L is profinite and L/K is 
soluble for every k €X(L).
I< is pro-nilpotent if L is profinite and L/K is nilpotent for 
every K 6^(1).
It is obvious that a pro-nilpotent Lie algebra is pro-soluble.
An alternative definition to 5.17 is indicated by the following 
(obvious) result:
Proposition 5.18
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then
(i) L is pro-soluble if and only if o-(L) = L.
(ii) L is pro-nilpotent if and only if v(L) = L.
Proof: (i) Let )<(!) = (K^: i € If and let o-(L/K±) = Ri/Ki. Suppose
that L is pro-soluble. Then each L/K± ±3 soluble, so that % / %  = l/K±
I ° I
Section 3 Pro-soluble and Pro-nilpotent Lie Algebras
I O '
for each i € I. Therefore Ri = L for all i and so cr(jj) = n h . j)i
iCI
Conversely, suppose that <r(L) = L. Then R± = I for each i £ I 
so that O-(1/Ki) = = 1/K. and it follows that each L/K^ is
soluble.
(ii) is proved in the same way. □
Of course the same proof will show that a cofinite Lie algebra 
L is cofinitely soluble ( respectively cofinitely nilpotent) if and 
only if o-(L) = L (respectively v(L) = L).
i
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Cnapter 6 Pro-serai simple Lie Algebras
Section 1 Bquivalent Ponas of Pro-semisimple ±,ie Algebras
We Shall give the obvious definition of senisimple and pro— 
semisimple for cofinite and profinite Lie algebras. V.e shall show 
that a Lie algebra is pro-semisimple if and only if it is topologic- 
ally isomorphic to an inverse limit of finite dimensional semisimple 
Lie algebras, and also that L is pro-semisimple if and only if L 
is topologically isomorphic to a Cartesian sum of finite dimensional 
simple Lie algebras.
Definition 6.1
A cofinite Lie algebra is semisimple if it has trivial cofinitely 
soluble radical.
A Lie algebra is pro-semisimple if it is profinite and semisimple. 
Remark
It follows from the remark after definition 5.6 that this 
definition is consistent with the corresponding definition in 
finite dimensions.
We first show that a pro-semisimple Lie algebra can be regarded 
as an inverse limit of finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras.
1 0 4
Theorem 6.2
let 1 be a Lie algebra. 1 is pro-seniaimple if and only if L 
i3 topologically isomorphic to an inverse limit of finite dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebras, this inverse limit having the usual 
cofinite topology.
Proof: Suppose that L is pro-senisimple. by corollary 2.18 the 
embedding : L — P = limjL/K. } is a topological isomorphism, where 
P has the usual cofinite topology, so =r(P) = O, since ct(l ) = C.
Kence it suffices to show that each L/K^ is semisimple. But by 
proposition 5.1 2(i), o-(P) = limML/K. )}. Prom lemma S.13 and lemma•r- 1
5.14 we see that cr(L/K^) = 0 for every i, so that each L/K. is 
semisimple.
Conversely, suppose that L is topologically isomorphic to
limjL^; ^  ijf» where each 1^ is a finite dimensional semisimple
Lie algebra. Without loss of generality, we may assume equality. By
proposition 2.10 we may assume also that the i^'s are surjective.
Let K. be the kernel of the projection map p. : L -» L .. Then each O J J
L/K., being isomorphic to L., is semisimple, and ¡K. : i € 1} is au J -*■
finite residual system which is cofinal in X(I>). As in the proof 
of proposition 5.5 we see that L/K is semisimple for each K £X(L),
so that L is pro-semi3imple. □
Corollary 6.5
I O S "
Let L be a pro-semisimple lie algebra. Then L/X is semisimple 
for every K € )<(L). 0
Corollary 6.4
If L is a profinite Lie algebra, then L/o-(L) is pro—semisimple 
in the topology induced from L.
Proof: Let R =«-(1). By proposition 5.8 R is closed in L, so using 
proposition 1.15 we see that L/R is profinite. NowX(l/R) = {(K + R)/R: 
K € X(l)} from definition 1.14, so it suffices to show that 1/R 
factored by (K + R)/R is semisimple for all K C X  • But this is 
isomorphic to L/(K + R), which in turn is isomorphic to 1/K factored 
by (R + K)/K, which is semisimple, since (R + K)/K =cr^L/X), by 
proposition 5.15. □
Recall that an ideally finite Lie algebra is a Lie algebra 
generated by finite dimensional, ideals (see for example Stewart,
[i5-]» PP34-35).
In finite dimensions a semisimple Lie algebra is a direct sum 
of simple Lie algebras, and this result can be extended to the 
ideally finite case so that an ideally finite Lie algebra which is 
semisimple is a direct sum of finite dimensional ideals (see Stewart, 
[»S'], p44). The analogous result in the profinite case (theorem b.7)
Corollary 6.5
Let 1 toe a pro-semisimple Lie algebra. Then L/X is senisinole 
for every K € )<(L) . □
Corollary 6.4
B 4s a profinite Lie algebra, then L/o-(L) is pro—semisimple 
in the topology induced from L.
Proof; Let R =cr(L). By proposition 5.8 R is closed in L, so using 
proposition 1.15 we see that L/R is profinite. NowX(L/R) = | (X + R)/R 
K € Y.(L) J from definition 1.14, so it suffices to show Vnat 1/R 
factored by (K + R)/R is semisimple for all X £}< . But this is 
isomorphic to L/ (X + R), which in turn is isomorphic to L/X factored 
by (R + K)/K, which is semisimple, since (R + K)/X =c-(L/X), by 
proposition 5.15. □
Recall that an ideally finite Lie algebra is a Lie algebra 
generated by finite dimensional ideals (see for example Stewart,
[i^], PP34-35).
In finite dimensions a semisimple Lie algebra is a direct stun 
of simple Lie algebras, and this result can be extended to the 
ideally finite case so that an ideally finite Lie algebra which is 
semisimple is a direct sum of finite dimensional ideals (see Stewart, 
p44). The analogous result in the profinite case (theorem 6.7)
) o b
is that a pro-semisimple liie algebra can be regarded as a Cartesian
sum of finite dimensional simple lie algebras. Before proving this 
we need the following lemma, which will also be useful later on:
Lemma 6.5
let A be a profinite algebra, with X(A) = IK± : i G I}. Suppose
that for each i G I  there exists a vector subspace of A  such
that *5 *» A and such that whenever i,j G I and
j St i- let H = OH..iGI x
Then H + for every i G I .
Proof: Fix i G I  and let x G H^. We show that x G H + K^, which 
will give the required result, since then H± C H + K^, and the convera 
is clear. For j & i, K. ^ K ., so we have x G H. + K.. Then there
J ■*“ J
exist k G H . and y 6  L  such that x = k + y, and then y G (x + H j  OK,
i.e. (x + Hj) n K± is non-empty. But x + Hj and are both closed,
so (x + Hj) n is closed. Also, }x + H..: j ^ ij has the finite
intersection property, since (x + H. ) O .... n (x + H. ) containsJr■'nn
(x + ) H .... O (x + K . ), which equals x + O K . ,  which isJ1 Jn r=1 Jr
non-empty. So, using the compactness of A,
O ((x + H j  n  K.) is non-empty (D
We shall show that n = O and shall use this together
jei j
with (1) to see that (x + H) O K. is non-empty. Now n isj€I J
i on
K1 “ Kj n Ki- Then Ki G k(A) and i < 1. Therefore ^  ^ H ^ -- (2)
So O H . «  n H, < n H,, by (2). j?i J jzl x jGI J
K~ =KjOK.
-L . J  -L
Thus O H . = OH., as claimed. 
j?i 3 dei 3
so n ((x + h .) n k . ) = ( n (x + h .)) n k , 
d^i J d^i 3 x
obviously contained in n H.. Conversely, let K. G X(A) and let
= (x + n H,) n k .
dii 3 x
= (x + n h .) n K, dei 3 1
= (x + H) n K± U
So by (1), (x + H) n K± is non-empty, from which it follows that 
x € H + Ki# as required. D
Note that the same result, with)<(A) replaced by "d(Aj can be 
proved in the same way.
For the proof of theorem 6 . 7 we extract the following corollary 
from lemma 6 .5 :
Corollary 6 . 6
With the notation of lemma 6.5» fix i G I and let H' = OH..
d*i 3
Then H' + K± = H±.
Conversely, H. is contained in H. for every j ^  i,J 1
+ K. = Ii . Then H' = n H . C H. , and so H' + K. C H. J Jai J 1 1 - 1
Proof: H is contained in H', so H. = H + g H' + g
since
. a
Theorem 6 . 7
A lie algebra 1 is pro-semisimple if and only if it is topolo­
gically isomorphic to a Cartesian sum of finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebras, where the topology on this sum is that described in 
proposition 4 .1•
Further, these finite dimensional simple Lie algebras are the 
unique minimal ideals of L.
Proof: Suppose L is pro-semisimple, and fix K 0<(L). For any
H € X  such that H is contained in K, L/H is semisimple, by corollary
6.3, so there exists a unique ideal UH of L such that L/H = K / H ® U h/K,
Let X„- = n Ilf. Me shall use corollary 6.6 in showing that L = Xv K. 
A H»;K 11 K
H€X
If H, H ’ € X  and H* ^ H with : L/H’ - L/H being the map x + H ’
1- x + H, then tt(K/H') = K/H. Then "^(U^./H') = U^/H, since L/H is 
finite dimensional and semisimple. But vitLr,/!!') = (tlr, + H)/H.
Since H' is contained in H, Ujp + H = Ujj. By corollary 6.5 we see 
that XK + H = UR . Then L = UH + K = XR + H + K = XR + K, since H < K. 
V/e show that L = + K is a direct sum. Now X^ q K C n K if H < K,
since Xj. is the intersection of the Ujj's , and n K is contained in
r -  - -  •
) o
Conversely, is contained in Hi for every j ^  i, since
H i + K. = H.. Then H' = n H. C H, , and so H' + K. C H.. □
J jii J 1 1 1
Proof; H is contained in H ', so = H + g H 1 + Ei .
Theorem 6.7
A Lie algebra L is pro-semisimple if and only if it is topolo­
gically isomorphic to a Cartesian sum of finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebras, where the topology on this sum is that described in 
proposition 4.1.
Further, these finite dimensional simple Lie algebras are the
‘ i'unique minimal ideals of L.
Proof: Suppose L is pro-semisimple, and fix K £X(L). For any
H e X  such that H is contained in K, L/H is semisimple, by corollary
6.3, so there exists a -unique ideal UH of L such that L/H =■ K/H ©  Ujj/H.
Let XK = n Ujj. We shall use corollary 6.6 in showing that L = X^:^ K. 
H^K
Hex
If H, H' € X  and H* ^ H with tt : L/H' — L/H being the map x + H ’
*-» x + H, then-tt(K/H') = K/H. Then tt(uh ,/H' ) = UH/H, since L/H is 
finite dimensional and semisimple. But v (Uk ,/H') = (U^, + H)/H.
Since H' is contained in H, Ujj, + H = Ujj. By corollary 6.5 we see 
that XK + H = UH. Then L = U H + K = X K + H + K = X K + K, since H < K. 
We show that L = + K is a direct sum. Now X^ n K C O K if H < K,
since Xj. is the intersection of the Ujj's , and n  K is contained in
I
1 C .  “ì
H contained in K, [k ,XkJ C [k ,Uh] C H.
H since K/H n U„/H = 0. Therefore X„ n K C O H = 0. Also, for any
H ^ K
So [k ,x„] C n H = 0. 
A HsK
H€><
Thus I = XK ©  X, and consequently XK is
finite dimensional and is uniquely defined. Also, X-. is isomorphic
to L/K, so is semisimple, by corollary 6.3.
let X = X Xr. We shall show that X is a direct sum of finite KEX
dimensional simple ideals of 1, and that X has 1 as profinite 
completion, so that 1 is topologically isomorphic to the Cartesian
sum _of these finite dimensional simple ideals. Now X is. ideally
finite,tand since each X^ is semisimple X is the direct sum of
finite dimensional simple lie algebras, and these are just the
unique minimal ideals (see Stewart, fix], theorem 4.8, p44). So
X = ©  Yy, say, the direct sum of the minimal ideals Y-. of 1. Now
'xers *
for any K € X  , X + K = E X w + K 2 X n.+ K = l ,  from above, so that
Hex K
by proposition 1.16 X is dense in 1.
Vie therefore have that X is a cofinite lie algebra which is a 
dense subalgebra of the profinite lie algebra 1, and hence 1 is 
the profinite completion'of X. But by proposition 4.1, Cr^^Y^ is 
the profinite completion, so by corollary 3.4 1 is topologically 
isomorphic to Cr^^Y-^, where the Y^'s are the minimal ideals of 1.
Conversely, suppose that 1 is topologically isomorphic to 
Gr^eAY^, where each Y-^  is a finite dimensional simple lie algebra.
I I o
Then as in proposition 4.1,1 is topologically isomorphic to 
lim |L/K: K € X(l) ), »here each 1/K is finite dimensional and 
semisimple. Hence L is pro-semisimple, by proposition 6.2. Q
Corollary 6.8
Let L be a cofinite semisimple Lie algebra, and suppose that 
L/K is semi simple for each K £Y(L). Then L embed3 algebraically 
in a Cartesian sum P of finite dimensional simple Lie algebras. 
If, further, P is given the cofinite topology defined in
<\Lso
proposition 4.1, then this embedding isAa topological
*
P**00?• The canonical embedding : L — lim {L/K: K €X} » which is 
topologically isomorphic to P, will do. 0
f yopoia-tio n 6.9
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra. Then L is isomorphic 
(as a Lie algebra) to Inn(L), the Lie algebra of inner derivations 
of L.
P/oof l
Follow» tv—  D
Note.
-f V-\«*v<2_ w'vo pO^ tS \ l ' \ cvv cLu.5 luç k
(,. \ O — t O  <ko wvoV e-ocijt .
I I o
Then as in proposition 4.1,1 is topologically isomorphic to 
limiJj/X: K € Y(l) j, where each 1/K is finite dimensional and 
semisimple. Hence 1 is pro-semisimple, by proposition 6.2. 0
Corollary 6.8
Let L be a cofinite semisimple lie algebra, and suppose that 
1/K is semi simple for each K € Y(l). Then 1 embeds algebraically 
in a Cartesian sum P of finite dimensional simple lie algebras.
If, further, P is given the cofinite topology defined in 
proposition 4.1» then this embedding isAa topological
Proof : The canonical embedding : 1 - lim)l/K: K GY} » which is 
topologically isomorphic to P, will do. 0
P v o p o i l - t i o  >T\ 6 * 9
let 1 be a pro-semisimple lie algebra. Then 1 is isomorphic 
(as a lie algebra) to Inn(L), the Lie algebra of inner derivations
of 1.
P  y  o  of" :
fotlowi $ , ( 0 - 0 -  □
Note
■ f  U t v i .  O ST«. «~ o  p<w^<LS "  * — v * c U 4 » i« i*  .
t t • V) <Ko <~o\ .
Section 2. Sone Further Properties of Pro-senisimple Lie Algebras
We show that in a pro-semisimple Lie algebra closed ideals 
are pro-semisimple, as are finite dimensional quotients. Also, any 
closed ideal is a direct summand, having its centraliser as its 
unique complement.
Lemma 6.18
Let L be a cofinite semisimple Lie algebra and let H be an 
ideal of L. Then H is semisimple (in the relative topology).
Proof: Let R =o-(H). Then R is an ideal of L, by proposition 5.10. 
But for each K €X, (R + K)/K is soluble, so is contained ino~(L/K). 
Thus R ^ o-(L) = 0, so that R = 0 and H is semisimple. □
Proposition 6.19
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra and let H be a closed 
ideal of L. Then H is pro-semisimple in the relative topology.
Proof: The first part follows from lemma 6.18 and theorem 1.9. D
I "2_ O
Remark 6.20
In the hypotheses of proposition 6.19 the condition that H be 
closed is necessary. For consider L = Cr^-jl^ and H = Dr^-j-I^, 
where each L± is a finite dimensional simple lie algebra. Then 
L is pro-semisimple and H is an ideal of 1, But H is not profinite.
Theorem 6.21
let 1 be a pro-semisimple lie algebra and suppose that H is a 
closed ideal of 1. Then H is a direct summand of 1.
Further, the complement of H in 1 is unique, and if 1 = H + K', 
then H' is the centraliser of H in 1 and is pro—semisimpie.(in the 
relative topology).
Proof • (i) We first obtain a complement of H in 1. For each i € I,
1/K± is semisimple, by corollary 6.3, so 1/K± = (H + K±)/K± ©  t^/^, 
where U^/K^ is uniquely determined, let be the canonical map 
: 1/K± - 1/X. whenever j s i. Then ((H +■ % ) / % )  = (H + K^J/Kj, 
and so as each 1/K± is semisimple, Trij(Ui/Ki) = Uj/Kj* Hence 
Ui + = Uj whenever j *; i.
Also, L - n (H + H' + K^), which equals H + H', by proposition
— ~ ^ iere^ore 1 = H ©  H', and so H is a direct summand of
L.
(ii) To see that H' is the centraliser of H in L, note firstly 
that H' Ç Cj^H), since the sum L = H + H' is direct. So consider x in 
CL(H}. We show that x € H'. Now [x ,h] = 0, implying that
[x + K±, H + K±] Ç K± and hence [x + K±; (H + K^)/K±] = 0. I.e.
x + K± is in the centraliser in L/K± of (H +K±)/K±; but this is
Ui/Ki' Hence x £ U. for each i € I. Therefore x £ O U. = H', as
i£I 1
required.
(iii) Finally, H' is pro-semisimple, by proposition 6.19. □
\ 2. 2-
Chapter 7 Levi Subalgebras of Profinite Lie Algebras
For a profinite Lie algebra L we shall define Levi subalgebras 
in a way that generalises from finite dimensions, and shall show 
that these are! just the subalgebras A such that (A + K)/K is a 
Levi subalgebra of L/K for each K SX(L). Vie shall also show 
that they can be regarded, in a sense to be made clear, as inverse 
limits of finite dimensional Levi subalgebras. In chapter 10 we 
shall give a conjugacy theorem for Levi subalgebras of profinite 
Lie algebras.
Recall that a Levi subalgebra of a finite dimensional Lie 
algebra is a subalgebra that complements the soluble radical.
Notation
For an element x of the Lie algebra L, we shall denote by x+ 
the adjoint map : L L given by yx* = [_y,x] .
We extract the following notation from Humphreys, [l], p82, 
for a finite dimensional Lie algebra L. An element x of L is 
strongly ad-nilpotent if there exists y £ L and some non-zero 
eigenvalue A of y* such that x lies in the weight space L A in 
the vJ^ ht space decomposition relative to y*.
We shall denote by >T(L) the set of strongly ad-nilpotent 
elements of L, and by £(L) the subgroup of Int(L) (the group 
generated by the inner automorphisms of L) generated by all
exp x* for x £ Jf(L)
Further Notation
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then jL will denote the 
set of all Levi subalgebras of L/K±, for each i € I.
Ei will denote £(1/1^) for each i C I.
Si will denote the set f6 £ E±: 8 (A) = a } for some fixed A  
in (we shall see later that for present purposes this choice 
of A is arbitrary).
9 will denote the embedding : L — P = lim{L/K.} given by 
x h- (x + K±).
- 'fDefinition 7.1
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then A is a Levi subalgebra 
of L if A  complements the cofinitely soluble radical of L, i.e. 
if L = A + o-(L),  ^ tiostA.
We only concern ourselves here with Levi subalgebra3 of 
profinite Lie algebras. The following, 7.2 to 7.8,will effectively 
prove the existence of Levi subalgebras in a profinite Lie algebra. 
These results are proved in a different guise in Stewart, [/fa] , 
but brief proofs are given here, as they will be used to 
indicate analogous proofs for Borel and Cartan subalgebras, and 
because the proof of theorem 7.12 is suggested by these results.
The idea is to show that each is a coset variety and to 
find affine maps Xj for j « i and then apply theorem
2.22.
Lemma 7.2
For each i £ I, there is a bisection between the 3et of 
cosets B±/3i and JL.
Proof: The map f± : Si/Si i.± given by 9si - 9(A) will serve
as the required bisection. It is easy enough to show that f isi
injective, and that f^ is surjective follows from the fact that 
E± is transitive on oC, by Stewart, [ife ] , lemma 8.4, p208. 0
Lemma 7.3
For each i £ I, E^/s^ is a coset variety.
Proof: The sets E^ and 3^ are algebraic groups, by Stewart, |jtj
p1 91 , and 3± i3 an algebraic subgroup of B^, so is H.-closed in 
E^ (i.e. is closed in the Zariski topology). D
Lemma 7.4
For fixed i £ I, a different choice of A  in S± gives the 
same coset variety structure on Bi/Si, i.e. if S.^  and 3i ' are 
the stabilisers of A  and A' respectively, then and. abe.
homeomorphic when each has theW-topology.
Proof;- By Stewart, [it]» lemma 8.4, p208, there exists G £ Ei
such that 9 (A) = A '. The map y : E^ -. E. given by x 9 x0-1 is
a morphism of algebraic groups and induces the map : Bi/Si
E /S ' given by xS 0x8~1S ' = if (x)S '. Mow ^(S.) C S.', and i i  i i i 1 ~ 1
\ ^  £
^ is a bijectionj hence y is a bijective affine map. By Stewart,L'*J 
p189, affine maps between coset varieties having the W-topology 
are continuous and closed. Hence y is a homeomorphism. O
Remark 7.5
We may therefore give each the coset variety structure 
of taking any convenient choice for A, or Si> without
affecting the topological structure of
7.6
We now find affine maps ? : <£. X. for j « i. Fix j and i
such that J < i. In order to find such maps we first find affine 
maps yi;. : E^S.^ -* E^/S^, and using the bijection3 of lemma 7.2 
we find a corresponding to fit our requirements. The 
canonical epimorphismli. . : L/K. -. L/K. induces the map y. . : E.
- E. given by exp x* m. exp( (tr. . (x) )*) for x £ Af(L/K.), and y . .
J J" J 1  1 J
is surjective, by Humphreys, [ 1 J , p82. Further, y.. is atJ
morphism of algebraic groups, itself induces the map y ^  r
■i/Si “* Ej/Sj defined yij(xSi) = riJ(x)3J, where if s± is the
stabiliser of Awe choose to be the stabiliser of Tr\..(/\). (Note;
that irij(A) £ Xj, since epimorphisras of finite dimensional Lie
algebras preserve Levi subalgebras)
Now y. (S ) Cl 3 and y. . is surjective, so f . . is a surjective 
i j  i  J l j  13
affine map. We may therefore giveX^ and X-j 'the coset variety
) 2- 6
structures of E^/S^ and E^ ./Sj respectively via the bisections f ^
and defined in lemma 7.2. Then induces the map
- i j  Siven by /\±/K± _  iri;J(A1/K1) =  (/V +- K^/K^., and the
definition of  ^ . is independent of the choice of S. and S..
l  j  1 3
The map ^  is a surjective affine map, since the following 
diagram commutes:
fi
_fi
3i
V
E.
->
S3
Thus we have found a suitable affine map ?. . : X . - X  .. Q
7.7
The maps \ ^  for j « i are surjective affine maps
on the coset varieties/.,/-., which have the (induced) >V'N^ —topologies. 
So by theorem 2.22, £. = lim{<£.;  ^. .} is non-empty. 0<c— 1J
vJt sl~u s it!»:; • (A;\C1 c. X
Lemma 7.8 -n.. fc> IS; ^
With the above notation, let ( A ^ ) ^  eX. Then limfA^ }
is a subalgebra of limjL/K. ; ~lr\ ..}, where is the restriction
J  i j
of 'ir^ j to A^.
Proof: By the definition of (\ )  = A y  and the maps
are surjective. Also, is a subalgebra of L/K^, for every i € I,
r '
since A € X . , So limjA. j i  limjL/K.i , as claimed. 0 
Proposition 7 . 9
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra with profinite completion 
P = lim{L/K^j. If Acjl, then P = A + a~(P).
Proof:- Suppose A =  limfA/K. }, where A./K. e L  for each i £ I.-i- -L 1 1 ^ 1
Then P = limfL/K.} = limjA./K. t^(L/L)( by Levi's theorem, and<;_ J. X X 1
this equals limjA /K. { + limjv-(L/KH) } , by proposition 2.23, 
which in turn equals A + cv(p), by proposition 5.1 2 (i). Q
Theorem 7.10
Any profinite Lie algebra has Levi subalgebras.
AProof: let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let P and X. be 
defined as above. Let M be an element of X. Then M is a Levi 
subalgebra of P, by proposition 7.9. Since <p is a topological 
isomorphism, 9 -1 (M) is a Levi subalgebra of L. D
The next theorem gives equivalent forms of Levi subalgebras 
in a profinite Lie algebra.
Lemma 7.11
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let K be a subalgebra
Iof L. Suppose that K is both cofinitely soluble and semisimple. 
Then K = 0.
Proof: Since K is cofinitely soluble, cr(K/(K P i K± )) = K/(K Pi X„.),
for each i € I, and this implies that °"(K) = Pi K = K. But as K
i€I
is semisimple, <v(K) = 0, so that K = 0. Q  
Theorem 7.12
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let A be a subalgebra 
of L. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) <f(A) € f.
(ii) A is a Levi subalgebra of L
(iii) A is a closed maximal semisimple subalgebra of L.
AProof: (i) (ii): Suppose that <p(A) ££• By proposition 7.9»
P = 9 (A) +°~(P). But 9 is a topological isomorphism,so applying 
9 -1 to both sides of this equation we have L = A + o-(L) and so 
A is a Levi 3ubalgebra of L.
(ii) =$>(iii): Suppose that A  is a Levi subalgebra of L. Let 
R =cr(L). Then L = A + R. By lemma 6.10, A  is closed. Further, 
for each i € I, L/K± = (A + K^)/^ + (R + K^/K^ = (A + K^)/«^
+ R^/K^, ,by proposition 5*15. Thus (A+ K^)/Kj is semisimple for 
each i £ I. Mow, since A is closed, cp (A) = lim{(A+ Ki)/Ki}, and
<r- 1 1
so 9 (A) is semisimple, by theorem 6.2. A3 <t> is a topological
isomorphism A is also semisimple.
To prove that A  is a maximal semisimple subalgebra of L* 
suppose that A* is a semisimple subalgebra of 1 containing A.
Then A 1 n R = 0, by lemma 7.11> since A1 A R is both semisimple 
and cofinitely soluble. So A* = A1 O  L = A • n ( A + R), and this 
equals A + ( a 1 n R), by the modular law, which in turn equals A.
(iii) =^ >(i): We use a proof similar to that of 7.2 to 7.8.
IIow A  is closed in L, so is compact, and hence is pro—semisimple.
By corollary 6.3 each ( A +  K^/JC^ is semisinple, so for each 
i C I let 1F± be the set JA^^: ( A + K^)/K^ * A^J^, /A/K^ £ JL±{.
We shall show that £F = limff. j is non-empty, and choosing an 
element (Ai/K.) e f  we shall show that <f>(A) = lim{A./K.}, and
X- 1 1
A  ^
so 9(^) £ £-• Now each IF^  is non-empty, 3ince any semisimple
subalgebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra is contained in
a Levi subalgebra. For each i £ I, consider the three groups of
automorphisms: G.^  = <%jxp(x*): x £ ViL/IA)^
Gi = CG±(( A+ Ki ) A V
= ( e £ G±: (1 + K±)e - 1 + K± for all 1 £ A -t- K± } 
Ni = Nc±( V Ki)
= i 9 € C.^ : (Ai/Ki)6 = A^/^} for some fixed
V A  esri
d 6By (1 + K^) and (A^/K^) we mean the images under the automorphism 
of 1 + K. and A^/K^ respectively.
Now G^ is an algebraic group, and by Stewart, ['<•*'] , p3l , 
and N± are algebraic subgroups of G^. Then Ci/.Ni is a coset 
variety for each i £ I. We show that C^ is transitive on the 
set of Levi subalgebras of 1/X^ containing (A + X^)/K^, i.e. 
for £ J\, A ±'/K± ^  (A + K±)/X± if and only if there exists
8 £ C^ such that
Ai'/Ki = (A±/K± f  ----- (*)
To prove this, suppose first that = (Aj/X^)5 for some
& £ C^. 3y the definition of C^, 9 acts trivially on ( A + K±)/'A.. 
So = ( A j , / ^ ) 6 2  ( (  A + K i ) / K i ) S =  ( A +  K ^ / X ^
Conversely, suppose that A i'/Ki contains (A + %)*/%• Then 
there exists 6 in G± such that (A^/K^) =- Ai'/Xi, since G± is
transitive on the Levi subalgebras of L/K^, by Jacobson, [¡o] , 
p92. We must show that this 8 actually fixes (A *+■ *^*1 )/K± 
pointwise. Consider 1 £ (A + K^)/!^ and x £ N^/K^. Then
^ P  x* = 1(1 + x* +....... + (x*)n/nl)
for some integer n dependent on x.
So l"xp x* = 1 + [l,x] + ....+ (1/n!) [l,nx] . But x £ ILj/K^ ,
which is contained in R^/K^, and so this implies that [l,axj lies 
in Ri/Ki for each m £ In. Thu3 lexp x* = 1 + s for some a £ R^/K^ 
But 0 is a product of automorphisms of the form exp y* for
Qy £ N^/K^» 30, as exp x* fixes R^/K^ setwise we have 1 = 1 + r
for some r £ R^/K^. Now 1 £ (A+ C A^'/K^ and 1 £ Ai/Ki,
so that l3 £ (a^/K^)9 = Ai'/Ki* Therefore r = l9 - 1 £ n
l 3 i
W  which is trivial, so that 1 = 1L for all 1 in (A + K±)/K.. 
Thus i? C. C^> and this completes the proof of (*).
We now show that the map f± : C±/K± - !Ti is a bisection,
j
where is given by 8 N± (A^/K^) . Now ^  is well-defined,
since the fact that 9 lies in Ci implies that (A±/K1) =s (A + Kj_)/ %
by (*). Also, f± is sur jective, for i f / V '/% ciFi, then
- ( A + by the definition of &F. So by (*) there
g
exists 0 £  C.^  such that /P'/K^ = (A^/K^) • Finally, f^ is
6injective, for if (A±/Ki) = , then (A^/K^) =» A^/K^,
which implies that € N^ and hence that 6 = ot.N^ . Thus f^
is a bisection, as claimed.
Whenever j i, let be the map : 5-^  — ifj induced by ., 
i.e. : A /K. i— (A^  + K.)/K.. Each is surjective. Let
5* = limjiT.;  ^ . Arguing as in 7.2 to 7.8 we may show that IF
is non-empty, so that there exists(A./K^JS<5- such that for each 
i € I, (A + < ^i/Ki Af/Kf is a Levi subalgebra of
L/K. and it. . (A /K.) = A./K. whenever j < i.Let M = n A^. Theni ij i i j j i d  ^
M is a closed subrlgebra of L. Thus M + = Aj_ for all i € I,
by lemma 6.5» so as A is contained in each A^, we have A  < M.
But M is semisimple, forcr(<f(M)) = lim|o-((M + K.)/^)} = 
liml^iA./K.)} = 0, and so <?(M), and hence M, is semisimple. By
<r- 1
the maximality of A; we have A = M and <jp(A) = lim{ ( A+ ) /K^}
= lim|A,/Kj. □
Corollary 7.13
let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let A be a closed 
subalgebra of L. Then A is a Levi subalgebra of L if and only 
if ( A + Kj^/K^ is a Levi subalgebra of L/iC for each i € I.
AProof: A  is a Levi subalgebra of L if and only if 9 (A) eX, by
theorem 7.12 i.e. if and only if lim{ ( A+ K.)/3C¡} £<£, which is 
so if and only if ( A + K^/I^ €  S~ ± for all i € I. 0
We finish this section with a generalisation of a well-known 
result in finite dimensions:
Proposition 7.14
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let H be a senisimple 
closed ideal of L.
Then H is a direct summand of L.
Proof: H is compact, by theorem 1.9, so is pro-semisimple and 
hence H/(H O K^) is semisimple for each i £ I, by corollary 6.3. 
But H/(H n K^) is isomorphic to (H + K^/XA, and so each 
(H + is semisiraple. Replacing A by H in the proof of
theorem 7.12, (iii) (i)> we can show that there exists M = 
lim{AiJ in l i m } such that M contains lim{(H + M i3
a Levi subalgebra of L, by theorem 7.12.
The rest of the proof is effectively the same as the
corresponding proof in finite dimensions. Let K = ^-1(M). Then 
K is a Levi subalgebra of L> so that L = A + o-(L). Now H is 
closed in L, so is closed in K and so is a direct summand of K 
by theorem 6.21 ; say K = H ©  H'. Then L = K + cr(L) = H + (H* + 
and as in the finite dimensional case this is a direct sum. 0
Chapter 8 Borei Subalgebras of Profinite hie Algebras
We extend the definition of Borel subalgebras from finite 
dimensions to cofinite and profinite Lie algebras and show that 
a number of properties of such subalgebras also generalise. The 
main result of this chapter (theorem 8.11) is the result that 
in a profinite Lie algebra a Borel subalgebra is equivalent to 
an inverse limit of finite dimensional Borel subalgebras, or 
that B is a Borel subalgebra of the profinite Lie algebra L if 
and only if (B + K)/K is a Borel subalgebra of L/K for each K 
in X(l)* In order to prove this theorem we first factor out the 
cofinitely soluble radical and prove the result for pro-semisiraple 
Lie algebras, then extend to the general case.
In chapter 10 we shall show that the Borel subalgebras of 
profinite Lie algebras are conjugate.
Recall that in a finite dimensional Lie algebra a Borel 
subalgebra is a maximal soluble subalgebra. We can extend 
this definition to the cofinite case.
Definition 8.1
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then a subalgebra B of L 
is a Borel subalgebra if it is a maximal cofinitely soluble
subalgebra of L.
i 3 i
The proof of existence is a straightforward application of 
Zorn's lemma:
Proposition 8.2
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then L contains Borel 
subalgebras.
Proof: Leti3= {cofinitely soluble subalgebras of L}. Then 0 € P , 
so that & is non-empty. Let t  be an increasing chain in , and
let C = U B. Then C is a subalgebra of L. We show that C €P,Bet
and so applying Zorn's lemma IP has maximal elements, which are 
Borel subalgebras.
Now for any B and for any K eX, (B + K)/K is soluble,
since each 3 is cofinitely soluble. Thus (C + K)/K = (( U B) + K)/K
B£e.
which is contained in U ((B + K)/K). But ((B + K)/K: B et} is a
Bet
chain of finite dimensional soluble subalgebras of L/K, so must 
terminate after a finite number of terms, and hence (C + K)/K is 
contained in (B* + K)/K for some B' in t. Thus (0 + K)/K is 
soluble and hence 0 is cofinitely soluble, whence C eif, as 
required. Q
Proposition 8.3
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let B be a Borel 
subalgebra of L. Then B is closed in L.
(Hence if L is profinite then B is compact)
) 3 u
Proof: By proposition 5*3 B is cofinitely soluble, so by the 
maximality of B, B = B, so that B is closed. 0
In a cofinite Lie algebra the Borel subalgebras contain the 
cofinitely soluble radical and are self-idealising:
Proposition 8.4
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let B be a Borel 
subalgebra of L. Then cr(L) *; B.
Proof: o-(L) and B are both cofinitely soluble, so B + o-(L) is 
cofinitely soluble. By maximality, B = B + o-(L) and so <r(L)  ^B. 0
Proposition 8.5
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and suppose that B is a Borel 
subalgebra of L. Then B = I^B), the idéaliser of B in L.
Proof: That B Ç I^(B) is clear.
Conversely, suppose that x € Ij^B) and Ie’' C = B + Px, where 
Fx is the subalgebra of 1 generated by x. Then = B^1  ^ + [B»xj
Ç B. So ((C + K)/K)(1  ^Ç (C^1  ^ + K)/K Ç (B + K)/K . Hence ((C + K)/K) 
is soluble, and so C is cofinitely soluble.
By maximality B = C and so x G B. [j
The following notation is similar to that used in chapter 7
Notation
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. For each i € I we shall 
denote by the set of Borel subalgebras of L/K^.
Let : ¡6^  — Sj be the map B^/K^ h. (B^ + Kj)/K^. Then B
Awill denote lim{JBi;  ^j_ j } * 8 ^ill j g - «- ^ t
The map rp • L -* P = limfL/K. } denotes, as before, the 
canonical topological isomorphism.
Theorem 8.6
8 is non-empty.
Proof; This is the same as the proof followed in 7.2 to 7.7 
that is non-empty, replacing by and Ji by B .
For the proof of the main result of this chapter we shall 
need the following special case:
Theorem 8.7
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra, and let B be a 
subalgebra of L.
A,Then B is a Borel subalgebra of L if and only if <^ (B) £'^» 
i.e. if and only if B is closed and (B + K)/K is a Borel 
subalgebra of L/K for each K eX(L).
Proof; (i) Suppose that B is a Borel subalgebra of L. That B 
is closed was proved in proposition 8.3, so it suffices to 
prove that for each i € I, (B + K^/K^ is a Borel subalgebra 
of L/K^. Because of theorem 6.7 we may regard L as having the 
form L = Cr-^^L^, where each L; is a finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebra, and where L has the profinite topology defined in 
proposition 4.1. We show firstly that B = Cr-^^B^for some set 
{B-^ : X G A} such that for each I G A ,  B, is a Borel subalgebra 
of L^. For each yw € A , let p^ , : L — L/a be the projection map 
and let B^ = PA (B), K/V. = Ker p^. Let B' = CrAe-AB^. We show that 
B = B', and then that each B^ is a Borel subalgebra. Now 
(B + K^.)/K^ is isomorphic to BA,, and since each has the form 
Cr^GA\1^ )L>* whic^ is closed in L, it follows that as B is 
cofinitely soluble, then B , is soluble for each ^  GA . Each 
in X has the form Cr.^^.L^ for some A' £ /\ such that A\A' is 
finite, by corollary 6.12, so that (B' + K^/K^ is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of finitely many B^'s and so is soluble, since 
each B^ . is soluble. Hence B' is cofinitely soluble. To see that 
B is contained in B', note that B C p -1 (Br ) for each/' , so that
B C O  p - 1(B„), which is just B'. Thus B C B', and so by~/GA r r
maximality, B = B '.
We now show that each B^ is a Borel subalgebra of L^. Consider 
/a G A. There exists a Borel subalgebra B~'» say, of L containing 
B Let C = Cr - B-.' , where B ' = B-> for X ^ r . As in the case
A t  A  A A  A  /
of B' above , C is cofinitely soluble and contains B, so that
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B = C by maximality, and hence Cr^^By = Crxe.Bv  from which
it follows that B-^ ' — for all > £ A, and in particular B^' = B^.
Thus each B^ is a Borel subalgebra, as claimed.
To complete the proof of the first part of the theorem, note
that for any i £ I, L/K. is isomorphic to L-, (+) .... ©  L, forA1 An
some subset {\| , .... ,> n ) of A , and that (B + Ki)/Ki corresponds
under this isomorphism to B, ©  .... ©3-. . Since each of theseA1 \
B-^ 's is a Borel subalgebra, the sum is a Borel subalgebra of
+ . . . . +  L.x (see for example Stewart, [,rJ » corollary 8.3,1 n
p65)> and hence (B + K^)/K^ is a Borel subalgebra of 1/K^ for 
every i £ I.
A(ii) For the converse, suppose that cp(B) £ &. Now <^ (B) is
closed in lim(L/K. }, by corollary 2.14-, and by corollary 2.18,
4- 1
B is closed in L. Since for each i £ I,(B + K^)/!^ £ & i, B is
cofinitely soluble, so it remains to prove maximality.
Suppose that B « D and that D is cofinitely soluble. Then
for each i £ I, (B + K^)/K^ < (D + K^)/K^, and (B + K^)/K^ is
a maximal soluble subalgebra of L/K^, being a Borel subalgebra,
and so (B + Kj_)/Ki = (D + K±)/Ki. Therefore B + K± = D + K± for
all i £ I, and so D « n (D -*t- K. ) «; O (B + K,) = B. Therefore
i£I 1 i£I
B is a Borel subalgebra of L. D
B = C by maximality, and hence Cr^g-^B^' = Cr^£|XB^, from which
it follows that B-^ ' =■ B-^  for all ^ £ A , and in particular B^ ,' = B^.
Thus each B^ is a Borel subalgebra, as claimed.
To complete the proof of the first part of the theorem, note
that for any i £ I, L/K. is isomorphic to k  ©  .... ®  L„ for
A1 An
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some subset j”X^  , , nJ of A, and that (B + Ki)/^i corresponds
tinder this isomorphism to B-, ©  .... © 3 ,  . Since each of these
B-^ 's is a Borel subalgebra, the sum is a Borel subalgebra of
+ . . . . +  1^ (see for example Stewart, [,r] , corollary 8.3, 1 n
p65), and hence (B + K^)/K^ is a Borel subalgebra of L/K^ for 
every i £ I.
A(ii) For the converse, suppose that cj?(B) £&. Now <^ (B) is
closed in limjL/K.}, by corollary 2.14, and by corollary 2.18,
4- 1
B is closed in L. Since for each i £ I,(B + KLj_)/KLj_ £ B is
cofinitely soluble, so it remains to prove maximality.
Suppose that B c D and that D is cofinitely soluble. Then
for each i £ I, (B + K±)/K± < (D + K^/Kj., and (B + % ) / %  is
a maximal soluble subalgebra of L/K^, being a Borel subalgebra,
and so (B + Y.±)/Vi± = (D + Ki)/K±. Therefore B + K± = D + K± for
all i £ I, and so D i n ( D t L )  < O (B + K j  = B. Thereforei£I 1 i£I
B is a Borel subalgebra of L. D
Corollary 8.8
Let L = Cr^^L^» where each is a finite dimensional simple 
Lie algebra. Give L the cofinite topology defined in proposition 
4.1.
Then B is a Bor el subalgebra of L if and only if B = Cr^^B^, 
where for each i £ I, B^ is a Borel subalgebra of L ^  □
We want to show that the conclusion of theorem 8.7 holds for 
any profinite Lie algebra. For the proof of this we shall 
require the following two lemmas:
Lemma 8.9
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let B be a subalgebra 
of L containing <r(L). Give L/cr(L) the cofinite topology induced 
from L.
Then B is cofinitely soluble if and only if B/o-(L) is 
cofinitely soluble.
Proof: Let R = <r-(L). Prom definition 1.13» ^ (B/R) = | (R + K^/R:!*-!^.
Suppose that B is cofinitely soluble. Now (3 + K^)/R^ is 
isomorphic to (B + K±)/K± factored by Rj/K±» which is soluble,
) i t  O
Let L = where each is a finite dimensional simple
lie algebra. Give L the cofinite topology defined in proposition 
4.1.
Then B is a Bor el subalgebra of L if and only if B = Cr^^B^ 
where for each i £ I, B. is a Borel subalgebra of Li. □
We want to show that the conclusion of theorem 8.7 holds for 
any profinite Lie algebra. For the proof of this we shall 
require the following two lemmas:
Lemma 8.9
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let B be a subalgebra 
of L containing o-(L). Give L/o-(L) the cofinite topology induced 
from L.
Then B is cofinitely soluble if and only if B/o-(L) is 
cofinitely soluble.
Proof: Let R =o-(L). From definition 1.13» ^ (B/R) = I (R + K^)/R:i«-l3.
Corollary 8.8
Suppose that B is cofinitely soluble. Now (3 + K^)/R^ is 
isomorphic to (B + factored by R^/K^» which is soluble,
being the homomorphic image of (B + which is soluble.
Hence (B + is soluble and so 3/R is cofinitely soluble.
Conversely, if B/R is cofinitely soluble, then each (B + K^J/R^ 
is soluble, and then so is (B + K^/I^ factored by Ri/K±.
Then (B + K^)/^ is soluble, since R^/K^ =o-(L/Ki) and because 
the conclusion of the lemma holds for finite dimensional lie 
algebras. Hence 3 is cofinitely soluble. Q
Lemma 8.10
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and suppose that B is a 
subalgebra of L containing ^ -(L).
Then B is a Bor el subalgebra of L if and only if 3/o-(L) 
is a Borel subalgebra of L/o-(L).
Proof: Let R =o-(L) and suppose that B is a Borel subalgebra 
of L. Because of lemma 8.9 it suffices to show that B/R is 
maximal as a cofinitely soluble subalgebra of L/R. So suppose 
that B/R < B'/R» where B'/R is cofinitely soluble. Then B * B', 
and B' is cofinitely soluble, by lemma 8.9. Thus, by the 
maximality of B, B = B' and so B/k = B'/R* showing that B/R is 
a Borel subalgebra of L.
Conversely, suppose that B/R is a Borel subalgebra of L/R.
Again, it is sufficient to prove maximality of B as a cofinitely 
soluble subalgebra of L. If B' is a cofinitely soluble subalgebra
I H i
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of L containing B, then B'/R is cofinitely soluble and contains 
B/R, so that B/R = B'/R and hence B = B'. Ü
Theorem 8.11
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then B is a Borel subalgebra
/\of L if and only if <p(B) £ Ï3.
Proof; Suppose that B is a Borel subalgebra of L. Then B is 
closed, by proposition 8.3» so that <"p(B) = limj(B + Ki)/Ki(. 'tie 
want to show that for each i € I, (B + K )^/K^_ £18^. By lemma 8.10 
B/R is a Borel subalgebra of L/R, and together with theorem 8.7 
this implies that each (B + K^/R factored by Rj/R is a Borel 
subalgebra of L/R factored by R^/R, since L/R is pro-semisimple, 
by corollary 6.4. This implies that (B + Ki)/Ki factored by 
Rf/Rf is a Borel subalgebra of L/K^ factored by R-j/K^ » by the 
isomorphism theorems, and so (B + K^/K^ is a Borel subalgebra 
of L/K±, by lemma 8.10, as required.
The converse is proved in the same way as the corresponding 
case in theorem 8.7. 0
Corollary 0.12
Profinite Lie algebras possess Borel subalgebras.
Proof: This is similar to the proof of theorem 7.10. Ü
Corollary 8.13
let L be a profinite lie algebra. A subalgebra B is a Borel 
subalgebra of L if and only if B is closed and each (B + 
is a Borel subalgebra of L/Ki* fj
Finally we show that in an infinite-dimensional profinite 
Lie algebra L the Borel subalgebras have the same dimension as 
L.
Proposition 8.14
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let B be a Borel 
subalgebra of L. If the dimension of L is infinite, then the 
dimension of B is the same as that of L.
Proof: By corollary 6.4 L/«r(L) is pro-semisimple, so by theorem 
6.7 we may consider L/ar(L) to be a sum CrA6-ALA, where each L^ 
is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra. Now B/cr(L) is a 
Borel subalgebra of L/o-(L), in the topology induced from L, 
by lemma 8.10, so B/o-(L) has the form C r ^ ^  , by corollary 
8.8, where for each \ €A, BA is a Borel subalgebra of LA.
There are two cases to consider:
Case 1 : If A is infinite, then the dimension of B/°-(L) equals 
|AJ, which is the dimension of L/o~(L). Therefore dim B = dim L.
Case 2: If A is finite, then °-(L) has finite codiraension in
)*t h
Chapter 9 Cartan Subalgebras of Profinite Lie Algebras
In this chapter we extend the definition of a Cartan 
subalgebra from finite dimensional Lie algebras to cofinite Lie 
algebras, and give an equivalent form for such a subalgebra. In 
the profinite case we also obtain a result analogous to theorem 
8.11 i.e. that C is a Cartan subalgebra of the profinite Lie 
algebra L if and only if C is closed and (C + K)/K is a Cartan 
subalgebra of L/K for each K £ X.
Definition 9.1
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let C be a subalgebra of 
L. C is a Cartan subalgebra of L if:
(a) C is cofinitely nilpotent
(b) If K is a closed subalgebra of L containing C and N is 
an ideal of K such that K/N is cofinitely nilpotent (in the 
topology induced from K), then K = C + N.
[Alternatively, in the language of formation theory, C is a 
cofinitely nilpotent projector.]
Note 9.2
This definition, along with those of Levi and Borel subalgebras 
(definitions 7.1 and 8.1) are consistent with the corresponding
definitions in finite dimensions.
Remark 9.3
If\ definition 9.1 the topology on K/N is that obtained by 
giving K the relative topology, and then giving K/N the topology 
induced from K.
Then N will of necessity be a closed ideal of K, otherwise
K/N could not be cofinitely nilpotent, since it would not be
cofinite. To see this, note that X(K/N ) = I((K O K^) + N)/N:
K. €K(L)J. But n ((K n K •) + N)/N = 0 if and only if 1 i£I * 1
O ((K O  Kj) + N) = N, and this holds if and only if N is closed, 
i£I
by proposition 1.6(i). ^
Proposition 9.4
let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of 1. Then
(i) C is closed in L
(ii) C is a maximal cofinitely nilpotent subalgebra of L.
Proof; We shall use property (b) of the definition of a Cartan 
subalgebra. Suppose that H is a cofinitely nilpotent subalgebra 
of L containing C. Then C * H and H is cofinitely nilpotent, by 
proposition 5.3* Now 0 is a closed ideal of H and H/0 is 
cofinitely nilpotent, so that by (b) of definition 9.1 H = C + 0 
= C. Hence C is closed, proving (i).
Further, so that C is maximal, proving (ii). 13
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Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. Then for each K £><> (C + K)/K is a Cartan 
subalgebra of L/K.
Proof: Fix K CX. C is cofinitely nilpotent, so that (C + K)/K 
is nilpotent. So it suffices to prove the projector property 
for (C + K)/K. Suppose that H/K is a subalgebra of L/K 
containing (C + K)/K and that N/K an ideal of H/K such that 
H/K factored by N/K is nilpotent. Then H/N is nilpotent and H 
is a closed subalgebra of L, since H contains K, and contains
C. Since C is a Cartan subalgebra of L, it follows from 
definition 9.1(b) that H = C + N, and then II/K = (C + K)/K + N/K. 
Thus (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K. □
To give an equivalent definition of a Cartan subalgebra of 
a cofinite Lie algebra we use the concept of quasiabnormality 
(for example, see Stonehewer, [<■*] > p526).
Definition 9.6
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. A subalgebra H of L is 
quasiabnormal if all closed subalgebras of L containing H are
Proposition 9.5
self-idealising.
I**"?
Theorem 9.7
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let C be a subalgebra 
of L. Then C is a Cartan subalgebra of L if and only if each of 
the following conditions holds:
(i) C is cofinitely nilpotent
(ii) C is closed in L
(iii) C is quasiabnormal.
I
Proof : Suppose that C is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then (i) 
follows from the definition, while (ii) follows from proposition 
9.4(i). To prove (iii), let H be a closed subalgebra of L 
containing C, and consider x € IL(H), the idéaliser of H in L. 
Then x + K £ IL/K((H + K)/K) for all K £ X. But (C + K)/K is a 
Cartan subalgebra of L/K, by proposition 9.5, so that (H + K)/K 
is self-idealising. Thus x + K £ (H + K)/K for each K £ X  and 
so x £ O (H + K)» which equals H, since H is closed. Therefore
K£X
H = Il (H), and so C is quasiabnormal.
Conversely, suppose that conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold.
We need only prove condition (b) of definition 9.1. Fix K £'K. 
We show that (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K. (C + K)/K 
is nilpotent, by (1), so it suffices to show that (C + K)/K is
*lU ?
(iii), so x £ C + K. Thus x + K £ (C + K)/K and so (G + K)/K is 
a Cartan subalgebra of L/K, as claimed.
Now suppose that H is a closed subalgebra of L containing C 
and that N is a closed ideal of H such that H/N is cofinitely 
nilpotent. We must prove that H = C + IT. But for any K £ X  *
(H + K)/K is a subalgebra of L/K containing (C + K)/K, and (IT + K)/K 
is an ideal of (H + K)/K. Also, since H/IT is cofinitely nilpotent, 
H/N factored by ((H O K) + N)/N is nilpotent, and so by the 
isomorphism theorems H/((HO K) + N) is nilpotent. But 
N + (H O K) = H n (N + K), by the modular law, so that H/((H^(N+K)) 
is nilpotent, and hence (H + IT + K)/(N + K) is nilpotent. Thus 
(H + K)/X factored by (N + K)/K is nilpotent. So we may use the 
fact that (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K to see that 
(H + K)/K = (C + K)/K + (IT + K)/K, and then H + K =  C + N  + K.
This is true for all K £ X, so that
H = H = O (H + K) = n (C + IT + K).
K£K K X
But C is closed, by (ii), so C + IT is closed, by proposition 
2.28, and then H = 0 +IT, as required, p
Proposition 9.8
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra, let C be a Cartan subalgebra 
of L and let K be a closed subalgebra of L containing C.
Then C is a Cartan subalgebra of K.
Proof: Suppose that H is a closed subalgebra of K containing
C and that N is a closed ideal of H such that H/N is cofinitely 
nilpotent. It suffices to show that H = C + N. Now H is a closed 
juk>*.U{tw of L containing C, C is a Cartan subalgebra of L.
Hence H = C + N. Q
We now look at Cartan subalgebras of profinite Lie algebras, 
so by analogy with chapters 7 and 8 we introduce the following 
notation:
Notation
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. For each i € I, will 
denote the set of Cartan subalgebras of L/K^, and for j *■ i,
 ^ is the map ^  given by Ci/Ki - (C± + Kj)/Ky
We will denote lim)^? ^ . }  by ^ i  j j l, C.
<r J It;'
The map cq> ; L - lira[l/K-} is the natural embedding.
«-
The proof of the following is similar to that given for 7.1 
to 7.7.
Theorem 9.9
The set C is non-empty. Q
The next theorem is the analogue of corollary 7.3 and theorem
14-1
8.11 .
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Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then 0 is a Cartan
Asubalgebra of L if and only if <f(C) £ t.
Proof: Suppose that C is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then C is
closed, by proposition 9.4(i)> so that rf( c) = (C) = 9 (C)
= lim{(C + IC)/K}. Also, (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K, 
so that fp(C) £ r .
Conversely, suppose that <p(C) £ £ . 'p(C) is closed in P = 
lim[L/K.}, so C is closed in 1, as «p is a homeomorphism. Thus 
(C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra of L/K for each K £ X, so that 
each (C + K)/K is nilpotent, and hence C is cofinitely nilpotent. 
In order to prove condition (b) of definition 9.1, suppose that 
H is a closed subalgebra of L containing C, and suppose that N 
is a closed ideal of H such that H/JI is cofinitely nilpotent. 
Then(H + K)/K is a subalgebra of L/K containing (C + K)/Iv, and 
(N + K)/K is an ideal of (H + K)/K. Also, as in the proof of 
theorem 9.7, (H + K)/K factored by (N + K)/K is nilpotent, so 
that (H + K)/K = (C + K)/K + (N + K)/K..Hence H + K = C + N + K  
for all K £ X  and hence H = C + N, again as in the proof of 
theorem 9.7. Therefore C is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Q
This theorem gives the existence of Cartan subalgebras in
Theorem 9.10
profinite Lie algebras:
let 1 be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L possesses Cartan 
subalgebras.
Proof: This is the same as the corresponding proof for Levi
subalgebras (theorem 7.10). □
We now briefly consider pro-semisimple Lie algebras.
Proposition 9.12_
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra and suppose that C 
is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then C is abelian.
Proof; By proposition 9.4» (C + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra 
of L/K, for each K £X. Also, each L/K is semisimple, by 
corollary 6.3. Thus (C2 + K)/K = ( (C + Kj/K)1" = 0, since Cartan 
subalgebras of finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras are 
abelian. So C2 Ç K for all K £ K  and so C2 = 0.Ü
Proposition 9.13^
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. If L is infinite-dimensional, then C has the 
same dimension as L.
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Corollary 9.11
Proof: As in the corresponding proof for Borel subalgebras of
t 1 I
Corollary 9.11
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L possesses Cartan 
subalgebras.
Proof: This is the same as the corresponding proof for Levi 
subalgebras (theorem 7.10). Q
We now briefly consider pro-semisimple Lie algebras.
Proposition 9«12
Let L be a pro-semisimple Lie algebra and suppose that C 
is a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then C is abelian.
Proof: By proposition 9.4» (0 + K)/K is a Cartan subalgebra 
of L/K, for each K Also, each L/K is semisimple, by
corollary 6.3. Thus (C^ + K)/K = ((C + Kj/K)^ =0, since Cartan 
subalgebras of finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebras are 
abelian. So C^ Ç K for all K £ X. and so C^ = 0.Û
Proposition 9.13
Let L be a pro—semisimple Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. If L is infinite-dimensional, then C has the 
same dimension as L.
Proof: As in the corresponding proof for Borel subalgebras of
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profinite Lie algebras, we may assume that L = Cr L-, and thatA t-A A
C = Cr^^C^, where each is a finite dimensional simple Lie 
algebra , and where for each \ £ , C-^  is a Cartan subalgebra
of L^. Now A is infinite, otherwise L would be finite 
dimensional,and since each L^ is simple, each is non-trivial. 
Hence dim C = |a | = dim L. D
Remark 9.14
Proposition 9.13 does not hold for profinite Lie algebras 
in general. For consider any infinite dimensional profinite 
vector space V, and let 9 : V — V be the identity map. Form 
the semi-direct sum L = V + (S') , making L into a Lie algebra 
by defining the Lie product as follows: for u,v € V and for 
a € F, [u,v] = 0 and [v,ae] = #(av) = av. We give L a suitable 
profinite topology and then show that <£> is a Gartan 
subalgebra of L, providing the required counter-example.
$ i» p p "sc. - L fr b<-(.vO Cs d:«- vtsi-AiAcq
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We now show that (o') is a Cartan subalgebra of L by using 
theorem 9.7. Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied because (8)> 
is one-dimensional. To prove condition (iii) suppose that K is 
a subalgebra of L containing (O')» and let x be an element of 
I^(K). Then 0 £ K, which implies that £ K, i.e. that
x £ K. So K is self-idealising. Hence (d> is a Cartan subalgebra 
of L, where L has infinite dimension and the dimension of (d)> 
is finite i.e. one.
We now show that (9) is a Cartan subalgebra of L by using 
theorem 9.7. Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied because <£)> 
is one-dimensional. To prove condition (iii) suppose that K is 
a subalgebra of 1 containing and let x be an element of
I^(K). Then 8 £ K, which implies that [x,93 £ K, i.e. that 
x £ K. So K is self-idealising. Hence <t!> is a Cartan subalgebra 
of L, where L has infinite dimension and the dimension of <6^ >
is finite i.e. one.
'íT  ¿t
Chapter 10 Conjugacy of Levi, Borel and Cartan Subalgebras
of Proflnlte Lie Algebras
For a finite dimensional Lie algebra L the Borel subalgebras 
of L are conjugate, as are the Cartan subalgebras, under the 
group of automorphisms £(L) (see Humphreys, ['i], p84), and 
Stewart has shown that the Levi subalgebras of L are also 
conjugate under this group ([lb], p208). If L is a profinite 
Lie algebra, consider the inverse limit of the groups ^.(L/K^).
We shall show that this inverse limit may be regarded as a group 
of automorphisms of L, and that the classes of Levi, Borel and 
Cartan subalgebras of L are conjugate under this group.
Notation
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra and let E^ denote ^ (L/K^) 
for each i C I. For j *  i, let : Ei — Ej denote the map
exp(x + K.)* i- exp(x + K^)*. Then£(L), or just £ , will denoteJ
limjE. ; i»j £ I and j « i). -5 b.ow.*. h,«.
* Wvl (. \  ^  iuUu ^   
Note that 2 is non-empty, as it contains the inverse limit 
of the identity elements of the E^'s.
Let i-, & ,  £  be defined as in chapters 7,8 and 9 respectively, 
i.e. the inverse limits of Levi, Borel and Cartan subalgebras 
of the finite dimensional factors by closed ideals.
irs"
Notation
Let X be a set of subalgebras of the profinite Lie algebra 
L. We shall say that is ¡^-conjugate if for any two members 
X, Y of 'X there is an element d of H such that d (X) = Y.
F o v  v « .sn U  VJ* pvopoUU»«* 10 1
Proposition 10.1
/£■ /s AsThe sets <£-, ¿8 , C  are all £ -conjugate.
a.Proof: We prove the result for c£.only, since the proofs for
the remaining two cases are similar.
a .
Consider (M^), (N^ and define = {6^ £ ^(Mi) = N^j
Si = Jff^  £ E^: <J’i(Ki) = M^}. We show that Ti is a coset variety
by showing that Ti = 0^3^ for some 0 ^ in Ti> and then find
affine maps o'.. : T. - T. for j « i. We may then apply theorem 
•  J  “  J
2.22 to find an element of limf'J^ ; j} which will serve as 
the required map from (H^) to (N^).
For any 6± £ T± we claim that T± = tfjSj.. For suppose 6± is 
a fixed element of Ti* Then 0i_1 0(11^ ) = 0i~*1 (N ^ f o r  any 
0 £ T±. Hence 0i"1 0 £ S±, so that 0£ <9^, and T± C 0i^ i»
Conversely, for 6 € S^, 8^8 £ 0^8^» so that 
= N., which implies that 6±6 £ Ti, so that 0±Si C T±, proving 
the claim. Now for each i £ I, E^ is an algebraic group, is 
an algebraic subgroup of E^» so is closed in the ^/-topology. 
Hence l3iSi is closed in the W-topology, so that T± is a coset
A
lit
variety. Fix i, j £ I such that j  ^ i. We want to find affine 
maps cr : T. — T.. Now T  : L/K. — L/K., the canonical map,
J J ü
induces the map — Ej given by exp x* i-. exp(TT.. (x)*)
and is a morphism of algebraic groups. ^ ^  in turn induces 
the map : 3i/3± - E^/S^ given by ^ij(0i)3j• Now 3i
is the stabiliser of M^, and 3j is the stabiliser of Mj, which 
equals (M^). Thus ^-¡^(3^) Ç 3j. Choose t?^ , 0 ^ 30 that 
^ij(®i) = Let b® the restriction of to = T^.
The following diagram commutes
04Mj
~TTij
^  Ni
Vij
M.
and so °i-(T.) C T ., so that o-. . is well-defined, and is an 
affine map. By theorem 2.22, limjT^; <3-^} is non-empty, so 
consider an element 6 = (0^) from this set. Then 
6 ((M±)) = ( 9 ^ ) )  = (%) and Bet. □
A  A  / \The sets £ , fo and C for a profinite Lie algebra L correspond 
to the sets of Levi, Borel and Cartan subalgebras of L, so when 
we show that £ corresponds to a group of automorphisms of L the 
required conjugacy result follows.
Proposition 10.2
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then the group £. embeds
as a subgroup in Aut(L), the group of automorphisms of L.
Proof: Consider the profinite completion P = lim{L/K.; .} of
^  **■ J
1, and the natural (surjective) embedding cp : L -• P. £ acts on 
P> so we use the topological isomorphism to define the 
action of ¡? on L. Consider x £ L and 6 = (¿h) £ Define the 
action of 9 on x to be 0(x) = ff”1((9^(x + K^))^). We need to 
check that $ is an automorphism of L. It is easy to see that 9 
is an injective Lie algebra homomorphism. 6 is well-defined, for 
if j < i, then there exists z £ L/K^ such that 
'Trij(0i(x + K±)) = Tri-j(exp(z*)(yi + K±))
= exp(TT±  ^(z)*) (x + 1^))
= exp(^j (z)*) (x + Kj )
= es<* - k3>
So {6 ^ {x + K.^ )) £ P, whence <p-1 (^(x + K^)) £ L.
To show that & is surjective it suffices to show that the 
map (th) : P — P is surjective. Let x = (x^) £ P, and let 
y± = t^"1 (x±) for each 1 6  1. Then ir (y±) = (x±))
= ■1(TTi;j(xi)) = 0 j""1 (Xj) = yy  3o y = (y±) is in P and then
x is the image under (6^) of y. Hence 9 is an automorphism of L, 
as required. 0
I s’
Note 10.3
In future,therefore,we may either consider £(L) to be a 
subgroup of Aut(L) or a subgroup of Aut(P), whore P = lim{L/K^j, 
as appropriate.
Theorem 10.4 *(i)
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then
(i) The Levi subalgebras of 1 are £ -conjugate
(ii) The Borel subalgebras of L are £  -conjugate
(iii) The Cartan subalgebras of L are ¿-conjugate.
Proof: This follows from proposition 10.1 and note 10.3. 0
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Chapter 11 Weight Spaces of Profinite L-Modules
Section 1 The Fitting Decomposition of a Profinite L-Module
For a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra L consider 
a finite dimensional L-module M. For each A € L*, the dual 
space of L, let = {m € M: for each x £ L, m(x* - A(x))n = 0 
for some n depending on x}. A is called a weight of M (or a 
weight of L on M), and is the corresponding weight space. 
Each is an L-submodule of M, and M is the direct sum of its 
weight spaces. The theory is best known when M is a semisimple 
Lie algebra and L is a Cartan subalgebra of M, and the action 
of L on M is ■iven by Lie multiplication on the right. In this 
case the non-zero weights of II classify M. The above theory 
may be found in Humphreys, for example,L*0.
In this chapter we consider the analogous decomposition in 
a profinite L-module, where L is a Lie algebra with certain 
finite dimensional nilpotent factors. Whereas in finite 
dimensions M is a direct sum of its weight spaces, a profinite 
L-module may be regarded a3 the Cartesian sum of its weight 
spaces.
Definition 11.1
Let L be a Lie algebra and let M be an l-module. Then M is
I fa °
a cofinite L-module if M is a cofinite x«w in which all
from k \M ) are L - s u b m o d u l e s s . —« *«* "K (m ") i-
A cofinite L-module is a profinite L-module if it is compact
Notation
If M is a cofinite L-module we shall also write X(M) as 
{M±: i € I}.
Remark 11.2
Vie may regard each M/H^ as an L-module, under the action 
(m + M^)l = ml +
Also, if G is an ideal of L such that G «= C^M/M^), then 
we may regard each H/H± as an L/C-module by defining the action 
(m + M^)(l + C) = ml +
We shall obtain the weight spaces of a cofinite L-module 
by considering the weight spaces of its finite dimensional 
factors and taking a suitable intersection, as in the case of 
the radicals in chapter 5.
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Let M be a cofinite L-module. Consider a set {C^: i £ l| 
such that
(i) Ci * Cl (K/M^) and is an ideal of 1, for all i £ I.
(ii) If j < I, then C, * Ci_.
I k i
(iii) L/C^ is finite dimensional and nilpotent for every i 
in I.
(When we particularise later on, M will be a Lie algebra 
and L will be a Gartan subalgebra of M» so that the L/C^'s 
defined above will correspond to Cartan subalgebras of the 
M/M±'s.)
We show that for any A £ L*, A induces weights Ai on each 
L/Ci~module M/M^, and that conversely any weight A^ of 
can be induced in this way from some A in L*. We shall then 
define the weight space for the A's which induce weights A^ 
which have corresponding non-zero weight spaces.
Consider A £ L*» the dual space of L. For those i £ I for 
which < Ker A > let A.^ be the induced map in (L/C^* defined 
by A^ : 1 + i-» A(l). A^ is well-defined, for if 1 + = h +
then 1 - h £ C± and then A (1 - h) £ A(C±) Ç A(Ker A) = 0 so 
that A (1) = A(h), i.e. A±(l + C±) = A ±(h + C±).
For each i £ I define to be zero if Aj_ is not
defined (i.e. if C± 4 KerA), and to be the A± weight space of 
the L/C^module M/M^ otherwise. For any i £ I we obtain all 
the weights of M/M^  ^in this way i.e. any weight A.^  of M/M^ is 
induced from some A, £ L*. To see this, consider the weight A^_ 
in ( L/C j ) * of M/Mi. Define A:  L — F by A : 1 -  A±(l + C±). We 
show that A is well-defined and that C^ C Ker A •
I b 2-
Since (M/M.)., 4= 0 there exists ra £ MN M . such that
(m + Mi)((x + C^)* - A ^ x  + C ^ ) 11 C Mi for each x + Ci € L/Ci> 
and for some n. If x + = C^, then
(m + M±)((x + C±)* - A ±(x + Ci))n
= ( - \ ( x  + Gi )m + M^Hfx + C ^ *  -  A ^ x  + Gi ))n
= (~\(x + G^))^ + M^» by induction.
Then (-/^(x + C.^ ) )nm + = M^, whenojA^x + Ci) = 0, since
m ^ M^. Thus if x € C^, then A(x) = ^ i(Cj_) = ® an<^  30 ;*’s
contained in K e r  A , as claimed.
Hence every A^ £ (L/C^)* is induced from some A £  L*. This 
A is unique, for if A and p both induce A^, i.e. if A^ = 
then for each x £ L, A(x) = A^(x + C^) = /-'^ (x + C^) = ^ '(x), 
so that A = . □
Definition 11.4
With the above notation, fix A £ L*. Let T^/M^ = (M/M^)^ 
and let M, = n T.. Then M-n will be called a weight space ofA i£i i A ---------- —
M if it is non-zero, and A is the corresponding weight.
We shall use the notation of 11.3 and definition 11.4 
throughout this chapter.
The following result follows from the above definition.
Proposition 11.5
Let M be a cofinite L-module. Then
(i) The weight spaces of M are closed vector subspaces of M.
(ii) If X and ^  are distinct weights, then O = 0.
Proof: (i) follows immediately from definition 11.4. To prove
(ii), let Ti/Mi and 3±/Mi be the V  a n d w e i g h t  spaces
respectively of M/M.. Then M. n = n T. O O S. =a. A r i£I 1 i£I 1
n (t, n s.) c n m . = o. D 
i£I 1 " i£I 1
Proposition 11.6
Let M be a cofinite L-module, and let A c  L* be a weight. 
Then with the above notation, 'rr^ j (T^/M^) = Tj/Iij whenever j < i
Proof: Fix i, j £ I with j i. We show firstly that
~rr .(T./I'U) C Tj/M •. V/e may assume that Ti/Mi ^ 0, so that 
Ci C Ker > . Let ra + M± € T±/Mi. Note that for any x £ L,
A±(x + Ci) ='A(x) = Aj(x + Cj), since 0^ * G\ * Ker X . So 
(m + M±)((x + - X ±(x + C ^ ) 11 = 0 for all x in L and for
some n depending on x. Then m(x* - X^(x + C ^ ) 11 £ Q ,
and so (m + Mj)((x + 0..)* - >j(x + C^))n = 0. Hence m + Mj
lies in T./Mj, as required.
J J
Now consider m + M. £ T/M-. We show that TT..(T^/Mi)
3 J J
contains T./M.. Now m + M. £ M/M. , so that m + M. equalsJ J -I. J. X
(m~ + M.) + ....  + (hk + ), where in- + M. £ T_ /Mj andA1 1 An 1 Ar \  rinwhere M/M. has the weight space decomposition 0  T_ /MH. Then 1 r=1 ri 1
n n
m + M. = E ^  .(m + M .) = E (m + M .) . But for each r,
J j»— •] 1 J >p 1 p_1 J
m.. + M. £ T /M.. So as the weight space decomposition is a
r J rj J
direct sum, say M/M. = E (M/M.). , w h e r e = (L/C .)* and
3 *j£.ll.j 3 Aj J J
since m + M. £ T./M. we must have m + M. = M. for ^ ^
J J J Ap J J r J
and m. + M. = m + M. for>r 3 J r J
So ti (m + M . ) = m.. + M. = m •+• M ., and so m + M. is
1 J . 1 A J J J J3 J
the image under 'rrij of an element of Tj/Mj, and hence ’’hj is 
surjective. 0
Remark 11.7
The definition of M- depends on the choice of {C^: i £ I}. 
In what follows M^ will often be assumed to be defined 
relative to some, possibly unspecified, set jC^ : i £ l| 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) of 11.3.
We now show that the weight spaces of a cofinite L-raodule
are L-subraodules
1I fc> i>
Proposition 11.8
Let L be a Lie algebra and Let M be a cofinite L-module.
Then with the above notation» is an L—module for each X 
in L*.
Proof: Fix X £ L*. By remark 11.2 we may regard each M/Mi as 
an L/C^-module, and then by the corresponding theory in 
finite dimensions, each T^/M^ is an L/C^-module. So for any 
1 £ L, (T±/Mi)(1 + C±) Ç Ti/M±, i.e. T±(l + Ci) Ç T±. But Ci 
centralises M/M^* by (i) of 11.3* so that IiC^  £ £ T^.
Hence T^l £ T^, and so T^L C T^. Hence each Ti is an L-module, so M^> 
being the intersection of such T^'s, is also an L-module. LI
V/e have the following result for ct<«c4 submodules, 
as in Stewart, [l-?], p H  :
Proposition 11.9
Let M be a cofinite L-module and let N be a «-i««.** 
submodule of M. Then N-^  = N for all X £ L*.
Proof: Fix X £ L*. Let Hi/M± = ((N + Mi)/Mi^ l«i-
N  * a  • A  M  (-* r t P v  e A «  C * 1  . ~T K f t  w
/ L- L-
Ni/Mi = (N + )/l-L O Ti/Mi (see Stewart, [l '] » P79), so
that N. = (N + M.) n  T., So N* = n N. i 1 1  A i£I 1
= ( n t .) n ( n (n + m±))i€I 1 i£I
= n n . □
We now show that a profinite L-raodule may be regarded as 
the Cartesian sum of its weight spaces:
Theorem 11.10
Let M be a profinite L-module with weight spaces M^, for 
> £ L*. Then M is isomorphic, as an L-module, to the L-module
Cri£L*rV
Proof: Since the natural map (p : IVI — lira{M/M^} is a vector
space isomorphism, it is also an l-module isomorphism when
lim|M/M.} is given an L-module structure by defining the
L-action by (m± + Mi)l = (m^l + 1^). So it suffices to show
that there exists an L-module isomorphism B : <£ (M) -
Nov; is the direct sum of its weight spaces relative to
L/C^, so that any ra± £ M/M^ can be expressed uniquely in the
form m. = E m, , where JX. = (L/C.,)*. Define the map 
1 ^±£ Jli 1 l
0 : (M) - Cr>£L^ ( M A) by (mjL) (y^), where for each A £  L*,
I b 1
5 nu ) = £ m, and that tt. .(m-, ) £ (M/M..K . As
\ €fL± 1 *i€Sli ^  1 d j
the sura of the weight spaces is direct, nu = T., . (nu ), so*J ID
that y-^ £ <p (M^) and so 6 is well-defined.
To see that 6 is surjective, consider (y^ ) £ Cr^g-^^f(H^). 
Then each y^ lies in so that y^ has the form (m^ ),
where for each i £ I and > £ L*, ra^  £ (M/M^)^ . So
= m.. . Defines, to be 2 m„ . Then*-\. £ M/H•. This sum 
Aj 1 \£J7i Ai 1 1
is a finite one, since M/Mi has finitely many weights, being
finite dimensional. Let m = (m^). Then m £<f(M), since m^ is
in M/M. for each i, and since ir. • (m ) = tr. . ( 2 m. ) =1 iJ l ij x ejii ''i
2 m. = m.. Thus 0 : m —  (y-, ) and 6 is surjective.
¥ Ad j
It is easy to check that 6 is linear and injective, and 
that 0(ml) = 6(m).l, and so B is an L-module isomorphism. Q
Definition 11.11
Let M be a profinite L-module. The expression Gr^ £L*M A 
of theorem 1i.10 is called the Pitting decomposition of M.
y^ = (m^ ). To see that 9 is well-defined, note that
We may consider the effect on the weight spaces of 
embedding a cofinite L-module into its profinite completion.
IÉ.2
Proposition 11.12
Let M be ap^ofinite L-module and let <f> : M — limfM/M^ 
be the natural isomorphism. Let be a weight space 
corresponding to the weight X.
Then çTFTjl" = lim{Ti/M1}.
Proof: From proposition 11.5» Tj/Mj = = (T^ + )/Mj.
So whenever j * i, Tj = Ti + Mj. By lemma 6.5»
for every i € I. Then 7>(M^ ) = limj (M^ + )/M^( = lim|T^/M^(. □
Thus the weight spaces of a profinite L-module may be 
regarded as the inverse limits of the corresponding weight 
spaces of the finite dimensional factors:
Corollary 11.15
With the above notation, suppose that M is a profinite 
L-module. Then = lim{ T^/M^}.
Proof: This follows immediately from proposition 11.5(i)
and proposition 11.12. 0
i
Section 2 Weight Spaces of Cofinite Lie Algebras
I<,°)
For a cofinite Lie algebra L we may take a Cartan 
subalgebra C of Land consider L to be a cofinite C-module. 
We show that the weight space Lq of L corresponding to the 
zero weight equals C, and that if L is pro-semisimple then 
the weight spaces corresponding to the non-zero weights are 
one-dimensional» as in the case when L is finite dimensional 
semisimple.
Remark 11.14
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra, and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. Then L may be regarded as a C-module, where 
the C-action is merely the Lie multiplication, on the right, 
in L.
The set |C n K: K £ X(L)) satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) 
of 11.3, and for K £ X(Tj) we can regard L/K as a C/(C O K)- 
module, defining the module multiplication by 
(1 + K) (c + (C O K)) = [l,c] + K
Equivalently, we may regard L/K as a (C + K)/K-module, 
where the module multiplication is given by 
(1 + K) (c + K) = [l,c] + K
1 1  O
Theorem 11.15
Let L be aP^ofinite Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. Let {L^: ~X € C*j be the set of weight spaces 
of L regarded as a C-module, where LQ is the weight space 
corresponding to the zero weight.
Then LQ = C.
Proof: As in proposition 11.12» Lq + = T^ for each i € I.
For i € I, (Lq + YL±)/YLt = (L/K^q = (C + K^/K^ since L/K is 
a finite dimensional (C + K)/K-module and since (C + K)/K is 
a Cartan subalgebra of L/K, by proposition 9.5. Thus LQ + K 
= C + K. So as Lq and C are closed in L, by proposition 11.5 
and proposition 9.4-respectively, Ln = Ln = O (Ln + Ki ) =u v i£i
O (C + Kt) = C. □  i£I
The following products of weight spaces generalise from 
the corresponding results for finite dimensional Lie algebras.
Proposition 11.16
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let C be a Cartan 
subalgebra of L. Consider 1 as a C-module and suppose that A 
and j*. are weights of L. Then
(i) [Lx ,La] C L a if A + r is a weight
n  \
( H  ) LA+^ - 0 if ^ +/a is not a weight 
(iii) [l a*L J = 0 if A +/* is not a weight.
Proof; (i) For each i £ I, let T^ /K±> T± /K± and TjA+/“/Ki
be the weight spaces of L/K^ corresponding to the weights 
>i» and V  + /^ i respectively. Then [t^/K^T^/K^] is 
contained in Ti>'+//Ki if + ^ 'i is a weight* and equals 
zero otherwise. So [t /^ »t /*] C +r for all i £ I. Hence
[l v l ] = [ n  n t/'] c n [t * ,t^] c n t±x+/< = l .X r i£I 1 i£I 1 i£I 1 1  i£I 1 A+^
(ii) and (iii) follow similarly from the corresponding 
results for finite dimensional Lie algebras. □
We now consider weight spaces of a pro-semisimple Lie 
algebra.
Lemma 11.17
Let A = limjA.; where each A^ is an algebra having
dimension one or zero.
Then A has dimension one or zero.
Proof: Let (x^) and (y.) be elements of A. Either the
dimension of A is zero or we can assume that (xp 4= 0. Now 
^ij(xi) = Xj and ^ ( y ±) = y j. But for each i £ I there 
exists £ F such that y^ = ;lixi’ since Ai l^a3 dimension one
\ n  x
or zero. Now = <iij(aixi) = aj^ i-j(xi) = aixj* So for xj
4 0, a.^  = aj when j * i. So (y.^ = (aixi) = aix.^, where
a = a. for all i £ I such that x± =(= 0. So if A is non-trivial,
A has dimension one. Q
Theorem 11.18
p v o  -
Let L be aAsemisimple Lie algebra, and consider the C-module L 
for some Cartan subalgebra C of L.
For each non-zero weight \ in C*, L has dimension one.
Proof: Fix ^ £ C*. Let 9 : L — limjL/K.J be the natural 
topological isomorphism. Now 9(I*\) = 9 (1 )^ since L^ is closed, 
by proposition 11.5* so 9 (L-^ ) = = lim{T^/K^}* by
proposition 11.12. But each Ti/Ki is one-dimensional, if 
^ 4= 0, since each L/K± is finite dimensional semisimple. So 
by lemma 11.17,9 (L-A) has dimension one or zero. But 9 is a 
topological isomorphism, so L^ has dimension one or zero. 
However, L-^  is non-zero so must have dimension one. [j
I
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Chapter 12 Cofinitely Cleft Lie Algebras
The final tw« chapters follow closely the approach and 
methods used in Stewart, [)"?]. We want to obtain a Chevalley-Jordan 
decomposition for linear maps on a cofinite Lie algebra and define 
a cofinitely cleft Lie algebra accordingly, generalising some 
results from finite dimensions. In section 2 we look briefly at 
tori, and in section 3 at some properties of cofinitely cleft 
Lie algebras. Finally we consider cofinitely soluble, cofinitely 
cleft Lie algebras.
Section 1 Chevalley-Jordan Decomposition
Notation
Let L be a Lie algebra and let f be a linear map on L. We 
may regard L as an ^f^—module, where the module action is 
xf = f(x).
If L is cofinite, and if fCK^) C for each € X(L) • then 
f induces linear maps on each L/K^, which we shall denote by f^,
i * u i
given by x + K± f(x) + K^.
In the remaining chapters we shall assume that f(K^) Q 
for any linear map f on a cofinite lie algera (or a cofinite 
vector space) 1, f»*- <-,u. l c-X .
Recall that if L is a finite dimensional Lie algebra and f 
is a linear map on L, then f is pure if there is a basis of 
eigenvectors of 1, i.e. if f is diagonalisable. f is also referred 
to as semisimple or semi-regular in the literature.
Definition 12.1
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and suppose that f is a linear 
map on L. Then f is cofinitely pure if each f^ defined above is 
pure.
f is cofinitely nilpotent if each f.^  is nilpotent.
An element x of L is cofinitely ad-pure if x* is cofinitely 
pure, and x is cofinitely ad-nilpotent if x* is cofinitely 
nilpotent.
If f is a cofinitely pure map on a cofinite vector space V, 
then the weight spaces of V consist of f-eigenvectors:
Proposition 12.2
Let f be a cofinitely pure linear map on the cofinite vector
space V. Regarding V as an f -module, let { \ £ <(f)*j be the 
set of weight spaces of V.
Then each consists of f-eigenvectors with eigenvalue A (=A(f)).
Proof: Fix A £ (f)*t and consider u £ . Define T^/K^ as in
chapter 11, i.e. as the A^ weight space of V/K^. Then u + £ T^/K^
for every i £ I, and the 's here are all 0, using the notation 
of chapter 11. Fix i £ I. Now f^ is pure, so f^(u + K^) =
\(fi).(u + K^), since the result of the proposition holds in
finite dimensions (see Stewart, |j ~>J , lemma 2.3, p80). Hence 
f (u) + Ki = A^(f^) .u + K^. But A^f^) = A (f), as in 11.3. So 
f(u) - A(f).u £ K^. This holds for every i £ I, so that f(u) =
A(f).u. Hence u is an f-eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue
A(f). □
Proposition 12.3
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let f be a linear map on A.
Consider A as an <(f)-module and suppose that H,K are <£>-submodules 
of A. Suppose further that K is a closed ideal of A. Then
(i) If f is cofinitely pure on A, then f induces cofinitely 
pure maps on H and on A/K.
(ii) If f is cofinitely nilpotent on A, then f induces 
cofinitely nilpotent maps on H and on A/K.
\ n t>
Proof: rfe use the fact that the corresponding result holds for
finite dimensional algebras (see Stewart, O'?], corollary 2.4,
p80).
(a) Let g be the restriction of f to H. Then for each i £ I,
g^ is the map : (H + K^/K.^ - (H + K^/K.^ given by x + >-
g(x) + K^ = f(x) + K^. So gi is the restriction of f^ to (H + K^J/K^. 
So if f is cofinitely pure, then f^ is pure for all i £ I, 
whence each gi is pure, so that g is cofinitely pure.
Similarly, if f is cofinitely nilpotent then g is cofinitely 
nilpotent.
(b) Let h be the map on A/K given by x + K t- f(x) + K. This 
is well-defined since K is an (£)-module, and A/K is cofinite 
because K is closed in A, i.e. h((K + K^)/K ) C (K + K^)/K , so 
that each (K + K^)/K is an <(h> -submodule of A/K.
If f is cofinitely pure, then each f^ is pure. Fix i £ I.
The map h^ on A/K factored by (K + K^)/K given by
(x + K) + (K + K±)/K i- (f(x) + K) + (K + K±)/K 
is both the map induced from h and the map induced from f^. So 
from the corresponding result in finite dimensions, h^ is pure, 
and so h is cofinitely pure.
The proof when f is cofinitely nilpotent is similar.U
Recall that for a finite dimensional algebra A a linear map 
f on A is cleft if f decomposes into a sum f = p + n, where p
111
is pure, n is nilpotent and p and n commute. This is also 
referred to as a splitting of f in the literature, and if f is 
cleft, f is also called splittable, or almost algebraic.
Definition 12.4
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let f be a linear map on A. 
Then f is cofinitely cleft if f decomposes into a sum f = p + n 
such that p is cofinitely pure on A, n is cofinitely nilpotent 
on A and p and n commute.
Let L be a Lie algebra. Then x £ L is cofinitely ad-cleft »
' P "" P LS s\ k .\aq cc* P)l^  Co
L is cofinitely cleft if every x in L is cofinitely ad-cleft.
L is profinitely cleft if it is cofinitely cleft and compact.
We show that a cofinitely cleft map has a unique decomposition;
Proposition 12.5
Let A be a cofinite algebra, f a linear map on A and consider 
A as an <f)-module. Suppose that f is cofinitely cleft with a 
decomposition f = p + n, where p is cofinitely pure, n is 
cofinitely nilpotent and pn = np.
Then p and n are uniquely defined.
Proof: Suppose that f = p + n = p’ + n ’ are two such decompositions
IThen •- pi + n^ = p'^ + n 'i for all i £ I. Let g = p - p' = 
n' - n. Then the induced maps are : A/K^ — A/K^ given bjr 
x + h* g(x) + Ki. Fix x £ A. Now gi = - p'.^ , so gi is pure,
since p^ and p'^ commute, from the finite dimensional theory. 
Similarly = n'. - n^ is nilpotent, and hence g^ is the zero 
map. So (p - p')(x) £ for all i € I and so p(x) = p'(x).
This is true for all x in A, so p = p' and n = n'. Q
Corollary 12.6
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and consider x £ L. If x is 
cofinitely ad-cleft, then the decomposition of x into a sum of 
a cofinitely ad-pure and a cofinitely ad-nilpotent element which 
commute is unique modulo the centre of L.
Proof: Let Z be the centre of L. Suppose that x = p +  n = q + m
are two such decompositions. Then p* + n* = q* + m* and p* = q*,
n* = m* by proposition 12.5. So (p - q)* is the zero map, whence
p - q £ Z. Similarly, n - m £ Z. 0
Definition 12.7
With the notation of proposition 12.5» the decomposition 
f = p + n is called the Chevalley-Jordan decomposition (or the 
cofinite cleaving) of f.
The next result follows from the corresponding result in
finite dimensions:
Proposition 12.8
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let f be a linear map on A. 
Suppose that f has a cofinite cleaving f = p + n. Let U be a 
vector subspace of A. Then
(i) If f(U) C U, then p(U), n(U) C U
(ii) If f(V) = 0, then p(U) = n(U) = 0.
Proof: (i) Suppose that f(U) Q U. Then f^((U + K^/K^) is
contained in (U + K^)/K^ for all i £ I. So for each i G 1»
p±((U + K±)/K±) £ (U + Ki)/Ki> since k/K± is finite dimensional.
Therefore p(U) Q U + for each i € I, so that
p(U) C n (U + K, ) = U i€I * 1
Similarly, n(U) C U.
(ii) This is proved similarly to part (i). O
i 4,<=>
Section 2 Tori of Cofinite Lie Algebras
We define a torus in a cofinite Lie algebra in the obvious way, 
and show that in a profinitely cleft Lie algebra the centraliser 
of a maximal torus is a Cartan subalgebra, and conversely that a 
Cartan subalgebra of a profinitely cleft Lie algebra is the 
centraliser of a unique maximal torus.
Recall that for a finite dimensional Lie algebra a torus is 
a subalgebra consisting of ad-pure elements.
Definition 12.9
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then T is a torus (or a toral 
subalgebra of L) if T is a subalgebra of L consisting of 
cofinitely ad-pure elements.
We give some simple properties of tori of cofinite Lie algebras. 
Proposition 12.10
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. Then each torus is contained 
in a maximal torus.
Proof: We use a straightforward Zorn's lemma argument. Let T be
a torus and let '¡P be the set of tori containing T. 2P is non-empty
\ % )
since T € ¡>J, and it is easy to show that if tis a chain in P,
th^n U T' is in P, so thatPhas maximal elements, i.e. there T'£C.
exist maximal tori containing T. 0 
Proposition 12.11
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let T be a- torus. Then 
(T + K)/K is a torus in L/K for all K £X(I).
Proof: Clear. 0
Proposition 12.12
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let T be a maximal torus 
in L. Then T is closed in L.
If, further, L is compact, thenc^(T) is an inverse limit of 
tori, where cp is the natural map cp : 1 - limjL/K^}.
Proof: Consider x £ T. Now x + K £ (T + K)/K for each K £X(L),
so that x + K is ad-pure. Therefore x is cofinitely ad-pure, and
so T is a torus. But T is maximal, so T = T and hence T is closed.
To prove the second statement, note that <f(T) = >^(T) = <jp(t )
= lim{(T + K.)/K.} and the result follows from proposition 12.11. □ 1 1
Remark 12.13
The above method of proof occurs frequently for various types
I 3. 2-
of maximal subalgebras of a cofinite Lie algebra. If H and H 
share the property relative to which H is maximal» then H = H 
and so H is closed.
Proposition 12.14
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let T be a torus in L. 
Then T is abelian.
Proof : Consider x, y € T. Then for each K e X ( L)>
[x + K, y + K ]  € ((T + K)/K)2 = 0 
since (T + K)/K is a torus in L/K, by proposition 12.11. Thus 
|7 x, y J £ K for all K £ 'X, so that Q x, y 3] = 0. Q
Corollary 12.15
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra. If T is a torus in L, then 
T is a torus in T.(i.e. for x £ T» x is cofinitely ad-pure in 
its action on T).
Proof: T is abelian, so for t £ T» the restriction of t* to T 
is the zero map. Therefore t* is cofinitely pure on T.
Proposition 12.16
Let L = limlL. ; Ç . .}, where each L. is a finite dimensional i ij i
Lie algebra, and let T = limjT^} be a subalgebra of L, where
I 4 "4
^^(T^) = Tj. Give L the usual cofinite topology.
Then T is a torus in L if and only if T^ is a torus in L^ 
for every i € I.
Proof; Suppose that T is a torus in L and fix j € I. Consider 
Xj ^ ° T^en "*:1:iere exists x = (y^) in T such that y^  = x^  . Now
x is cofinitely ad-pure in L» so that yi is ad-pure in for 
each i € 1» and in particular x^ is ad-pure. Thus Tj is a torus. 
The converse is clear. Q
We now use tori to obtain another expression for the Cartan 
subalgebras of a profinitely cleft Lie algebra (theorems 12.18 
and 12.21).
We do not use all of the following lemma, but prove all of 
the parts for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 12.17
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra, and let H be a vector 
subspace of L. Then
(i) (^(H) is a closed subalgebra of L
(ii) cl (h ) = cl (h )
(iii) If L is compact, then <((Cj^H)) = lim(C^yK((H + K)/K):
K €K(L)>
(iv) If H is closed in L, then IL(H) is closed in L
(v) If L is compact and H is closed, then ^ (I^iH)) equals
I 't A-
^ h / K ((H + K)/K): K CX(L)|.
Proof; (i) Let CK/K = CL/K((H + K)/K) for each K e V  and let
C = n C^. We show that G = CT(H), whence Ct (H) is closed.
E X  K L
Consider x € Cl (H). Then [x,H] = 0, so that [x -t- K, H + kJ C K
for all K e y .  Therefore x + K e CL^K( (H + K)/K) for all K, and
hence x e CK for all K. Thus x € C and so Cl (H) Q C.
Conversely, consider y e C. Then [y + K, H + k] C K for all
K e y .  Therefore [y, H] C n K = 0 and so y e Cl (H). Hence C = CL(H)
KEK
(ii) Now H + K = H + K for all K e X, so CR/K = CL/K((H + K)/K)
= CLyK ((H + K)/K) = Ck/K, say. Then CK = CK for all K € X , and 
hence C = ncr = n C,, = Ct (H).
KeyK Kex
(iii) It is clear that (Cy (H)) C limjCj^^i (H + K)/K) |, so 
consider (xK + K)K e limjCL/K((H + K)/K)}. Since L is compact, 
there exists x e L such that x^ + K = x + K for all K e y ,  and 
[x + K, H + K] = [xK + K, H + K] C K for each K. Thu3 [x, H] C K 
for every K and hence [x, H] =0. So x e 0^ (11) > so that
(xK + K) = (x + K) = <f(x) £ 'fiC^H)).
(iv) Consider x e 1^ (11). Then [x, H] C II. So [x + K, H + kJ 
C H + K for all K. Therefore x + K e IL^K( (H + K)/K) = HK/K,
say, for each K. Thus x lies in n Kv, which is closed. HenceKex A
,,r\ ^ O H,,. It suffices now to prove equality.
XL(H) £ KeK k
Consider y e  n Hv. Then for each K, [x + K, H + Kj] Q H + K.
KCK K
I * 5
Thus [x, h] Ç n (H + K) = H = H. Therefore x £ IT(H) and so
Kex
I (H) = n H„» from which it follows that It (H) is closed.
L KEk L
(v) It suffices to show that lim{Ijyjr( (H + K)/K)} £ <p(I^(H)^ , 
since the converse is clean. Consider (x^ + K) £ lim(IjyK((H +K)/K)1. 
Then since L is compact there exists x in 1 such that (xK + K)
= (x + K ). So [x + K, H + k] Ç H  + K for all K and hence
[x,Hl Ç O (H + K) = H, whence x £ IT(H). Therefore
K£'K
(xK + K) = (x + K) = <ji(x) £ <f (Il (K)). □
Theorem 12.18
Let L be a profinitely cleft Lie algebra and let T be a 
maximal torus in L.
Then C^(T) is a Cartan subalgebra of L.
Proof: We use theorem 9.7. Let C = C^(T).
(i) We show that for each K £ X and for each c + K £ (C + K)/K,
(c + K)* is nilpotent on (C + K)/K and then apply Dngel's 
theorem to see that (C + K)/K is nilnotent for every K £ X*
Note that T is contained in C, since T is abelian, by 
proposition 12.1 A. Also, C is cofinitely cleft in L» for 
consider c £ C and suppose that c = p + n is a cofinite cleaving 
for c in L. Since [c,ï] = 0, we have [p,Tj = [n,Tj = 0, by 
proposition 12.8(ii). Therefore p,n £ C and so C is cofinitely
1 ■$> t.
cleft» as claimed. Now f + (py is a torus in L» so by maximality 
T = T + <(p} and hence p £ T. (Hence T is the set of cofinitely 
ad-pure elements of C.) So [c,p] = 0, since [c,T] = 0. Also, n* 
is cofinitely ad-nilpotent on C, so that c* = p* + n* is 
cofinitely ad-nilpotent on G. Therefore (c + K)* is nilpotent on 
(C + K)/K for all K £ X  and for all c £ C. By Nngel's theorem 
(C + K)/K is nilpotent for every K £ X, and so C is cofinitely 
nilpotent.
(ii) C is closed, by lemma 12.17(i).
(iii) Suppose that H is a closed subalgebra of L containing
C, and suppose that H 4 Ij(H). V/e obtain a contradiction, whence 
H = Il (H) and so C is quasiabnormal. Now there exists x £ L ^ H  
with [x,H] C H. Let S = H + <x>. Then S is closed, by proposition 
2.28. Now H is a closed ideal of S and both S and H can be 
regarded as T-modules, since T is contained in both S and H. 
Consider the Fitting decomposition of S and H as T-modules, so 
that, as T-modules, S is isomorphic to and H is isomorphic
to Cr^^H^. Then, as vector spaces, S/H is isomorphic to 
Cr!£T*^/H>* H ha3 codimension one in 3» so 'there exists /a
in T* such that S^/H^ has dimension one and S^/H^ = 0 for all 
> ^ /*. So there exists y £ H^ A C S, and y H, else y lies 
in H n 3^, which equals , by proposition 11.9. We show that 
y £ C, which is the required contradiction, since C C H.
Now for any t £ T, ^(t).y = [t,y] £ [H»y] since t £ T C C C H.
But y £ S and H is an ideal of S, so that [H,y] £ H, and so 
/*(t).y £ H. If /*(t) =j= 0» then y £ H* so /-'(t) = 0, and this is 
true for all t in T. Therefore [r,yj = 0 and so y £ G. 0
Corollary 12.19
Let L be a profinitely cleft Lie algebra. Then any two 
maximal tori of L are 2. -conjugate.
Proof: Since the natural map : L — P = limjl/K.-} is a topological
isomorphism it suffices to show that any two maximal tori in P 
are 2 -conjugate, regarding £ as a subgroup of Aut(P).
Let T, T' be two such tori and let C = Cp(T) , C' = Cp(f).
By proposition 10.1 there exists 2 = (ck) in such that 2(c) = C'. 
But from part (i) of the proof of theorem 12.18, T is the set 
of cofinitely ad-pure elements of C and T' is the set of 
cofinitely ad-pure elements of C'. We prove that 5” preserves 
cofinitely ad-pure elements of P, from which it follows that 
<V(T) C T'. Similarly 5~1(T') C T, so that J(T) = f ,  the required 
result.
Consider (x + K±) £ P such that (x + K±) is cofinitely ad-pure. 
Then each x + Kj is ad-pure in L/K^, so that '^(x + K^) is ad-pure 
in L/K^, since is an auromorphism. Thus 2((x + K±)) = (T^x + K^))
and so is cofinitely ad-pure in P, as claimed. □
) 4 ^
Using the two previous results we may prove the following: 
Proposition 12.20
Let L be a profinitely cleft Lie algebra, and let T be a 
maximal torus in L. Then for each i £  I, (T + is a
maximal torus in L/K^.
Proof: Let JU^  = {T'/K^: f'/K^ is a maximal torus containing
(T + Ki)/Ki), Let Ei = t(L/K±) and let S± = {6 £ E±: 0(T'/K±) = T »/K±}
for some fixed T'/K^ inM^. For each i £ I, consider the map 
f^ : Ei/Si given by 8 S.^ h. 0(T1 /K^). Now L is profinitely
cleft, so it is clear that each L/K^ is cleft. By corollary 12.18 
Jl£ is conjugate, so that f^ is surjective. It is easy to 
check that ^  is also injective. Arguing now as in 7.2 - 7.8 we 
may show that W  = limji^; <^1 is non-empty.
Consider (T±/Ki) Cm. Then limj(T + K±)/K±} * limj^/Kj  ^
lim|L/K.) = P. Now T is a maximal torus in L, so lim((T + Ki)/K±l
is a maximal torus in P. But limjT^/Kj} is.a torus in P, by•e
proposition 12.16, and contains lim|(T + K^)/K^(, so we must 
have equality.
Hence (T + = T^/K^ for each i £ I, since each projection
map ‘Tr. . maps T./K. onto T./K., using lemma 5.14, so that each 
(T + K^)/K^ is a maximal torus in L/K^. G
1 i,-3!
We now prove the converse of theorem 12.18.
Theorem 12.21
Let L be a profinitely cleft Lie algebra and let C be a 
Cartan subalgebra of L. Then C = C^(T) for some maximal torus T» 
and T is uniquely determined.
Proof: We choose a maximal torus 3 in L and consider the Cartan
subalgebra C  = 0-^ (3). Then C and C  are conjugate under some S' 
in Z . We then show that 5"(S) is the required maximal torus.
Now 0 is trivially a torus, so by proposition 12.10 there 
exists a maximal torus, 3, say, of L. Let C  = CL(S). Then C  is 
a Cartan subalgebra of L, by theorem 12.18, so by theorem 10.4(iii) 
there exists JT £ such that S(C') = C. Let T = 5^ (3). As in the 
proof of corollary 12.19, ST preserves tori, so that T is a torus.
To show that T is a maximal torus, Suppose that T' is a 
maximal torus containing T (such tori exist, by proposition 12.10). 
Then <T-1(T') is a torus containing S, so by the maximality of S, 
S--1(T’) = S, and then T' = S(3) = T.
We now show that C = CL (T). Consider x £ C. Then S-1(x) £ C  , 
and for any t G T, X-1(t) G S, so that [<T1 (x), s~1 (t)] = 0. Thus 
( [x,t^ ] ) = 0 and hence [x,t] = 0. Therefore x G 0L(T) and so
C « cl (t ).
Conversely, consider x G CL(T). Now £-1 (x) G CL(:>) = C »  so
) ^
We now prove the converse of theorem 12.18.
Theorem 12.21
Let L be a profinitely cleft Lie algebra and let C be a 
Cartan subalgebra of L. Then C = C^(T) for some maximal torus T, 
and T is uniquely determined.
Proof: We choose a maximal torus S in L and consider the Cartan 
subalgebra C' = 0-^ (3). Then C and C' are conjugate under some ST 
in Z . We then show that <T(S) is the required maximal torus.
Now 0 is trivially a torus, so by proposition 12.10 there 
exists a maximal torus, 3, say, of L. Let C' = 0^(3). Then C" is 
a Cartan subalgebra of L, by theorem 12.18, so by theorem 10.4(iii) 
there exists E such that S(C') = C. Let T = X(S). As in the 
proof of corollary 12.19» S’ preserves tori, so that T is a torus.
To show that T is a maximal torus, Suppose that T' is a 
maximal torus containing T (such tori exist, by proposition 12.10). 
Then ST-1 (T') is a torus containing S, so by the maximality of S, 
S-“1(T') = S, and then T' = S(3) = T.
We now show that C = C^iT). Consider x £ C. Then X ^(x) £ C'» 
and for any t £ T, X-1(t) £ S, so that fj-1 (x), s-1(t)] = 0. Thus 
( lx,t^  ) = 0 and hence [x,t] = 0. Therefore x £ Cl (T) and so
C < cl (t ).
Conversely, consider x £ C^(T). Now K“1(x) £ 0^(3) = O', so
x € cV(C’) = C and hence Cl (T) * C.
To prove that T is unique, suppose also that G = 0^ (11) for 
some maximal torus U. Then U < C. By corollary 12.19 there exists 
S' e <L such that X'(T) = U. Now T is the set of cofinitely ad-pure 
elements of C, so arguing as before, U consists of cofinitely 
ad-pure elements of C, so that U * C. By maximality, T — U and 
so T is unique. Q
Section 3 Profinitely Cleft Lie Algebras
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We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a profinite 
Lie algebra to be profinitely cleft. Firstly that L is profinitely 
cleft if and only if each factor by elements of X(L) is cleft, 
and secondly L is profinitely cleft if and only if cr(L) is 
profinitely cleft. It then follows that pro-semisimple Lie 
algebras are profinitely cleft. Finally we show that in a profinite 
Lie algebra L any Levi subalgebra A  idealises a Cartan subalgebra 
of the cofinitely soluble radical, and that if L is profinitely 
cleft then A also idealises the corresponding maximal torus. This 
result will be useful in the next chapter when showing that a 
profinite Lie algebra nay be embedded in a profinitely cleft Lie 
algebra.
Proposition 12.22
Let L = lim{L.; tt. .} where each L^  is a finite dimensional 
Lie algebra, and give L the usual cofinite topology. Then L is 
profinitely cleft if and only if L^ is cleft for every i € I.
Proof: It is clear that if L is cofinitely cleft , then each L^
is cleft.
Conversely, suppose that each L^ is cleft. Consider x = (x^ ) 
in L, and for each i € I let x± = p± + n± be an ad-cleaving for 
x. We shall find elements z± in the centre of each L± such that
I 1 7—
(p± + z.), (ni - z^) € L and this will provide an ad-cleaving 
for x in L.
Now for j * i Th-jix^ ) = Xj, so T^j (p± + n±) = Pj + n j • Hence
IT (Pi) - Pj = nj -  ^(Lj) * the cen'tre of Lj* *’or each
i £ 1» let 2 ± =J'1(Li), and let F± = {P± + »¿s - z± € Z^} = Pj_ + Z±.
Define ^ ^ j : ¡P^  ¡pj to be the restriction of to Then
each ^j is well-defined, since + Z^) = Tt^ j (P-^  + z±) =
p. + 2., as ad-pure elements are preserved by epimorphisms and J 0
since ad-cleavings are unique modulo the centre.
Now each is an algebraic group under addition and is a 
closed subgroup, So each is a coset variety and each K —  is 
an affine map. By therein 2.22 therefore, = limji^; ^ ¿-j I is 
non-empty. Consider (p^ + z^) £ 1?. Then Tr^ j (Pj_ + zp) = ^ij(Pi + z±) 
= Pj + Zj whenever j *; i and then also TT^  j (n^ - 7.^ ) = nj ” zj •
Since each p^ is ad-pure on L^, p^ + z^ is ad-pure for every i 
in I, so that (p±+ z±) is cofinitely ad-pure. Similarly - z±) 
is cofinitely ad-nilpotent.
So x = (xi) = (p± + z±) + (n± - z±) ------ (*)
Now (pi + z±) and (n^ - z^) lie in 1» and Qp^ + zi),(ni - z^)3
= (Q>i + zi*ni - zj3) = ([Pi»ni]) = °*
Hence (*) is a cofinite ad-cleaving of x in L. □
Corollary 12.23
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L is cofinitely cleft
I s 1—
TT
(Pi + Z.), (rii - Zi) £ L and this will provide an ad-cleaving 
for x in L.
Now for j * i = xj ’ 30 ^ ( P i  + ni) = Pj + nj • Hence
^(p^) ~ Pj = nj - "ij^i) e the centre of . For each
i £ I, let Z± = 3 ’1(Li), and let = ¡Pi + 7‘±: z ± e zj.i = P^ + z±
Define  ^— S' j to be the restriction of to Then
each is well-defined, since l^ij(Pi + = ^ ij^Pi + Zi^  =
p. + Z.> as ad-pure elements are preserved by epimorphisms and J 3
since ad-cleavings are unique modulo the centre.
Now each Li is an algebraic group under addition and Zi is a 
closed subgroup. So each is a coset variety and each 'Sij is 
an affine map. By therem 2.22 therefore, V - limji^; R } is 
non-empty. Consider (Pi + z^) . Then ^ jiP^ + z )^ = ^ij^Pi + z
= p.. + zj whenever j *■ i and then also  ^ - Zi) = n  ^ - Zy
Since each Pi is ad-pure on Pj^  + is ad-pure for every i
in I, so that (p±+ z±) is cofinitely ad-pure. Similarly (n± - z±) 
is cofinitely ad-nilpotent.
So x = (Xi) = (p± + z±) + (n± - z±) ------ (*)
Now (Pi + Zi) and (ni - z^) lie in L, and Qp^ + Zi),(ni - Zi
= (ij5! + zi»ni “ ZJ)  = ([Pi»ni]) = °*
Hence (*) is a cofinite ad-cleaving of x in L. □
Corollary 12.23
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L is cofinitely cleft
if and only if L/K is cleft for every K g X ( 1). 
Proof; This follows from corollary 2.18.U
Proposition 12.24
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L is profinitely cleft 
if and only if e-(L) is profinitely cleft.
Proof; It is sufficient to show that L is cofinitely cleft if 
and only if cr(L) is cofinitely cleft.
By corollary 12.23 L is cofinitely cleft if and only if L/K 
is cleft for every K £ X , and this is so if and only if °"(L/K) 
is cleft for all K £X> since the conclusion of the proposition 
holds for finite dimensional Lie algebras (see Stewart, [l7] , 
lemma 6.5, p94). Pinally this is equivalent to <r(L) being 
cofinitely cleft, by proposition 12.22, since a-(L) is topologically 
isomorphic to lim|o-(L/K): K £ Xi . 0
Recall that in finite dimensions a semisiraple Lie algebra is 
cleft. The corresponding result holds for profinite Lie algebras:
Proposition 12.25
Pro-semisimple Lie algebras are profinitely cleft.
•» i
Proof; let L be a pro-semisimple lie algebra. How <r(L) = 0, so 
o-(L) is trivially profinitely cleft, so^proposition 12.24 1 is 
profinitely cleft. D
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Theorem 12.26
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra, let R = cr-(L) and let A be 
a Levi subalgebra of 1. Then A idealises some Cartan subalgebra 
of R.
Further, if R is cofinitely cleft (i.e. if L is profinitely 
cleft), then A also idealises the maximal torus corresponding to 
this Cartan subalgebra, as given in theorem 12.21.
Proof; (i) We use the corresponding result from finite dimensions
(see Stewart, QnJ , lemma 6.3, p93) on each factor (A+ K.)/K.
and cr-(L/K.) to find Cartan subalgebras of o-(l/K.) and piece them J 3
together, as in 7.2 - 7.7 to obtain a suitable Cartan subalgebra.
Fix j £ I. Then (R + )/XL =o-(L/K;j) = R../K.. and ( A + Kj)/^ 
is a Levi subalgebra of L/K^, by corollary 7.13, so there exists 
a Cartan subalgebra G j R j/Kj idealised by (A + Kj)/Kj . Let 
©j be the set of Cartan subalgebras of R^/K^ idealised by (A, + 
Also,*»' * 1®tS; : «*»—
iVf.v $. _s>;, «-«* **'•-* S;, s. • Arguing
as in 7.2 - 7.7 we may show that £> = limjfii; ■^ij- | is non-empty, 
where for d < i, is induced by tt..
I
Choose an element (Di/K.) € ¡D» and let D = limjD./K, ; tt . . j.- L I  1 1 -LJ
Now D « <P(L) = lim(L/K. ) since .(D./K.) = D ./K.. So D is a
-1- 1 J 1 1 J J
Cartan subalgebra of Let C = <p-1(D). It is easy to check
that <f ( £c , A] )  ^limjD^/K^), so that [c,A] « C, and so the first 
part is proved.
(ii) Suppose that R is cofinitely cleft» and that the Cartan 
subalgebra C given above has the form C = C^(T) for some unique 
maximal torus T of R. Again we use the corresponding result 
from the finite dimensional case to show that A  idealises T.
Now for each i € 1» (C + K^)/K^ is a Cartan subalgebra of 
W  and centralises (T + Also, each (T + K*)/K* is a
maximal torus in R^/K^, by proposition 12.20, so that (C + K^)/K^
= + ^i)/Ki). Now ( A + Ki)/Ki idealises (T + so
that limj ( A + K. )/K. ) idealises limj(T + K.)/K. ! i.e. (a )1 1  <r 1 1
idealises (f(T). Since ^  is a topological isomorphism, we conclude
that A idealises T.0
I ^  s
Choose an element (D./K.) ££), and let D = lim| D./K,; tt . }.
J-  -L ^ 1 1  1 J
Now D « cp(L) = lim|L/KH | since ^.¡.(D./K. ) = D./K.. So D is a
1 J  1  1  J  J
Cartan subalgebra of <p(R). Let C = <p“1(D). It is easy to check 
that <f ([C,A]) < limfD^/Kjj, so that JjC>A] *; C> and so the first 
part is proved.
(ii) Suppose that 11 is cofinitely cleft, and that the Cartan 
subalgebra C given above has the form C = CR (T) for some unique 
maximal torus T of R. Again we use the corresponding result 
from the finite dimensional case to show that A idealises T.
Now for each i C I, (C + X^)/X^ is a Cartan subalgebra of 
Ri/Kf, and centralises (T + Also, each ('J? + K^)/K^ is a
maximal torus in R^/K^, bv proposition 12.20, so that (C +
= CR. ((T + Ki)/Ki). Now ( A + Ki)/Ki idealises (T + K ^ / K ^  so 
that limj ( A + idealises limj(T + K^/K^l i.e. (A)
idealises <p(T). Since ^ is a topological isomorphism, we conclude
that A idealises T. Cl
In this section we look briefly at cofinitely cleft cofinitely 
soluble Lie algebras, and show that if T is a maximal torus in 
a profinitely cleft pro-soluble Lie algebra L, then L = V(L) + T 
and T O > (L) =J1(LlFrom this we see that L = V (L) + Tq for some 
subalgebra Tq of each such T. Also, for any Cartan subalgebra C of 
such anL, L = V(L) + C.
Notation
When a Lie algebra is referred to as cofinitely cleft and as 
cofinitely soluble, the topology concerned in each case will be 
the same.
We firstly obtain the centre of a cofinite Lie algebra L 
from the centres of the factors by elements ofV.
Lemma 12.27
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and for each i £ I let 7.^ /K^  
be the centre of L/K^.
Then the centre of 1 is a closed ideal of L and equals .Q^i*
Proof: Consider x in Z, the centre of L. We show that x lies in
every For any y £ L, [x + K^»y + Ifjj = [x»y] + for
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every i £ I* so that x + K.^  £ Zj./Ki for a11 i* Therefore x
lies in n Zj and so (L) C n Z-.
i d  1 1 i£I * 1
Conversely, consider x £ O Z.. Then for any y £ L,
i£I 1
j_x + K^.y + Kj] = K^, so [x,yj £ for every i £ I, and hence
|x,y] = 0. Therefore 3i(L) = O 1..
1 i d  1
5 1(L) is closed since each Z^ is closed. Q 
Proposition 12.28
Let L be a cofinitely cleft, cofinitely soluble Lie algebra 
and let T be a maximal torus of L. Then V(L) n T = 3^(L).
Proof; Consider x £ V(L) O T. For each i £ I, x + lies in
Ki/Ki O  (T + K^)/^, and this is contained in JjiL/I^)» which
equals Zi/Ki from the corresponding result in finite dimensions,
since (T + K., )/K; is a torus. So x £ n Z. = 5.(L). l i  i d  1
Conversely, ^  (L/K±) C 1^/K^ for all i £ I, so that Z± C N±
for every i. Thus 5 . (L) = n 7,- C n Nj = >(L). Also, T is
1 i£I 1 i d
contained in T +3.(L), so as T is a maximal torus, T = T + 5 1(L), 
whence 3. (L) C I. []
Lemma 12.29
Let L be a cofinitely soluble Lie algebra and consider x £. L.
X  is cofinitely ad-nilpotent if and only if x € V(L).
Proof: We again use the corresponding result from finite
dimensions (see Stewart, [17], lemma 5.2, p90). Now x is
cofinitely ad-nilpotent if and only if x + is ad-nilpotent
for every i € I, and this is equivalent to x + € N^ /K.^  for
every i € I, which in turn holds if and only if x £ ON. ,
i€I 1
which equals v(L). CJ
Proposition 12.30
Let L be a profinitely cleft, profinitely soluble Lie 
algebra and let T be a maximal torus in L.
Then L = v(L) + T.
Proof; We show first that L = v(L) + C, where C = CL(ï), and 
then express a typical element of L as a sum of elements from 
y(L) and from G. The Chevalley-Jordan decomposition in L of 
the element from C is then used to show that x lies in V(L) + T.
Now L2 Ç V(L), by proposition 5.9(iii), so that L/v(L) is 
abelian and hence cofinitely nilpotent. Now C is a Cartan 
subalgebra of L, by theorem 12.18, and L is trivially a closed 
subalgebra of L containing C, with v(L) a closed ideal of L 
such that L/v(L) is cofinitely nilpotent. So by the definition 
of a Cartan subalgebra, L = y(L) + C.
1 °i °l
Now consider x € L .  x = m + c for some m £v(l) and some c £ C. 
Since L is cofinitely cleft, let c = n + p be a A ad-cleaving 
for c in L. But n £ V(L), by lemma 12.29, so that m + n £ v(L). 
Also, p £ T, so that x = (m + n) + p £ V(l) + T. Hence L is 
contained in V(L) + T, so that L = v(L) + T. 0
Corollary 12.31
Let L be a profinitely cleft, profinitely soluble Lie 
algebra and let T be a maximal torus in L. If Tq is any vector 
space complement to S^.(L) in T> then L = v(L) + Tg-and every 
non-zero element of Tq has a non-zero eigenvalue on L (i.e, for 
all non-zero t in Tq , [x,t] = 1(t)x with'A(t) ^ 0).
Proof: T is abelian, so Tq is a subalgebra of L. So L =
V(L) + Tq + 3, (L) = (v(L) + 3,(1)) + T0 = V(L) + Tq . Also 
Tq O Y(L) = Tq O (TOV(L)) = Tq O ^  (L) = 0. Thus L = ^  (L) + TQ 
Further, consider t £ Tq and suppose, for the sake of a 
contradiction, that X(t) = 0. Then [x,t3 = l(t).x = 0 for all 
x £ L. So t £ 5, (L) and hence 3,, (L) n TQ / 0, a contradiction. 0
Corollary 12.32
Let L be a profinitely cleft, profinitely soluble Lie 
algebra and let C be a Cartan subalgebra of L. Then L = V(L) + C
■■¿ou
Proof: By theorem 12.21, C = CL(T) for some maximal torus 
So as in the proof of proposition 12.30, L = (L) + C.
Chapter 13 Embedding In A Profinitely Cleft Lie Algebra
In this chapter we aim to show that a prof init e Lie algebra 
embeds in a profinitely cleft Lie algebra.
Section 1 Cofinitely Semicleft Lie Algebras
In the ensuing sections we shall use the concept of 
semicleft. In the definition of a cofinite cleaving, if we 
relax the condition that the cofinitely pure and cofinitely 
nilpotent parts in the Chevalley-Jordan decomposition of a 
linear map need to commute, the result is a cofinite semicleaving. 
We show that a Lie algebra is cofinitely semicleft if and only 
if each L/K, for K £ X, is semicleft, and that in the case of 
a pro-soluble Lie algebra the property of cofinitely semicleft 
is equivalent to the property of cofinitely cleft.
Recall that for a linear map f on a finite dimensional 
algebra A, f is semicleft if f can be expressed as a sum of 
linear maps, f = p + n, such that p is pure and n is nilpotent 
(see Stewart, [17.]» pB9).
Definition 13.1
Let A be a cofinite algebra and let f be a linear map on A
2 - O  L-
such that f(K) Ç K for all K £ K.
Then f is cofinitely semicleft if f can be expressed as a 
sum f = p + n, where p is cofinitely pure on A and where n is 
cofinitely nilpotent on A.
Definition 13.2
let L be a cofinite lie algebra. 1 is cofinitely semicleft 
if each x £ 1 is cofinitely ad-semicleft» i.e. if for each x £ 1, 
x* is cofinitely senicleft.
Proposition 13.3
let 1 be a profinite lie algebra. Then 1 is cofinitely 
semicleft if and only if 1/K is seraicleft for each K £ X*
Proof: This may be proved by a similar argument to that 
given in the proof of the analogous result for the cofinitely 
cleft case in proposition 12.22. D
Theorem 13.4
let 1 be a pro-soluble lie algebra. 1 is cofinitely 
semicleft if and only if 1 is cofinitely cleft.
Proof: If 1 is cofinitely cleft it is clear that 1 is
cofinitely semicleft
2 . 0 3 ,
For the converse we use the corresponding result from finite 
dimensions (see Mal'cev, £l 2j » theorem 2, p233). If L is 
cofinitely semicleft then each L/K is semicleft, by proposition 
13.3. Also, each L/K is soluble, so that each L/K is cleft, 
whence L is cofinitely cleft, by corollary 12.23. Ü
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Section 2 Embedding A Profinite Lie Algebra In A Profinitely
Por a profinite Lie algebra L we shall find a profinitely 
cleft Lie algebra in which L embeds. Por each i € I we take a 
subalgebra of the Lie algebra of derivations of L/K^ and 
then take the inverse limit D of these. Then L factored by its 
centre embeds in D, so we use D to find a suitable Lie algebra 
in which L may embed.
Notation 13.5
For a cofinite Lie algebra L and for each i £ I we shall
denote by the set of derivations of L/K^ which stabilise
all ideals of L/K±. (Note that each D± is finite dimensional.)
For j < i, define maps : Di - l)j as follows: ^^^ maps
0. to & where 9. is defined by its action on L/K. according l J J J
We shall denote by D the inverse limit limjD^ ;^ and
Cleft Lie Algebra
to 6 (x + Kj) = + K±)), where : L/K± - L/K^ is
the canonical map. 3o ? . . is defined so that the following
diagram commutes
L L
TV
L
K
6 . 
3 L
j
we give D the usual cofinite topology, so that 1) is profinite. 
Remark 13.6
For j * i, ^ j  is well-defined i.e. see
this, note firstly that 9 is a derivation of L/K.. Also, if
J J
H/Kj is an ideal of L / K t h e n  = lri;j ¿(H/%)) £
TT .(H/K.) = H/Kj . Therefore 6 £ D •, as required.
1  J J J
The next result paves the way for the embedding theorem. 
Theorem 13.7
Let L be a cofinite Lie algebra and let D be as defined 
above. Let r : L - D be the map induced by the adjoint 
representation of L i.e. x 1-» ((x + K^)*). Then
(i) D is profinitely cleft
(ii) Ker t = 3 ^ 1 )
If, further, L is compact, then
(iii) Irar = r(L) = lira)Inn(L/K±)), where Imt denotes the«-
image oft,
(iv) T  is continuous
(v) r maps closed vector subspaces to closed vector 
subspaces.
(vi) If H is a closed ideal of L, then r(H) is a closed
ideal of D.
Proof: (i) D is compact because it is an inverse limit of
finite dimensional Lie algebras» each one having the affine 
topology.
To show that D is cofinitely cleft it suffices to show 
that each is cleft» by proposition 12.22. Pix i £ I and
consider d £ D^. Since L/K^ is finite dimensional, d is 
L/K^-cleft in DeriL/K^) - this is lemma B of Humphreys, [9]» 
p18, i.e. there exist derivations p and n of L/K^ such that 
p and n commute and such that p is pure on L/K^ and n is 
nilpotent on L/K^. Now p and n stabilise all ideals of L/K^» 
by proposition 12.8(i), and hence p, n £ D^. By Stewart, [ 1 ,  
corollary 4.2» p83> any subalgebra of the Lie algebra of 
linear maps of a finite dimensional vector space V which 
contains the pure and nilpotent partsjof each of its elements 
(considered as linear maps on V) is cleft. Hence is cleft.
(ii) An element x of L lies in the kernel of ~ if and 
only if (x + K±)* = 0 for all i £ I, and this is equivalent
to [x,L] C K± for all i £ I, which is equivalent to x € ^ 1(L).
(iii) For j < i, ?ij maps Inn(L/K^) to Inn(L/Kj) and is 
given by (x + K^)* (x + K .)*. It is easy to check that 
each's, . . is a well-defined epimorphism, so we can form
N = lira|Inn(L/K±); ^ }, a subalgebra of D. Now it is clear
that T(L) < N, so it suffices to prove the converse.
Consider ((x. + K^)*) £ N. We want to find x £ L such
2.0 t
AProof: (i) D is compact because it is an inverse limit of
finite dimensional Lie algebras, each one having the affine 
topology.
To show that D is cofinitely cleft it suffices to show 
that each is cleft, by proposition 12.22. Fix i £ I and
consider d £ D^. Since L/K^ is finite dimensional, d is 
L/K^-cleft in DeriL/K^) - this is lemma B of Humphreys, [9] , 
p18, i.e. there exist derivations p and n of L/K^ such that 
p and n commute and such that p is pure on L/K^ and n is 
nilpotent on L/K^. Now p and n stabilise all ideals of L/K^, 
by proposition 12.8(i), and hence p, n £ D^. By Stewart, £1 7] 
corollary 4.2, p83> any subalgebra of the Lie algebra of 
linear maps of a finite dimensional vector space V which 
contains the pure and nilpotent partsjof each of its elements 
(considered as linear maps on V) is cleft. Hence is cleft.
(ii) An element x of L lies in the kernel of T if and 
only if (x + K ^ *  = 0 for all i £ I, and this is equivalent 
to [x,L] C Kj for all i £ I, which is equivalent to x £ j 1(L),
(iii) For j < i, maps Inn(L/K^) to Inn(L/Kj) and is
given by (x + K.)* (x + K.)*. It is easy to check that
each^ .. is a well-defined epimorphism, so we can form * 3
N = lira)Inn(L/K.); ^ i-(, a subalgebra of D. Now it is clear 
that "C(L) *; N, so it suffices to prove the converse.
Consider ((x. + K-)*) £ N. We want to find x £ L such l 1
2,0 t
I
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that ((x + K^)*) = ((x^ + K^)*). We show that for each i £ I
there exists zi £ Z^ such that (x.^  + z^ + ) £ T(I<), where
Zi/K± = 3 1 (L/^), and then show that there exists x £ L such
that (x + K^) = (xi + zi + Ki), and deduce that (x + 1^)* =
(xi + Ki)* ^or a11 i e If so that t(x) = ((x. + K^)*) and
then T is surjective. For j < i, ^ij((xi + K^)*) = (x^  + K j ) * *
so that x. - x. £ ZH. Let &■ = (x. + z. + K.: z± £ Z*l =
(x± + Z± + Ki)/K±. Define cri;j : - iPj to be the restriction
of TT. . to'i1 . whenever j < i. . is well-defined, since • J •
rr. . (x. + z. + K. ) =Tf. . (x. + z. + K. ) = x + z. + K. = ij i l i ij l i 1 1 1 3
(x. + K.) + (z. + K. ) = (x. + K.) + (z, + K. ) £&\ , sincei 2 1 3 3 3 1  3 3
Z. C Z.. We can check that each^. is a coset variety and • J
that eacht:r. . is an affine map, and then by theorem 2.22 ij
¡? = limflP. .1 is non-empty. So there exists (y. ) £ V such
4. i id 1
that for each i £ I, = x^ + z^ + 1C for some z^ £ Z^, and
such that (y±) = y.. . So (x± + z± + K±) £<p(L) and hence 
there exists x £ L, by corollary 2.18, such that (x + K^) =
(xA + z± + IC). Then for each i £ I , (x + IC ) * = (x.^  + z± + ^  
= (x^  + 1C)*, as required.
(iv) Let J be a closed vector subspace of N having finite 
codimension in N. Since T  is linear and because the topology 
on N is a cofinite one it suffices to show that f -1(J) is 
closed in L. Now by corollary 2.14, J = lim|J.), where for 
each i £ I, J± = {(x + K±)*: x £ H±) for some vector subspace
'Z .o i
of L. As in the proof of part (iii), if ((xi + K^)*) lies
in J there exists x € L such that ((x + K^)*) = ((x^ + K^)*) and
x £ O  (H. + Z.). So x -1(J) C n (H. + Z.), and it is clear 
i£I 1 1  i£I 1 1
that T(H± + Zi) C J for all i £ I, so that 1 “1(J) =
O (H. + Z.) = K, say. But L  « Z. < H. + Z. for every i, so
i £ I  1 1
that each (K^ + Zi) is closed in L, whence K is closed. Thus 
r -1(J) is closed, as required.
(v) This follows from part (iv) and corollary 1.11.
(vi) Suppose that H is a closed ideal of L. Consider
h £ H and d = (d±) £ D. Then [r(h),d] = [((h + K ±)*),(di)] =
(L(h + K±)*,d J ) £ limfInn((H + K±)/K±)}. Now as in the proof 
of part (iii) we can show that f (H) = lim)Inn((H + K^)/K^){. 
Hence |t (H),d] C r(H), so that r(H) is an ideal of D. r(H) 
is closed by part (v). □
We now give the embedding theorem.
Theorem 13.8
Let L be a profinite Lie algebra. Then L embeds 
(algebraically and topologically) in a profinitely cleft Lie 
algebra.
Proof: Let r be the map defined in theorem 13.7, let /\ be a
Levi subalgebra of L and let It = o-(L). V/e find a maximal torus
T of ít-(D) such that the split extension X = R -5- (T + X (A)) 
provides a suitable Lie algebra.
Now the restriction of r to A is a Lie algebra isomorphism, 
since A n ker t  = An ^ (L) = 0, and is a homeomorphism, by 
parts (iv) and (v) of theorem 1 3.7 . Thus r(A) is semisimple 
and t (A) n »(B) = 0, and r(a ) is compact, so is closed in D.
D is cofinitely cleft by theorem 1 3.7 (i), so by proposition 
12.24 <r(D) is cofinitely cleft. To obtain the torus T 
mentioned above, let H =  ^(D) +  t ( a ) .  Then t ( a ) is a Levi 
subalgebra of H  and=^(H) =  'S " ( D ) >  so that H is cofinitely 
cleft, again by proposition 12.24. Also, H is profinite, by 
proposition 2.28, since o-(p) and t(a) are both closed in H. 
Applying theorem 12.26 there exists a maximal torus T of ■j-(H) 
idealised by c(a), and such that I ( a ) n T = 0.
Now we can consider Ü, and hence T, to be an algebra of 
derivations on L, and by restriction, as an algebra of 
derivations on R. So we can form the split extension 
X = R + (T + -(a )). Give X the cofinite topology determined 
by taking D(X) = |K + H: K € "1 (R), H £ 'i(T + r ( a) )), which 
equals {(R n K) + ((T + c (a ) ) n H): K £ 7i(L), H € )^(D)} . As 
in proposition 4.12 we may show that X is profinite with this 
topology. To see that L embeds in X, the map : L — R + i(a) 
given by r + x t. r + r(x) is both a Lie algebra isomorphism 
and a homeomorphism, since the restriction of c to A is a
' 1  ) O
homeoraorphisra. So I embeds, algebraically and topologically, 
in X = (R + t (fl)) + Ï.
To complete the proof we show that X is cofinitely cleft, 
and to do this it suffices to show that Y = H * I is cofinitely 
cleft, by proposition 12.24» since Y = & (x). Consider x £ Y. 
x has the form (r,u), where r £ R and u £ T. T is maximal in 
'’■(D), s o  is closed, by proposition 12.12. Hence T = limfï. } 
for some choice ^  of subalgebras of 1^, so u = (u^) with 
u^ £ T^ for each i £ I.
For each i £ I, let x^ = (r + (R n K^),u^). By proposition 
12.30 there exists n £ V(n) and t = (t^) £ T such that r = n + t. 
We may show, arguing as in the proof of theorem 6.7 in Stewart, 
[17], P96, that x± = (r + (R n K±), u±) = (r + (R n K±), -t±)
+ (0, u^ + t^) is a semicleaving of x^. So x is cofinitely 
ad-semicleft, and hence is cofinitely ad-cleft, by theorem 13.4, 
since R + T is cofinitely soluble and since it is profinite, 
being the sum of closed subalgebras, by proposition 2.28.
Hence Y is cofinitely cleft, as required. Q
H oVe.
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